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FIRST NEW ISSUES OF 1983
To be issued on 17th February will be three more values in the 'Zodiac'

definitive*, four 'Publicity' stamps- - Series I - and a most attractive postcard
for the International Thematic Stamp Exhibition 'TERRILL' to be held in Basle
from 21 - 29 May. Details are:
1. PEFIN;TIVEg - nags OF TBE ACEIJA 

Pr. 170 ANCrik - the Crap - and the werwits. Cancer, the first astrological
sign of the summer months, and the Wetterhorn, a well-known peak in the

Canton of Bern, sees to beckon one towards the sunshine of the high Alps. Mere
the mountain is seem from Haslibere, above Keiringen.
Pr. 1.80 lag- the Li% - and the Assups GORGE. Leo, king of the beasts, and the

wild Arouse gorge in the Jura nountaine of Neuchatel, are not an
inappropriate combination, for each in its way occupies a dominating position.
Fr.2.00 ma- tb, Maiden - and the ALETSCH a441411. The entrancing view over

the Aletsch glacier from the Aletachwald in the Valais Alps - a soon* of
virginal purity, and thus a fitting illustration for Virgo, the late summer sign.
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Values Fr.1.80 and Fr.2.00 - as above
?SWAMI

De-J,gperst Ruse** I Max Lens, Zürich
Engravers* Fr.1.70 A ?r.1.80 - Earl Bickel Jr., Malenstadt

, er.2.00 - Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Commoney)
Printiess Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern

White with luainous substance, without coloured fibres
Popp Cv4nclomet 4 sheets (1 - 4) of 50 stamps each. Stem; sizes 24 X 29 1116

8leo44,1 comps 4 specially designed covers, each with a different vignette
will be available, one for each value and one for the set.
Also collection sheets and folders.

(Continued)
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2. 2111149;TAT *vita ;.
20s. e e eo, _ e'; ev e' 41 	7' This teeociatioe

was founded in
160 in Zdrich as an informal grouping of ecientists, anglers and naturaliets.
It was not long, however ' before the vital need to protect rivers and lakes
became apparent. In 1958, upon its 75th anniversary, the Aasociation was
formally reconstructed OW a federation. Based in Beggen, Ct. Lucerne, the
federation to-day constitutes an umbrella organieatioe With over 50,000 membere -
=ale's, professional fiehermen and fish farmers trouped into caetonal feder-
ations and societies. Their common aim, then as now, is to keep Seitserland's
lakes and rivers clean and to promote fishing and pisciculture. The stamp
design shows a perch, one of Switzerland's popular game and food fish. As with

other inhahitauts of lakes and rivers, tne perch depeuds on unpolluted water for
its survival,

40t. so, _leeeeeeei -eee-" The University was founded on
29th April 1833. Initially'

hOmmed in the Fteumunster Abbey, it later moved to the Binteramt in Augustiner-
pose - pert of the former Augustinian monastery, in 1864 it moved again to new e
albeit still provisional - accommodation in the south wing of the 'Federal
Institute of Technology (e.TH), and finally in 1914 it was given its own building,
designed by Curjel and Moser in the south German 'Jugendetib'.  Despite reno-
vations and extensions this building still 14rgely retains its original striking
appearance. COMOMTWih$ with a total of 159 students in 1833 1, it grew to 436
after 50 years, and to 2033 at the time of its centenary celebrations. To-day
the student population numbers arousal 15,000, the largest of any Swiss university.
The University building as shown on tne stamp is one of the city's familiar
landearka.
70c. 7 =' '-e S T-UReekelSTSeneiRATiep, This federation * known

until 1976 as the Swiss
. Press Association, is one of Switzerland's oldest profeesional organisations.

It encompasses 16 affiliated sections and groups with a total of 3000 members,
This cantonal and regional structure keeps the Federation's member* informed
about technological developments affecting the media, in the past .1*.w years, with

electronic media growing in importance, the need to adapt has taken on a new
significance. In the stamp the tape symbolizes the tools of the trade - tele-
printers are often used by journalists for reoeiveng and transmitting reports.
The loop represents the processing of the information by the editors before it

is made public through the various media. The letters j and P formed by the

tape stand for Journalism and Press.
800 - 17.'; a7.1 Thie

Association,

, now celebrating is centenary, has almost 500 member firma with mom than

200,000 employees between them. The Association's centime:ma involvement in
economic and trade affairs. and particularly in export problems, is attributable
to the fact that the machece-building and metals industries account for over 45

per cent of Switserlamd' : exports. In :Ito centenary motto *People and electronics -
with people, for people", the Aesociateon seeks to strese that the fact of tech-
nological progress does not entail man's being pushed into the background.  The

stamp shows a micrometer, representative of the precision instruments used in

the macbiee-buildin g industry. Also eislole is a cycloidal computer drawing

• which might be seen as pointing to the sesured future of swiss precision

• engineering.
vismswee,ememonesIFemmeemeemeeeroee

kausleanst
11AAJMAL.

aleAssams

20c.,

20o •
70e.

40c., 700. and 84c. -

greet Wittig, Pull,.
Roland Rirter, Been.

Designs as described above.

40c. guest et Max Lens, Zierich
80c. Roger -Virgil* Geiser, Lausanne.

(Cont. overlead, Col. 1)
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BE LC ICA 82 If F. PIM=

When originally conceived there suet eave been a fair degree of scepticism
about an internation exhibition devoted entirely to postal history, postal
stationery and aerophilately:

Dr. Jacques Stibbe, President of the Belgian federation, is on record as
saying the concept provided a splendid opportunity for those who hesitate about
displaying at exhibitions. Dy taking out the stamps it really gave the specialist
the chance to compete on more equal terms. How right be vas. Sntires comprised
1200 frames of postal history, 700 frames for aerophilately and 400 frames for
postal stationery.

It gave us a magnificent opportunity to see exhibits, not only of high
standard and quality, but in depth.

Pr Swiss interests the attention focussed on postal history and the
strong impact of the display by Paul Heiniger of the Canton of Berne. Instead of
the usual standard page else he had mounted onto a card equal in size te 4 of our
normal pages. This gave a splendid chance to introduce better layout, coupled
with not having to worry too much about the size of items upsetting the balance of
the page.  I wonder how this would go down with British judges!

Postmarks of Glarus by Paul Glaser were of magnificent quality. The
cancels must have taken years to find; and yet you felt each one was sufficiently
different in design so as to enhance the item. There was a lovely cover with mixed
franking: a Pr.1.- Strube', with 10e. + 3c. perfed Sitting Helvetia.

Tax marks were seen in great number amongst the pages shown by Kurt Pahl*,
Herbert Getslaff and Jaquelize Niquille.

There were two lovely exhibits among the aero displays. Most of you will
recall the exciting discovery in 1980 or thereabouts of proofs of the propellor
overprint on Tell Boy 2i A 3c. stamps.  Since only 34 copies are known it was
exciting to see one page with both red and black overprints. And what about
se-tenant pairs with the overprint on one stamp only:

Among air letters were a number of items of 1920.  Tiles. used the
propellor overprint stamp for postage coupled with sets of Pro Juventute stamps of
1920, Since PJ stamps were only accepted as postage stampe by a few countries at
that time, in truth they must almost fall into the categories of vignette* ... or
do they?

Sad to relate there were no postal stationery exhibits of Switzerland.
But among the postal history pages there was a delightful piece, a No. 1 card with
the 1871 Gratis label in lilac, used by tne interned French Army at that time.

The one item that will remain with me as a memory of the 1982 'Belgece
must be the entire from Neuchatel dated 4 Nov. 1550::

N S W * USNSw' (Canto)

Peblecete etepreeetaile - cont.

Prietteg: Rotogravure by Courvoisier SA
Papers White with luminous substance

UAW 36 r
Pqrm pvlineer: 

Covers: Special covers with appropriate
vignettes will be available, one

for each value and one for the set,
Polders and collection sheets will also be
issued.
C * 	tit ALcr :

Designed by the Berneee graphic
artist Elates Oberli, to commemorate the
International Thematic Exhibition to be
held in the Beale Nester Nesse (Exhibition
Halls) from 21•29 fay.

The picture side of the card is a
reproduction of a copperplate engraving

by Natthlus ferian the Elder (1593 -
1650), showing a view of Basle
Cathedral with the terrace: of the 'Pfaiz'
(whose name recalls the former bishop's
palace) with the Rhine in the back-
groued. On the address side the 40c.
imprinted stamp is based on a late
15th century forest warden's coat-of-
arms from Basle.

The card, which will cost 700., is
to be in offset multicolour printing
(with luminescent band) by the PTT
Stamp Printing Works in Berm.

Ce4eATULA.TI0NS 
Our maMber, Mr. I, Tillea, visited

the Birmingham P.S, in December on their
Competition Night and won the 'MEDAL:.
CUP' with a 12 page entry on 'ROTEL
FOS? STAMPS'.

He last won this Trophy is 1966
for a Postal History entry.
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SWISS STAMPS
for the — Discriminating Collector

STANIPEX 1983
Visit vs at SUM 42 where you will see on unrivalled
display of fine Swiss material from Classics to Modern.
Please come and discuss your Swiss Collection and needs
with our expert staff.
Should you make purchases at our stand the cost of your
entrance ticket will be refunded as follows: First Day
of the Exhibition on minimum purchases of £20 - on all
other days on minimum purchases of £10.

Our Great Strength Lies
In Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Our 1982 Catalogue wit0
1583 Supplement is now on
sale at E4.95 post free
Please ask for a free
copy of our magazThi-THE
NTSS PHItATELIST,

The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists"

P.O. Box 242 Highgate, London N6 4LW. England

jiMattala2-aarilU2L1211 Swiss Airmail Arcbives 26
Annual General Meeting 83 Switmerland & tn. Hapsburgs 44

sCommercial Development of Unusual Rate Item 1
Swiss Airmail Services 541,19 'Wipe' 1981 61

Competition Results 25 1982 New lasue Programme 93
Concerning Ifthibitions,

1982 Index to follow
Exhibitors & Jurors Pt.I *.

DID YOU KNOW/ 745,23031,
TA-A7-qq.61
71,79,87,95

'En Numeraire 35
Escalade of 1602 41
Geneva 'Bulge' Postmarks 33
Identification Numbers it

Letters on Date-stamps 65,74,85,91
Insertion of Silk Threads 67
Era. Lee & Romano Gallery 31
New Internat. Postage Rates 45
New INIVAS 9,27,57,81
Pioneer Aviators 54
Post(al) Cards 1886.1905 49,59,65,77
Salvage Isom 43
Silk ?bread Issues 1854-82 3,13,21,29

' Solving queries 37
Super 'Stsmpex l 1981 37

SUPER STAMPEX 1983
FEBUARY 15—FEBUARY 20

BRITAINS NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
BOTH HALLS Royal Hortocultural Society

Groycoat Street and Vincent Square London Svv1
Tuesday 1 pm to 8 pm

Wednesday, Thursday,
Froas, I 10ein to *pm

Saturday. Sunday 10em tolorn
First day all t1.,50. other days £100 (Mar 4pm Sap)

Children and 0 A la a ftOp ( pity 4pm Up)
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS

By K. Butherfoord Part III

We now move into the third part of our study, i.e. the Postcode, always
ahead of the town name in to-day's postmarks.  This is 'Postleitsahl' in German,
but I will use PLZ to simplify matters, and not 'Postal Direction lumber' which is
rather cumbersome, although the correct translation.

Postcodes, that is something shorter than the town name, which can be used
to help sort the mail, was one of Sir Rowland Hill's idead, but it took about 20
yvers before he could actually introduce it for London in 1857. Re used a suffix
N, SW etc., to indicate which part of London the letter was destined for, thereby
the sorters did not have to know which sub-office would handle the mall for a
particular street. In March 1917 the 8 main district' of London were further
divided up and each sub-office was given a number WC2, 3W4 etc., to allow sorter,
with little knowledge of London to sort the sail quickly and accurately.

Other than a similar systes for Birmingham, Manchester etc., And other
places in the world, nothing further was done until the Germans in about 1943, for
the same reasons, introduced a numerical hoeing, la, 22b etc., where not even the
name of the town had to be recognised, as the number gave the main route for sorting
by totally unskilled persona.

This system persisted until the early 1960* when the Germans introduced
a system using 1 digit for the largest cities, 2, 3 and 4 digits for the smaller
places. (The 1 for Berlin has now become 1000, etc.). Switzerland followed suit
in 1961/64 with a 4 digit system, starting with 1000 and going up to 9999. Beery
place, even the smallest PO, had a number. Sometimes this was the same for a group
of villages, but these are now being changed wherever possible to individual numbers.
Sorting is now entirely by numbers, not only for letters, but also for all packets
and parcels, mail bags etc.

Naturally the postcode system is only of uee if the *ender puts it on each
letter and also in his address. Correct publicity is, therefore, vital. The
Swiss PTT sent a booklet to all households, explaining the system and containing a
list of all places with the new number. They also threatened, nicely, that letters
and parcels without the number aould not be delivered as quickly as those with the
correct number. This was enough, within a few menthe 90 of letters were correctly
addreeeed, and is now almost 10010.

MAL.k.
Postleitiohlen

Lettkreis.

Nunidtros postai.=
d'atheminentent
••••• Rayon. d'xhorninernent

Nunttri postaili
d'avvismente
•••• Raggt Cl'avyternento
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As can he seen on MAP 2, the country is divided up into 9 zones, roughly
the name as the 11 Postal Regions of 1849. The 'roughly' is the catch, and thia
is what we will look at in detail, for woich you should study the first parte of
this series to understand how the PK regions were laid out, and how the compromo
tees were dictated by geography, to modify the cantonal political boundaries.
As 9 goes into 22 (the number of Cantons) even less than does 11, the differences
are greater, and in 1963 the individual political feeling of each Canton was less
than in 1849, more postally directed decision* could be taken without a riot.

The PT? decided that, followiag the German system, all postmarks should
have the PLZ, to indicate that they were serious about it, and to be used if
necessary by the recipient on his reply envelope. The very
first sucb postmark was a local Publicity ode (Pig. 69) for C oO3 S 1144,,
Betschwil, dated 28.11,63, and was the first of le such cds 4606 /‹.-

with the PLZ below tile name. There were also 5 machine town . I \
dies with the PLZ at the bottom, but generally the tests
showed that it was better to put the number ahead of the
place name, just as it should be on an address, be:Log more ,
prominent in that position. This meant tnat thousands Of
cancellers had to be newly made in 1964/65/66.

Fig. 70 shows the last place to get a new canceller Pig. 69for s very peculiar reason. This village,"Derrgraben" had been

9Oo

\‘,

, "4-1_ -zah Atit
"

VICUT k„.., , „?, 1.,1 \ \ \

,..) ':Z:) '''' ' - 0 VI_ Ct t, L,
,

SIMON Gii. hLLEIth GEBURI*SHAUS
,,4,
,.

IN fiEIMISBACII

—

Pig. 70

the source village for a book written by Simon Gfeller, about a fictional village
he called "Reimisbace, in the 19th century. In the 1960e it was decided by the
local inhabitants to rename their village.  But this took time politically, and
therefore, the new canceller with the name 3453 Heimisbaold could not be issued
until well after all its neighbours,

To he continued)

A NEW !EAR ..... will this lead to new interests T

There are many subjects in Swiss Philately that lend thezaelves to

study, whether it be postmarks, intereetiag covers or thematic*.

1 will be happy to help you.
If, however, you keep to the more conventional aspects of collecting,

there again I am able to supply materoal on Approval or against Wants Liete.

11 l a I i 110
III

485, Marino road, FICeSCAMBgii Lean* LA4 6A2.

. , .'



.... that becauae the new cylinder
diameter is larger it seems that new
every 16th stamp has perhaps a narroW-Or
wide 'correction' tooth, instead of each
12th as before, but I have not yet seen
this myself.
•... that the next RABA will be held in
Ulrich from 22 June to 1 July 1984, lust
50 years after the first one. Wartime./
•Ezhibitioes are every 6 years in Seitzero
land,

this year the 'TEKBAL' for Thematic
'collections will be held ie Basle from
, 21 - 29 May, another date not to miaow
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o T U RJ I DID YOU KNOW
-.... that the 3 'figure only' coil stamps,

It is with the deepest regret that Z.Noa. 483,484,485 of 1970 are now being
we have to announce the deaths of several; made on the new 3SR 3 printing machine in
members in recent weeks. the PTT'a own worts in Bern, as the
MISS N. CHATBURN of Bradford. A amber ,eriginal recess machine of 1936, the

since 1962 and recently elected :Goebele, or SSR 1, is now definitely
Chairman of the N.Group, who will =pensioned.
be sadly missed* ,.... that this means the number an revere.

MR. A. E. VOIZEY ef Margate, oember ainceof every 5th etsp is no longer upside
1965. .down. Before this was generally known

MR. P.A.G. MILLIGAN of Folkestone - scale emart dealers were selling suchit
member since 1966 errors' for 5ho.25 *- a piece. So far

only the 20c. has been seen, but the 10o.
U. A. WALKER of Edinburgh - member and 50e. will apparently Soon follow,

since 1969
MR. P. G. =HART of 3.Attica - member

since 1980
KR. R. FIELD L: - who Joined only last

year

From Mr. Rutherfoord, a personal
friend of Mr. Walker, we learn that
during Nerld War II he was one of the
pilots who at great risk shot down so
many of the VI Flying Bombs, opetatiag
from a temporary airfield near Dungeness*

APPRECIATIVE THAMES an sincere good
wishes to the many members who were kind
enough to eend Christmas Greetings, whioh
are heartily reciprocated.

G. W. HUBBARD L. E. STILES
E. J. RAWNSLEY

es

the Minutes of the AOM is necessary in

•

that Fred folder is now 85 and still
that Mrs. A. Lete was referred to aa a flying gas balloons all over the place,
'Member' of the Royal - she is, of 570 so far, mainly today to raise money
course, a 'Fellow'. My sincere for children's charities, by taking
apologies for this error. :special covers along for philateliete

G. W. HUBBARD and others.

1 2W H.. that Liechtenstein now gets 12,1 of231.7_1A.1..ILIL P, - May I remind y ou
its state income from philatelists viathat subscription renewals became due OA

let January 1983. They are coming in its sale of stamps. Which countriem are
very well hut there is still some way to now trying to do the same?
go, so please dig out those reminder '.... that I was not quite correct last
slipe and let me have them, with your month in saying that there are now 6
cheques

* as soon as possible. 1.4 - U.. :Philatelic Counters in Ct. Ztrich, as
& Europe; £5 - overseas by airmail. noted in the press on the occasion of the

Two points: opeaing of such a counter in Winterthur,
lo Please do not mention the name of the , ao it should have said "in the Postal

Soeiety when addressing envelopes to . Regiou VIII Zurich". The 6 are (in 4
me (or to other Officers). addition to the main office in the Ptau-

2. My postcode is B17 4JB J A - for isdneterpost, 8u22 24rich), Zurich Airport,
Harry •. not J j for Mother: oaffrich Main Station, Olatt Zentrum

L. E. STIL (Shopping Centre), Winterthur Main PO.ES
;Schaffhausen Main PO, and in Ct. Thurgau-

Q1,1D IOU KNOW % Cont. from Col. 2) Areualingen Main PO.
that Question No. 124 it* from a

recent book by Dr. Schweighart of Austria
on all the stamps of the world illus-
trating ploughs, of the 273 stamps shown
which came from Switzerland,

M. RUTHERFOORD

FROM T:: SECRETARY . An amendment to

• that to send a wall calendar from
:Switzerland to UK, 400g., without
'commercial advertising, coat 38p, but
isame calendar sent from UK to UK
Aiheoreteses costs 50p, but has lees chan
of damage.

the

.... that the answer to question No 123
is that roses are shown an Swiss stamps on
the PJ of 1964, and 4 times on PJ
Of 1972, 77 & 82; in 1971 the 20c.
commemorative showed a stylised roes as
well, making 14 in ell.

Cont. In Col, 1
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"W""M umea. see OMM

t. - Ron. Seoretary Mr. ft,A, Hoyle ' a ' G
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., HALIFAX !

' N.Group members were delighted to
welcome Kr. Hubbard st Saatr meetiug et
4 Dee., when a large attendance enjoyed
the study subject - SWISS POSTAGE DUES,

Owing to illness Dr. Ritchie's
paper and display were presented by
fellow Harrogate member. Mr. D. Arthur.
Shown were a collection of various
stamp issues with a detailed study of
the first types and a large seleotiou
of covers from all over the world show-
ing the usage of postage dues and 'T'
ALSZke

Other displays were given by Mr.
Rope with a *election of covers; Mr.
Tillen with 'T' marks, stamps I covers,

and Mr. Moore who showed a collection
of Lake Maggiore ship post covers with

tax sarks.

Members also appreciated seeing a

selection from Mr. Hubbard's extensive

collection. Of particular interest

were specimen overprints, impart',

colour trials of 1924 and a variety of

Covers each with an exceptionally
interesting story.

& somewhat low attendance, no doubt

due to last minute Christmas shopping.

ar. bulotrooe offereu Umuilia for Ere.Leets
display at the 'Royal' on 2 Dec., saying

that it was the largest attendance of all

time with the greatest number of non-

members present ever recorded. Surely

emphasising the popularity of Swiss

material.
At our own meeting displays were

given by Mr. Pickard, who showed Yiecals

and a couple of Foetal Stationery items.

The Piece's included colour proofs,

import. colour trials and Tax stamps.

Kr. Bulstrode stowed Hotel Post

proofs, *owing machine pees., and some

forgeries of Belelp,

Finally Mrs. lawnsley shoved Geneva

'tab' cancels which first had 'PD' in

the 'tat' but later tneae were blank.

They disappeared from use around I887,

There are.. st least 3 - possibly more -

sizes of stabs'.

I also wish to express my thanks for

the warmth and friendship I received on

my visit to Leeds, where also I was *eked

to convey the N.Group's Good Wishes to

all members. G.W.H.

!RIZ 1ZCHA49B RAWIWANIAAP
Booklets for the Packets for the

remainder of this season should be sent
in not later than the end of January.

If any members are interested to
view booklets that have completed their
first circuit, please let me know. It
would also be helpful if you would
give me some idea of your interests.

D. M. SLOE
1

-LIMAtitusgailsa

p. GROUP - Sat. jaSk February

Mr. I. Gilohrist will entertain
at Pool -in-Wharfedale.

URA GROUP Wed. 9th February -

T.P.Os - to be introduced by
MR. L.E. STILES. Members are
invited to bring along further short
displays (up to say 20 pages) on
this subject, for the second half

of the evening,

At the beginning of September 1" .: 2. the following appeared:

" 4 " f With

all CEPT countries as well as the German Democratic Republic
and Jugoslavia. Up to and including Luxembourg in the new
photo composition, remaining countries still In metallic type
mixed with photo composition. 1216 pages, all differently

illustrated etamps are pictured.
s
t -Tx „it E .! • The eastern European Catalogue will

not appear this year. In its place will be a supplement giving details of the

price changes bringing last year's Easters European Catalogue up-to-date,

, # e' • e . colour. Geratan/Prenot

Prices for Blocks of four and FDC - Catalogue Numbers - Important varieties -

Comparison guide for the catalogue numbers Zumstein-Michel -Stanley Gibbons -Scott -

Yvert - Prices for cards and envelopes "Day of the postage stamp".

For further enquiries please contact your specialised shop or our General

Representative in England:

Harris Publications Ltd., 42, Maiden Lane, London WC2B.714.

Propr. Hartsell it Cie', P.O. Box 2585

: ZUMSTEN4CIE 01-3001 BERN, Switserland.
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SWISS TRIAL
a, I. K..SLATX Part 1,0

Triel prints are produced usiug the ease equipment - materials,
gummed paper, perforating devices •tc., as are ueed for the iseeed stamps. Theolr
are required efter the aeeembly or the overhaul of a rotary proms, after the
replacement of parts, or the tryieg out of new materials, tuCh 00 paper, colours,
wipleg clothe, support belts etc. Special cylinderevare used Var these prints
which show varioua lines, belle and crosses, as well an pictures similar eo issued
suave. Mese pr-ete ehos the meey poseibilitiee of emgraving and deeigeine and
the capabilities of the machismo which print teem.

Trial prints heve been produced by the following methodes

Typography (Lettexpreee pricted)
Lineeengraving (Recese printed)
Line-engraving and photogravure coebiaed
Photogravure

The PVT hes trim* Stabletice-Rotations maceines (otos* emgravemg-rotary
presets*);

e e
Tblo !Lachine wan made by the Goebel Companyin Dusseldorf, Germany, and

was enstalled in 1936 et tne Seise mint in Bern. It can print in two twit:curs
(recess and photo gruvu re )

tad* by Winkler, Pallert AeG. of •Berne installed in 1945 and can print
only in one colcer (recess).

e
Also made by Wiekler, rallert LG. of :ern and Jest:ailed it 1966. This

machine can print in Up to terve coleere (recess and two photogrevure).

Tbe recess/photogravure presses ese u very thin quick drying photegravure
eee eeeee given a screenieg tens tc tbe paper.

The PVT are not helpfUl regarding these prints!. I wrote and attached
photocopies, aaking for aertain details and received a printed folder ehich said
*neither the renebere printed nes* the duties etc. are on record", thee the followiag
was Underlined in reds "We art unable to• enter inte eorreepondence on this
subject.-

I helm tried to maks ae comprebensiv, liating me passible, bet it is he
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Prirting mac .,Iline - S3R I
Prrtiag - H4Q, 4 & receeeh*,togravuro combined

Paper . Orvli ry, grilled' aT,:a pto:.iphor cT,,at,1
eet *leo - , 5 articel rose

Plate A144.00.140 — 14,, -:. nave twen seen

.tx?vatata GiRitharbi katea
Purple

rgge 10 BRVIVTIA. JJ FLBRUART 19fr;
_

means aciapletes Ulad,
,:i.ut4,1.1y there are more 1-,,Artatiorft ar_LA if aLiy OAL,

add Axiy obaervatl
,
',410 or 17(.,=ellto to this liat ti-f.).-ald be gzattfulo.

?be only way to differentiate tetweet Jr1:,:lary en0 =ated
ei:7-er la by the toe of a V.V,. leap*

4

batrii.StLp.ZiaLTZ

puzple

Blue
Brig!lt t.1,44
Red

Olive - yellow
?urquoise - green
Tallow - orange
Black
Brown
Rad - brown

Rei.1 (rtoewo:J. 	Greaninhe.yellos pto ogravure)

tarmire red.
)11 44 ,0,aw.,2Atu.,...17_0Aututrit
OrangeBlue

 t ''''-' ' , 4- , •-• - 'le, i : ' '''' . , Lt

421, ',,,,,„004
3/4
 ' ' " 	1^ :eftwi

u
' ,.., e ... f... • st6

.rx.,

,„

.4
.-, ,-,-,

. - ,
kli

taa -

Designer - Karl Bickel
Printing - ?yeography tlx,.+3. rcm:ic

Pri7vting machine ,,iliR II
Paper - 3rrtnite, ordinary, pnofi cr çviolat

fibres) p.., phota ::mated
Sheet size - 50 JO horiv)atal rows x

5 •vertical rove)

:Red.

p .),A,Itt,t, cal  Istir :t • •

Slate -
1,1'1

19,kCIEs

Scarie )
Very ft Wa.

Grey - gretn i., anadas
Purpitl
4aestrwt

'ix
s
	a at ozkAnivo

"Atii.'4,''"4-,,..,,''' GATail:414- 74A4i m. - ,12Trigb-D -kATA—z—AV
AI -At 

Scarlet III cO
?elle* - :.)r .exIglk- , a

-- IT: ., ' •ff C12 '4, S ZOk1146 1
t

Turqunule.‘blue
e

Broi.z,
e

Red.broen
e

Deep hive
*

e 4

Brigti: tile* 7,atadea) i
Bright pv.irpie ,

12,114.45



Starlet Red 1,, a hades ) Bristt
scarlet

!Grey-green ! Brcr.:.--g.1-, il

1 (shades) i I.
ai--------------o------------o,---

1 RI u.e - Deep Oluo 1
1

..,
! •rt blue !,.

1

1 (shades )
!. Turev-iott4e- 1

bluc !

Purple. !' purple

o le t

Green

Ea We

I Purple

1:to-bronze.
E, en. ( shade

AM,

r1,,f!a -brown !
( A

OraHla

6 2 3

IMMO:
T
ART 1963 HELVLTIA

alima..mALlatraza .)

Bed (shades)

1Orange (stades)
Light bronze-green hada a )
Blue ( shades)
Red-brown ( shades )
Purple t *Ades) to

Page 1.1

11.0,11057
12.11057
120I1.57
11411457
llaX1.57
11.X1.57

:racatiall
Second row down - 6th stain al o shows *
thicic line Z'laa.

lazusL„possr gat

Bright :scarlet Deep purple (,,J411se) 4.11.64

Scarlet Deep purple
Sege-green

UJJLW
•kka„

Basic i Plain p$“,irr
Colour 1 IlrfY4r1

c(vers tanes:i

190

Red
e
kaUt0.60)

I ts deep red

Liner)* Tottled IThirne r cr P phor Paper
T,„

. aper 'stlits glossy Viole. , t fibre
!!.rown ! Wijtt gloesy

i gum

19% 1957 1966

prior Coated
3piper

White glue
Matt

19

licarlet

Sarie.17,143eirt

, Blue .0 1 im. i
(enad.es) 1i,;

t I
I.
i

Purple 1 Weil purple De..v.-p pl,;‘,rplie .

kaW0eV) i i

i Ii
i 1

Brown 1 catnut "6-rvw,c4.
I

Orange/I Yell ow-
Yellow 1 Org11,ra nrano-s

c ors

To be soutinue.,1

1.1.„012. ZetartimY • 5th Marc rc,* P144.,.5t.W •- the 3ecretsr::-
leoa* back over ilia 30 years with Roles

ZAWLIf..ps - "Wednesday-, 9.th March - P t-,.:4TAL STATIONERY - Kr. F. Pickard
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14  QUITE OUTSTANDING CONDITION

ttLALP: No.1„ superb corner block of four mint. i 55.00

No .11c " . . . . . E 55.00

No.2 superb full margins mint. E 75.00

No .3 the rare ordinary paper, luxury mint
.., . 9 copy with left sheet aargin. t110.00

Vi.Q. 11.1. 	No.3 rare ordinary paper in outstanding
61$1tte" *3 vertical cilFFF17-5iir mint. 040.00

No.3a chalk paper, superb full margins mint. t 37.50
...... ..._ .
mu.Ja

_ .. ..

with variety no stop after Franco. Rare E 60.00

No.4 superb wide full marginsanti sheet
margin, mint. E 50.00

No,4 superb horizontal pair, full margins mint. i 95.00

No.4 superb full margins s pale violet shade
mint. 1 45.00

4A0E•ANERINAL: No.1 very fine, full margins mint. E 65.00

No.2 superb full margins mint. i 50.00

No.4 superli full margins mint. i 20.00

R101 kALTBAD: No.1 superb vertical pair with wide sheet
margins mint. E 20.00

RIG! SCHEIDECK: No.la.in magnificent corner block of 8 mint. E 45.00

No.2a luxury copy, superb used. Extremely
rare in this condition. E140.00

YURORT STOOS: No.5b fine used on piece. A little foxing
.  - ....... on a few perfs. Not catalogued in used

‘elek
condition and extremely rare withRellstab

1 V1 .31 1W'
te ill. '
rn

d
iaMiln 4 certificate. E250.00

' V 

, 
No.6 very fine mint.

• 'iwitairi.AltEr No.8 superb used.

i 30.00

£100.00

ST. GOTTARD Official illustrated Hotel card with stamp
No.la plus federal Sc. Numeral stamp (60A).
This unusual card is a well known pre-cancel
although no cancellation was applied. The
hotel porter prepared this card for use.
Extremely rare.

£600.00

Our Great Strength Lies
in Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

,
1.

[ .,t . ' ,,,'4 ' 
A \

L

..:1 1,,,,,o ,. .4
•

,rq

''.,Plir",,,',1„,'4,*'',
,p,,'...::-,;,,,ri e.,y'

' -' 41,0,44-„../
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THE HOUSE FOR SWISS STAMPS

Uhtatettr Colie6ter tLtd
(H L. KATCHER)

P.O.Box 242. HIGHGATE, LONDON, Ne4LW

http://No.la.in
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IDENTMCAMON * S Si LITTERS ON SWISS DATEST
By M. Ru'nerfeord

eviltirl.tw our study the PIZ t tco<it nlamera. It coat the PTT•
1t of amey tc," cha.ge ail the caucellers, it atend*rdise trio 4eatgni,tt ti remvved .111: of tb,e attctivef:i. t4. the 0:',

their great variety . . Fig. 71 shvis the local pak .
of C;ehevv 23t that of the PO at the IaterTist .i .*nal aec

. \

Centre CERL, thil3 pee. w4a firet .'illustrated in the
. FT.4 it lig -rn14-9

showed the uLlmOer 120, trat the mail .w! 1.d be s- .1 • • :Mk TAt.

c.
tribute4 fri:Ym 1200 ';:,:eYiev 1, bi:it it 0

. 
:1 Ot

1 tato \
. • ,;41 167

service tbA, .i. . ,2;t1rib i,,tion route wi etari s trtat ' ,
•

orieiLal '12AJ ouI plag with q211' was
i eteL J t •,,as :hiwayQ Therefore, durir.4 ite

itre• of 6i jeari a Iar-e. tlani r Tit iAlipre
.3siona ;Ire t-Q. be ne, 71

f17;lu 0.rt or all ttw tluater, fiv1;a47 ft;t1IUTig that
it wee- of tht: old t:ype 1

,41ttft FLZ. Ail witt FL2 arj the
othkr6 witnout a. .41wx.er 4fer-e re de., the cQst tne touriet
bo-ard w'ao the ,1)t•aaki; nevr an7
ou.tlicitY p., tark al, 411til p.oe-t ro8 euffiietktly to
a wi.cnire sioktqr.

v'e‹k
J.14c

-

L.e2 t ere. •
tots,e. c -L4,-4nge ill 1964 were the
to vr crowns, ao trey are called Fig. 72'
here. Of the tkigh speed Filer machines
5 were giver the new exv.,„ ,.. rimentel levign, wIth the Y.143 eelow.

Yiern 1 Briefeerstan '&413 from b.V.64
eneve 3 Rive 

120° 4.4 11,V1.64 aa well as
C_;elleve IC Nation 120c Bargdorf 1
Dietikcin 953 fram 17431,64

WT4 to oft
IDS

.
RUMESSII 119-2dssl'A

TACKR23074 \,1\/
1
6
(16.

'
-

30J3LMM1364 t,

„ ; 4

_
';',rcegtjt, ' )

fAV'

'•

.1t Fr.Jral

,twm:At,

ilke:A:;\<-71-,,,,..--.: 1-"' V.,V,'-''''''L,,, ,,....'ll• - - ' • . Z. , ,,.........:,..,„, j 1.4- • ...."' p• .........,...,...,,,,,Z .4x. jr ..- ...,..,••• n•,,r'', I '.....' • ' - / 1

I

i

. .. - -_ ..
... 

,:;: i ..... -2
.
1

.

..., •...,, ,,, -.: ...., -...! , (.1, 4

T e t -
-
5e

.
:17D jr* . 7,fairlI . 17-4v...o.11, 'mat-

all It..
.fa thr rare, ever

•• the machines were in 4,04.1
.
 1 r

in ';' ,e .rn the other 2 ti:1,chi *t -w defititive 3ty1e with the
• .frout or the . mv soon . aftr,
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?ha 1. Group's Annual Competition waa
belt in Leeds on 1st.. 5th. nk innr
decidad by Popular Vote, wRIre;

AM0:24.1161fail * eirmcr tlt) ‹le77 4
Zap': AR. D. CA_Lali far 'Co4meaaaatlaa
Postal nights of the 1920W.

Page 14 WLViitik N'4742. r.btala e.:.litzu4o7,19e3

Boaaasaa, $aa ma A. liana, Ca latavaa Avanaa, luddarefiele Load,
aftlzra t Torts RA3 OBT

: At tha janaary mmating membera were entartalu by Mr " alcariat at hie home

at PoolainaMtarfedaIa, whore ha displayed a *election from. his vast collodion of

KilAtary and Red Crass Mall, aaamancing with 'Ow numerous types of 'Pre* Post

tovara t or official envelopea tor uao by soldiers ' and 'Military Pontal Max:tate -

Parse wed by military peraaanal far etadiag aayatata.

rage next selection was devoted. to Intarnamaa Camp . Posta ' with a faatastic

number af: aovere from ' arid piotarea of the camps and internees.  Amaaa tham your

reporier acted oovere froa the hospital at Mantama for faanct iatexaaaa. a aallaa

Of picture oards of the hospital for military internees at Vribourg 0 aavera faaa

the British. 'Military Camp at Barran and fram kreach lataraaca at the Natal du

Parc at Oberbofea and a striae of 12 picture cards from tat attar at Mairinaaa.

Than followed caatam fram tha t InternatIonal Peace Bureau' in. Bern from 1944

to 1918 and examples of Red Cross 'llachnahme caraa. rt .interest Wa/A

g caxd of the Military Barracks in Caw- wtb an exaical i;T: A tamparary bozed

caacallation in use botaaau Aug 0 11 ana Dec. 111 1941, tac amly kilown aliltary ana

at a barracks af taia tape of cancellation.

Beat came a atlection af salaaer atamaa aa c=(.374T add staapa for tae auard

Compasiaa whica a:aerated fraa Dec. 191ti tc aaa, 13,70 to support aac Yroutier

Police be-cau•e of the inaalasing lumber af tmmigraaaa crossing the borders,.

Mr. ailaarist them showed examplsa af Rea araa Reply Cards and a ealaction froa

hie immense ooll•ctian af covars ahowara tat aaa of tal Rad Crania Traciag Sorsioe

Reply labels. All the Irat:o.A.14 types ()r late. dere shown iaalwaiag lettere from

the Red Croaa vita both halves of tha laaaa attaahad.

A truiy . remarkable display was conclude-a with a nurbar of ti.M,I1 envolorW

with International Red Cosa return labels*
•••~10.••1000

a (Cost.)

A* even rarer one is shown in
Irig. 74. ?hie wn* mead os aa eaaaria
aantal machita for about 2 weeks
at Moire-as ' tear Bora:

Mr. D, UCT1 far
'aa. roatoaraa aaama 1905'.

On 6.V11,aa tat') etall Titino
tuft of Tonerc received, aczoraing to :11aitxuata Kr. 1. TILLER
the Prr archivea. the fiast crowo with; at-,aal,aag
the PIA in froat. 6598. As this
aacaine is ia eye only during tits
summer months. mostly faa tourista' Magial_za.A.....ati jijiz. salat
poatcarda, asaaplea la 196 A can ba Mambers who asy be thinkiag of
canaidered rare, . Thar, in Septaabar

attendiaa tne Thaaatac Ptilaaeiaic L'abla
mad, October Cal emir rush started,

hitiou An Basle may be inteaantad to hear
(To be clatialead) that D. P. LONG A CO (TRAM)

Norninatoa Craseent 8tatica, Londaa 01
12.TD 1 ere offering arranceuenta fr 2.4
idaya. 24A 3 day tour can 0-0VOT the

in reported in 'Tell' ttat one
of the complete

lopeuing or closing data* of tits sweat,
moat collectioaa of

whii0 thS 5 day tour taken in th0 lusw

forgerisa lo
g
b roctatly stale* I4 Axsticaunit 801714ay svmday. coats range from

so bettla, lest eows of this material ' 'AaU7
nada

• 4606 aad inoluds return fax* to.
Ire,4tually ite wtv oAto the !

iBealtak hotel aocaamodatian and insurer/at.
market in this country, villa details available trom Masers. Lots

fot at the above address*

jOUMUUa * Iiiater of the 29.ga...*.N.alall
Pa. L. NOM way a delightaa viraar of
Me gan trophy for 'Atting A Stanciha

1 Selyetia Proofs A Sesayos.
Mr. L. Tillea for t3wies

I ?PO* 1858-187W.

;

for lawlaa



„,„,. that thl

.
 ?TT rwf rtiertt

ha::$ the DV*

fQr !*L. ThS
artit ar. i orrectiy printed

tnat the Oi..,;(7 glacier
flowlxc

.
 the wrune way:

t e PTT hae i to u8.5 this
ca,l'.1tot te relue0.1,:A in t71... „ .14J.1. :her 4.th
mark o4-'.,;a. t t aeriet,

....tha t,

-
.11e PIT i6 certaltly ewrry that

tnio stql4 at,tb tIntt a4rror-isage4
flAei

t
kr di4 zOt L

.

.i. ve a nigt.t

r
r face

value, az/.,Lish:,n,,,T, quantified nave
been ovlirci'l by tht ;Pablio, all banking an
a later Q

!
,,rrected reprint. •ld luck.
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All Helvetia meebers will have reed .
with deep regret of the Aden death OA .... that in tne kar. w Jt te3 there .44,
22h4 De er of is Porah Chatburh f 'a war

p
ing ti Urea r14441ar cheap

Chairman of the Northern %rap. I. nt) Sittine Helvetia staps have
spi:eared in strips A bloir.liz with veryKiss Chaburn lathed 'Helvetia' in siae C .  cancellations - hut applied inthe autumn of 1962 and has for 20 years ' ! O * wa war,:been as enthusiastic member, being elected 19

5
,12 nly tn expert kno that; the

boz,ly the pwtaiark did 1- Q

t
, °list at VI*Chairman far the first time in 1967. date $.5own. Se far Glari/ Briefpost

Her main interest was the pictorial
side of Swiss philately end her stumps
were collected from a thesatio angle,
often relating her aheeta to her ma
holiday experiences. The displays were
usually presented in u humorous way,
often illustrated by drawings or cartoons
which so effectively descriced a stamp
and its story,
• A lower of Switzerland, partUulari,i
of the Berneae Oberland, Nies Chatburs had.'
spent nu:serene holidays at her beloved
Wilderewil ahU often recalled with great
pleasure the meay happy houxe she had
spent in and around Interlaken and the
Lauterbrunnen Valley,

As Ote of the sceti kind and gentle
persons Qtia could ever know, bar loss is
a great blow to the Icrthern Group.

R4A.H.

[2.XII 1 IX- s.JA VII: a3)Z., Winter-
ithur 2 XII 61 IX. ana f1

.
0 I 
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c2 and
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y
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31.

1
33 CRIPTION

ri If there is an I X' 142 the
box it means that at the
time of poeting yQur dues
for 1983 *re unpaid.
Will you be good esQ401 to

resit promptly - X 4,00 for V.X, and
Surope; 4 5,00 oveTseae by airmail.

41414Ling7 (Cent, from Col. II)
.... that tt answer toE.'4ueotion NG * 124

'is tbat a plough is 
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n.Qwn on only one
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• , Lirt. J. Et„ mem :1-1 ,L,11 - L. cyl .1 1
: : I lifPU, 1„,,W. litett&! of covorroboot# a very. early meetter sto ... 4.
: ',Iothad the Society un '20 April 1949. J. 1 .

/ L. i, . ...--

Always U: outbuoleatin sepport*r 1 .... ,400124c4f,e1( .Atir.,07- 4.0 AL/
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Members will be very sorry to learn that, as the result of an accident,
our trusty oontributor, Michael Ruthe'rfoord, is suffering all the discomforts
of 4 severely dislocated shoulder and will be out of action for at least a
month, possibly longer.

Expressions of sympathy and best wishes for a ood recovery as soon
possible have arsady beet sent * Luckily the DYK column for this month

ha* already been received, but there will inevitably be delay in continuing
the article on the Identification of Postmarks.
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besi gner: L Geudard (on P.T.T. ,$taff)- —erIntlhgt Recess/photogravure coubl'iA and 1,:;:lotogravure
Printine Nsoninel Recess/pnotogrvir SSR I
Paper: Receesipnvtogravure ,zoutinan pnosphor coated

Photogrevure - phosphor tviolet fibres)
3teet size: 25 (5 horizontal rows z 5 vertical rows)
Plate numbers: 1 to 4 have been $een

(Note)

P "-1 -
Lake

litY1 C'=T's p.gR SNOWN.11Lia

awe. azatrania.
S.rown -purple Light blue 26.11.64 Arial%64
Green 26,iI64
Brignt blue Tellow 24.11.64 25.X1.64
Dar* blue fellow This exists without

printing dates
Brown Light blue 27.1.1.64

IAWITIEO Blum reesss, yello* photograltur*, *isplaoed pelloo shoving yellov going
into bottom white border

Note: Illustration from the Noble Art of Steel gravine published by P.T.T.
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Printing Rectos
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Paper' Ordinarl
Sheet Hiss* 50 (5 horisontel rows

10 vortical rove)
Plete number's Se . numbers on *beet

Ilue
15.11.66

Purple 16.11.66

Brove.purple (shades) 16.11.66

arose

lisignIUZIMAMLala

Inscriptios: Rehrfarbiger Stichtiefdruck . Specieen 1966
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Paper Phosphor (violet fibres)
Sheet sleet 50 (5 horizontal rows a

10 vertical rove)
Piet* simOscrel 1 to 4 hove been **en
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*-1.4 * ; 4 r „fa

ISM&
Slue (absdes)
arey.blus (shades)

Iluagsvmat,

Red and brown ( h d.*
11e4 and brown .1/nodes)

4.1.67
4. 1.67

18.111,67

There are numerous shad** of blue recess.
The red photogravure verie* from very pale red to deep red.
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aacont pleas for articles for the °Rowe Letter' sues to have fallen OD deaf

oar., for the current one on 'Trial Prints .s the only contribution wbdch has been

rev/iv/4.
The preesnt oriel* bringv home ali to olear1I the seed to hsvu

, •some reserve

materiel it hand*
Surely with a membership the silt* of ours, with the great variety of ietorests.

there, must be sons who oculd *end *logic something of interest to fellow members.

Or what about roar queries, Our 'Plusslo Corner' is Still Sivaillialts Short

:.,410040 ink interesting fis40 * umususl cancel!, etc., aro always useful.

• 20.plemme try to help. Tbur Miter
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12.16X 3 ft. red . 	18 00 13 SO
1217X 5 FR, slate blue 1$ 00 13.50

'd118X 10 FR gegen . 00M3)

On tlisturicel Series.
1 248 90 c. grey-blue/prey P OA)

1247 00 c itwit fecifreil 8,50 8 00
124e 1 FR. tilt-gen./pro. 0, 4 50
/249 1 FR, 20 c. vielierer 11 00
/290 1 FR, 60 c. I 1:;)13
1261 2 FR, tsicidred 0 80 50

0* Industry *Ail Losithmiepe.
1298 6 c, otiose . 2,00 2 75
T239 10 c green . 0.26 0 30
1300 15 c. turquoise 25 1 60
11014 20 c, maroon . 0.20 0 0 0

1302 20 c, Kerlin 0 70 1.50
1303 30c histre 1,40 323
T304 36 c, brown — . 1 ,50 2.25
T305 40 c. trkte — . 0.50 10,90
T308 50 0. bluish-grey 	. 3,00 { 750

1307 c. blue-pow 6.00 8 00
1308 70 c violet 5.00 ! 5 00

On Mobile Pliffil Office (I1531
T3111 10 c,. oreertiy

eR
,
th

l, ".* I 0 90
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l
i
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 red .D0 a) 90

Most later issues are
in stock, kindly ask
for free price list.
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TTede p nn j3 00 4 NO
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9 pryiyOlowiteditilve 5.00 5 00

1133a 10 c grri 11 00 111_00
'r32

,
9t1 10 4, weenin gm !Wiwi t 1 00 11 00

13 i 20 lectigrey S 001 5.00
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i
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On Europe1357)

1332 25 215 3 25
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POSTAGE DUE ISSUES
1955-S9. HAND-S/1XX "OVERPRINT"
ON CURRENT STAMPS, IN PLACE OF
POSTAGE DUES, T IN CIRCLE OR
UNFRAMED LARGE DOUSLE ,LINED or
IN SLACK,

vrop PREVI "it

Unioe opportunity to•aç.quire a SUPERBLY MODNJED :r00 WRLIJEN UP

t'ollEKtion of T-WaS, including'all the rarities plkis 14 unliited

item. TOt4.1 748 items (price singly i2800), 0140 11900.00
. . lOr

To all praces snowrs. iiiand Ctients P u1 af.111 15 art cent VAT

Our Great Strength Lies
In Betng Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

El. L. KATCHER
PO BOX 242
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C74
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l4IGHGATE

DON 146 4LW

t/latelotY o teeter td
C 01448 0296
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28th ANNUAL COMPETITION
T* 24 HELD AT THE VICTOR! SSRVICal. CLUB, W.1 CI

N WK,Y48DAT. ma Ann 1983
AT 6.45 P0144

• l.

20

The. Competition, open to all xesbere in the DJ * , is in two asctionat

A. agukuLaleaugu. Sntries of not lees than NIUT and nov, MOTO

TWCIVE sheets, comprising anY postage ateMPep

charity, airmail, epecial, postage dues, official lteeel miniature

sheets, flown covers * •tc*
34 WIM.Igan,CALUMatut

tARILSEarkk Ibtrie6 of IIN1
sheets OA any aspect of ;Wien Poatal History*

. Mlopa rls aay submit 044 SNTH/ IN RCM UMW*

4ttries sett lq pont (preferably covered by poatete including Compensatory

Pee) should be in the hands of the Competition Organiaer, Kra. 4.J. Hawnsley

and meat to 3, Cranford gardens, 'Victoria Drive, Bognor Abets , W.Sx P021 21141#*
to arrive not later than Monday, Ilta April. Members attending •the meeting

ahoula, of course, bring their entri7a on the night*

illy agreement Judging will be by POPULAR VIM - thus enabling all these
preseLt to take part and to gala some experience of judging*

.,0 tries will be judged on a system of pointr bp.ned an the general heading's

SUIZIAXML.22. WWII=

a Phil, knowledge and study 30 * Ineuledge * atudy 40

t Importance & epee * featuree 20 b Originality it imPortenal 25
e Condition (including rarity) 30 et Condition (lual * rarity) 15

d) Presentatioa A arrangement 20 d) Presentation * arrangement 20

5 0 The 'Raleetia Uwer Cue, awarded annually, shall remain in the posseswirm

of the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser

named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner. If the same pereon

. wits three suotzessive Annual Competitions the Cup shall become his or her

property, and the Ccmittee *hall provide a new Cup for the next year

6* The (or. opte shell alao , be bold for 11 months and then be returned to

be competed for again*

"?. Thematic entries - if received - will be ludged as being part of the Cup

Competition.
We have had many new member, during the past year and we hope that

they *ill take part in this year's Competition*

An Afternoon at the 'Royal 91

Anhual General Meeting 65

! Bicycle Tex Stamp's in Geneva 22

Competition Results
17

Concerting tzhititions. Exhibitors * Jurors, Pta II * rii 1.11

1.mous 4wiss tamp Rarities Without Legal Status 77,54.90

'Gottardo 82' - Visit to 91
Impressions of 'Phileirrence' 59

Idettifioatior Letters * Numbers on Swiss Date Stamps 5113,29,67.75,63193

Jure Industrial - 'lapel Stamps' 49

I , ruble ilsetir4 i ondon 21

$obile POs of Switzerland 17

New Issues 9,33,571,78
Harks of Switaerland 53,60,69

Obanaban *Shenanigans', The 45

solving! a Mystery 25
SSiS4 Scotiete - 1912 Version 43
-3wise Booklets - Sew Style 61,70

4witeeriamd'a Franchise 
Stamps 27.31444"

Taz
—

limmilos
.
 of Canton Zug 72031

4nusual Mark on :og les Cever 41
24** Issues

59
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STA M P EX 1g33
Another aucceesful exhebitioe is over and weeemuoh ealoyed4 Aa usual

the A.Ce steed beceme oseetiee place for Helvetia 
•
members. Nr * Katcher and

Mee Dominiei were in fixes form eel it was also goo to see our former Cha
iroan,

Mr, EX, Slate. up from Devonehere to lend a hand, and among many friends

Mr. Derek Beak to Maidstone.

The use of the tvo hells 
gambled more dealers to be present, at eprepees

the attendance * thus avoiding the erteh it wed to be, Svias aaterial was not

over plentiful * some woe highly priced and it pald to eeareh veil*

Asiong the mazy displays eur chief etteetion aaterally went te t1,0

Switseriandiwith some pride it VW) noted that all *ere from members and all
received recognition thus, am one might esye lcesping thlam L the familye

4.Cdr. R.P. Bulatrode not only won the "Katneer Trophy" and a Silver

medal for "20th Century Proofs I Neeaye, but also a Silver for "Betel Peete

1854e1894". Ikronsa-si iver aWILINIS wen 7, to Kr A. Parem or "Poe tataxiin LIA,Wrft

and Surrounding Areae", and to Kr. Lel. Mitchell for "rootage Dues 11310-1976.

Bronze medala 'ere won by tr. P. Pickard far "Foetal etatioeeey Cards

•shad Nre. B.J. RawnsIey for "letheleth Century Trutt Marks'. while Mx. Gq 'eeebarde
a fieet tiee entreat received a Diploma for "Pwt3ge Dues".

Meng fine exhielte at all kinds, * noticeable feature waw the variety

*ad ingenuit
y of Thematic entries. Particularly interesting and beaatifelly

wretten up was "Au letreduction to Reraldry", while two ether striking subjects

(in sore ways than one) were 
*Belle* and "The Bicycle". $o farI aceot

recollect steiee any on Sweet) Thematic. ..* next year perhaps?
Lela.

DAPAS,Teeliarati...a...02.041

Before the displaye oomeenced the eiliCi.r71441 0 Mr, Bulatrode,, commented on

the *Steepen" exhibitioe az d. congratalated everyone who had entered, eepecially

ae everyone 14e.11 somethieg! Perhaps this will encourage zore members to compete.

The aebeect for the eveuing was "The Travelling Poet Offioe" and iu

the first half' MR. L. ke STILeS gave a comprehensive deeplay of Regional, Privete

esti Natioesaised 'Ante. Of particular lmtereat vere examples of the preelee.113
era before the Redemption Law vas peeeed which vae the beginning of Swiss Federal

Railway. All etagere of thevelopment were tbere tr.,- be 'leen, and in 1160, ellen all

limes had been electrified other new ere beeae. 4 total of 71 sheets gal;"'

a very clear Nee concise eneight into the wortiug and operation of the systee

emPheeisine the fasoinetion et' this subject*

Otner members coptributed material :le teas •eveeee half*.

MR * nun stowed material from the early period lefa. with some exeeetione
ally interesting covers*

BR. 30DDI1OTT StiViet *me unusual materiel, wite that he called queries. Ccvers

with Garman Rnd. French feee and oee !rem Italy Wittt a Swims TPO.

All examples Of the poetel !stationery cards issued by the aBB, with

vignettes depicting aspetts of Railway operations.

RAWN4Let ditplayeld 4 maps shoving the development of tu •aelvae •yetem from

1880-1920; *leo elamplee from both tae early eereod ane leter from

tie Private Railways. Of particular note vas t^,0 
,Jee of 4 Hailway

stamp wtich could be purchased ahron. the Poet t vas c:,o8,eda

The Fresideut, Mra. A. Lee, gave a vote of Muesli and rmtne d on the

varioas displays which 410 tten given*
, 1.1.0WWWW.gatill4NPnMa•

322"41a....ancla9ALIEL.4L

Two *tamps ears leseed on 18th March en the theses of "Safety at Sea".

40 k 80 Rp.

1112111311112 40 Pp. J infant (Bele. tie )

BQ ap. V. Wurn.16, tech (Mile tria)

bag.tlags 01'f set by Questa Security Printers• e.B4

atX$1 26 it Sagagsv 400 000, of Noah

The speelei csatellation depicts a lietithefttne,.
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1111WEGADEL111146.1121
It is with great pleasure we learn

that J . XAX TSCE has been invited to
sign the Bell at the SPY Congress in
Beth on friday, 7th October, 1e8e.

As we all know Mr. Bertsch ham for
long beer an indefatiguable 'worker for
philately and eine* 1941 has been
associated with the fire of Zunstein,

tie offer our felicitations on this
well deserved honour.

14SCA33112.111__ICK.USUPAL

There were 2 new issues 0A 7 'taroks

1*
lefoloaajeji 40 Re. Kotker Balbulua of

St. Callen
80 R ile Hildegard of Bingen

Desieseset Gerhard Oloser, Stevaerau
blialagt Reto-heliogravure be Courvo

Aiiel t 	28 x 37.7 an., in eheeta of

2* ABIC4gio.2.1111211 

Notp 44, 40 Rp. "Schautiser Douterstme
Diming; 70 Rp. iftenachtt

180 Bp. 'Fankseneonntae

leeziguere Regina Bar
ger, ischen

Ingram* Volfgang Seidel, Vieana

Preteieel Combined heliogravureleneraved
By State Printery, Vienna

UAL : 	, 27.5 a 32,8 ma, sheets of 20

The special cancel shows an open
book. Commemorative envelopes for each
wet and maeimum'oarde were teemed.

32e3 DeffeICEN I March 1,697

6448 =ULU - as Vierwald-
stettersee 1 *

9302 KROUSE:1, 'elate
Oalluestadt 1 s

7131 PALM - familiar -
eportiv - cordial 7 *

3512 SALLileGEN . Dorf
im itmmental 5 April

3711 ACBSETO Skizentrum
gleipeelp metachalp

5 Lpril

TO MIND TOO 0....

Um last meeting of the BOMB=
CROUP this season will be held in
Leeds on April 16th (Saturday) and will
be the Unmet general Meeting.

The LOON NBMT/NG on Wedneedefs
April 13th - will be the &OVAL
COMPETITION.

DID YOU KNOW

....that last year in *wee American ;lila-
telic aagatinee, including 4 TBIL l of the
LEM ' there appeared reports on a
coapletely new procedure with swims HP0
stamps which would enable *neon, to have
such steeps cancelled at the UPU PO,
Berne 15, and that this would start in

Kai 1963. My various enquiries to the
PTT and CPU have brought only the vaguest
of confireatioa.. I think the CS report-
ers %Nipped the gun'. 1 suspect that
this new system will start when a new
UPC etawp appears on 22nd August 1983.
Full details will follow as soon an I
can establish thee.

that a certain amount of political
tumour tea been released in Switzerland
with the issue of the fish stamp (20 ate)
on the 17th February this year, which
shown an stgli* fish (in Knglisk* perch).
The humour is because Egli is the name
of one of the two new Federal Councillors
Nolo took up office on let January 1983.
The practice is that a living Swills is
not to he portrayed on a stamp, until
sea:

... that on a short holiday in the mount-
am. I came ammo tne ASD (a private
Railway - Chemin-de-fer eagle - Le Sepey -
Lee Diabletete) which is still using the
electric locomotive. and rolling stock
from the time of the opening iv 1913.
Thle railway, of great scenic interest,
is apparently due for scrapping neat year.
Luckily I could get some station cancel-
latioas of Lee Diablerete, and in the
*see office, the next station called
Vera i gliss, because the Stationmaster
let as do all ay own canoelling:

, .

I

77-.....1
1 47 3 A S

: I
n
 

':.
-
)2 7 1.•

I...Li' ' ,.._
F-

 - t v 19.tz,,3

. us DIA.NifiETS t

,... that the 16th Roll/ illketiO held on
:17th. 18th A 19th February attracted a
.lot of attention for a remarkable amount
of interestinf material fOieme obvio481Y
from the U.K.); further details of
,prices realised next month.

that the &newer to (4Us5tion No. 125
is that I mon find only two named
glaciers' the /thane glacier on tic 15c,
atamp of 1934 and 1936 and the Tschierva
glacier in the Engadine on the 50o. of
1939.

that Question No. 126 is; Whict
;Seise stamp *as the first to Seee a
ispecific person?

50

e.239t

K.898

K. 899

K.900

K.901

For Rules aaa paea 21, 1
K. RUTa4tFOOOD
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110...vsz soa.seo. Mr. R. • BMW, lour interest in Swim* stamps need
6. Limes Aro, Budderefield ad, Ralif8*

06ver
 oom, to an end, Apart from making.

mint-used collectiot of all issued
At the Leeds meeting on larch 4th istamp, there are inammerable other

Group umbers were delighted to welcome inspects which. one CAA pursues
as 4 ruest Mr. Wright of Leeds, Preaident , Bo/ can fill a lifetime. of the Yorkshire Philatelic Aseoeiationel 

te.
***

mts
--**

attete- '
1 acau eeveral iseueel Mayon* andThe dieplay was given by Mr. i. A. 1 UPU oat prov :Boyle and took: the form of eelected

items from tomes end topics which. have tati. )1.L.W WT
ide study

trAA *Standing. rielvetia
at some time fnterested hi* during hie Loewe are ?WI iA tease*
aeabe•ehip of *Helvetia**

For the more modern collector*The first half, which wee devoted
to steeps tovering many

:
 Loewe

,
 ramging AIllwa are full of interest,

from Perf. Sitting end Standing.
. IWJLJadlatita io moS videl

Y
 
collectedBelvetia, 1900 

B 
1924 UPU. 1936 

S
ne

ll
• '

Landscapes, Pro juventute and Pro SalagwAzitais„Agglia ere a source
Petrie, finished with a selection of of =ending fescisation
publicity iesues and maximum cards'. All these aud aany mere.

The second part consisted of a Send Wants Lists or 
as fordisplay of the *I* carzellatione with :aaterial on Approval*noatcards and atamps depicting *tidier . •

views; postal stationery, inoluding ,
ARMSTRONe.tte 1959 Imbib mition and PTT Museu . * • -

cards, and concluded with items fres , 4S, Karin* Road, MOSBCANt.".,his collection of Swiss Ballwaye, Lance 60.ineluding the Mahn a 1444o4 a tour .
Of the Emmental*

Ivan if you do it normally collect postal stationery
:
 earde. you

should moat certainly **quire the GAO issued reeently to publicise the forth.
*e

y
ing Thematic Bxhibition, *TONAL*, to be held in Beale from May 21-29*

The design, adapted by the Bermes* artist * Klaus Oberli, ia from *
10AperS copperplate engermviugI

• , of old Basle by Pat thaw
*erten (the e:Lder) (159'3-1650) .H4t:1

The rich red imprinted •• •• r

stamp of 40c. value, is based
f on a late 15th century

:
 forest

: 1: 
'garden's coat-of-arse of

' • 
•• :.• :

At the beginnitg of Septeeber 1982 the f011onsiAg
.
 appearede .

	 battm.Easamse.2041.21641.1141LJ4I
14-1.4 1194. witt

all CEP1 countries siz.1 wail as the German Democratic RepubliC

and Jugoslavia. Up to arid lucluding Luxembourg in the nes 

?hot° cOmpeeiti0A9 remaining courtries still in awItallic type -

aimed vitt photo oemposition. 1216 pages * all differently
00illustrated •take

l
 are pictured* .

7tatriLlata. The EfilStiertt Ildroperal Catalogue will
mot appear this year. In its pier* will be a supplement giving de

•
alLe of tee

price etablZgee j t ye.s.r Nati tern ittu-ojpean Cat eclogue up-to-date.

t Idatgrautaszta14,4241.4tjail jaLtg, ,,1214. r„tartatuairrexaoh -
Pricers for bicedia of four id ?DC - Catalogue Mashers - revertant varieties
gemperitaos guide for the catal, esgue hasebe-rs Zuseateia-pii cbe 1-Stanley Gibbous -
weeett Tvert - Prices for cards avid. envelopes for 'Vey of the Postare Stamp".

Por further emouiriem con:tact your specialised shop or oar leterel
Representative in England t

Maras Publicati.ons Ltd. * 42. Maiden Lane * Leradon VC2
g
. WA.

• • C I F Prop?* Bertsch k Cim, MLEO.Bov25$5„ITE• N " '. .
CB-3001 B8RN, SeiteerIand* 	•
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THREE NEW ISSUES in MAY
Three new issues will ePneer in KAY. On the 3rd Kay two values for

'EUROPA' (CEPT) and on 26th Rey four values, all of ancient inn signs for the 'PRO
PATRIA' aeries and also on 26th May a single value to mark the 150th anniTerenzY
of Canton Basel-land. Full details are as follows*

A. ' PROP(' -CEP!. The Postal Committee of HEIN
,
' ft k HEL 

1
.

1. 
f I Al

CEP? (European - ,t 414
11S,Conference of Postal & Telecommunications ; " , -w 	_ - 1r I

Administrations) has oboe** 'Works of Rumen -
Genius' as the theme for this year's Europe , ,401, 10 010.4 4. -- -
stamps. Switeerland's issue highlights two 'r" 
significant achievements of the 16th and 19th ...., e

centuries* Jost Sergi's celestial globe and 40 4111° 80
Mikis= RiggenbachNt rack-and-pinion railway
system.
Yilinots 40 le. Celestial glebe designed and built in 1594 by the brilliant

mechanic, watchmaker, matheaatician and astronomer Jost Bdrsi
(1552-1632) of Lichtensteig, St.Gallen, which automatically
indicates the position of the stare in the firmament. Ons
thousand and eight stare are engraved on the most important
part of the instrument, the globe, which is a mere 14.2 cm in
diameter. This masterpiece is in the National Museum in
Zarich.

80 Bp. The design features the rack-end-pinion railway system developed
by the Basle engineer Niklaue Riggenbach (1817-1890. The
smooth functioning of his invention was demonstrated when
Europe's first rack railway, from Vitanau up to the Rigi, was

opened in 1871. Biggenbach's technical principle, the locking
of a cogwheel into a toothed rack, ensured the highest possible
degree of safety even at gradients of 1 in 4.  Shown on the
stamp is one of the first cogwheel steam locomotives of the
Vitnnau-Rigi Railway, now in the Seise Transport Museum, Lucerne,

DesiFnert Bane Hartmann, 'Leas

Inel'avtut Max Weller, Bern
Printtow Rotary line engraving by the PTT stamp Printing Works, Bern
unit (Experimentally) on white matt gummed paper, with luminous eubistanee

1111W 28 1 33.1 mm.. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

A maximum card in colour will be issued for each value, the 40c. cancelled

in =rich and the 80c. in Vitemaa.
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E. "no POHL y S;GNS 

20 10c. The .1.811,%! p4olt4 g Asppipyil. In the 14th century

the widely scattered

faraing settlement of Reini
swil belonged to the Counts

 Of Xyburg.

They held the easiest on the
 Deihl, where the inn now st

eads, and c

set up their coat-of-arns to mark 
the place. Thus, the Kyburg

arms - a gold lion rampant on a 
black field - gave the inn 

its

name, The lion is the animal *e
st frequently used in coat

s-of-

arms. Its strength, courage and
 wildneetare hopefully tran

s

ferred to the hearer. On th
is sign the golden lion of 

the

Hy-burgs strides erectly *he
ad, holding in its right fro

nt paw a

silver goblet as a symbol of hos
pitality.

U4$17`4,11 turn WC/)

The painted rectangular woo
den sign hangs from the ove

rhanging roof. It has

a frame of carved green tendri
ls. Above the lion's head is

 the date, 1669. i

year previously Daniel Oppi
nger of Sumiswald hadpurchased the inn. Be was granted

an innkeeper's licence on c
ondition that be had a sign

 made to hang outeide the

house. Although the impressive c
ountry inn has since underg

one extensive recon-

struction, the original inn
 sign fortunately still exi

sts, has been recently r
e-

stored and now shines out inviti
ngly to 'welcome the travell

er.

40 + 20c. Tbit 'Ireue" (Arolo) • Lifehsolmow The ' Ereus

stands at the

3unction beyond Hanft, behind the pilgrimage church if St.

Theodule, which Jimmie the mortal re
gales of the hermit Iiklaus

YOU der Flee ' The history of the 'Inoue' 
is closely linked

with the pilgrimages to the
 grave. It is not known 

whether

name derives from the cross
roads near which the inn st

ands or

whether it ref ere to the s
piritual goal of the guests

. To the

Swiss inns of this fairly c
ommon WWI are most likely to recal

l

the cross on their national flag.
The date on the sign - 1489 - is that of the earliest mention of the inn.

However, it probably existed already in the hermit's time w
hen people seeking

couneet flocked from far and
 wide. The existing sign

 was apparently made i
n the

village smithy between 1653 and 1656 to the order of the Getsich family, who kept

the inn for several centuries. A so-cal
led cross botonee was cut 

from forged

sheet iron and at the corners were placed four gilded lilies. The Getsch coat-

of-arms lies where the arms
 of the cross intersect.

 A frame of filigree orna
ment-

ation surrounds the cross. The sign is one of the oldest of its kind, a simple

panel.

7
0
 + 30e.

=

This sign
jamn
	+xyé

-

Canton Aargau's Historical Museum at Louisburg Castle. Most of

the exhibits in the museum were acquired from previous castle

owners and this is probably where the inn sign cam* from.

At the lower edge of the
 sign is the date of its

 creation -

1850. As a museum exhibi
t it bears the explana

tory desig- hot Art tGiethtt

nation 'Menne', though it is improbable that this was really

the name of the inn outside which it once hung. On the simple

painted metal sign are depicted wine cups and a red-wine carafe as well as a hand

which means that guests 
were served attentively.

 A green wreath of me
tal leaves

frames the drinking vess
els and the inscription. 

The wreath is a traditional

symbol for taverns, already customary in ancient Greece where, however, fresh

leaves were used in its making.
Such a direct invitation 

and representation of simpl
e hospitality marked the

only inn in small villages. Tor this reason it often remained nameless or was

merely called after the inn
keeper. Thum the na

me of a proprietor might a
lso be

hidden beyind the initials 
I J.H.Sp.'.

 It is impossible, howev
er, to determine

where *J.R.Sp.' had once kept his inn as the origin of the sign is also unknown.

80+40c.40c. . ' • AA the
heart of

the Jura village of St. George in Canton Vaud this colourful

sign hangs under the wide eaves of the erstwhile village hall.

It is traditionally believed to have been made by one of the

Bevy*, a local family, as a gift for a relative who was major

of St. George. The colourful rider wear* the green uniform if

a Vaudois hunter of shoat 1840 with the insignia of a staff

officer as worn at that time - the gold-braided **eked hot and
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gold epaulettes. Pros his right sh
oulder hangs his ammunition p

ouch and at his

left side he carried the curved
 sabre. His coat is rolled 

up in the cylindrical

metal tin on the saddle. The rider's right hand is poi
nting the way to the

Marchairus Pass and beyond to the
 Jouk Valley. St. George was

 the lest sail-

coach relay station before the ste
ep ascent to the Pass. To-day

 the sign On the

old village hall serves as an inn si
gn, the building having 

been turned into a

hotel in 1965, the village council hav
ing saved it from being sold 

overseas and

had it hung beck in its origin
al place.

!Mies I 20 + 10c. The 'Ltiwen s (Lion) at Heisiswil

Designs; 40 + 20c. The 'Kraus' (Cross) at 
Sachseln

70 + 30c. The 'Keane' (Jug) at Lenzb
urg Castle (alternative 'Tanka

rd')

80 + 40t. The 'Au Cavalier' at St, Geor
ge (Vaud)

4esignens Bruno Scarton, Bern

prpittai s Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., 
La Camas-de-Ponds

Paper; White with luminous substance
HELV IA4•

33.4 z 28 ma. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

C. +In 0: C:_!. -e! BH.At-e

On 14 September 1832, followin
g strife between the

City of Basel and the rural districts, the 'Diet nesting in

Lucerne decided upon a tentati
ve division of the Canton, 

retain- itsaimat

a reunification clause. Partition was, however, inev
itable .eASL

and took place on 20 August 18
33. In order not to upset 

the

balance in relation to the other C
antons, the Diet accorded

both parts half a vote, which l
ed to the formation of two hal

f-cantons.

The design of the stamp shows
 thelapression of a 29 z 34 a

s. oval seal

with the cantonal eras, which 
the Basel-Land meabera of the 

Diet used on their

letters from 1832 to 1848. T
o-day it is in the cantonal a

rchives at Liestal.

haat 40c. Seal of Basel-Land in dark red on a green backgr
ound

Designer: Celestino Piatti, Duggingen -

Printipst - ROtogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
, La Chaux -de-Fonds

/142. 1 	26 z 36 ms. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

Special commemorative covers w
ill be available for e

ach issue, as well

as the 'Europa' aazimum cards.
 The VD cancel for the

 'Europa' has the CEP?

symbol in the centre; that for the 'Pro Petrie' the Cavalier from the 80 + 40c.

stamp, while for Basel-LerA it is a simple '' AUSGABETAG and late. Collection

sheets and folders will be available as usual

.i 0THER 4TERESTIN COV-; FROM MR. H. F. STONE US_
2nd Rayon letter

4,",' o..,. . T-7::sT:,7.41 7- ,. / -A , A,

from ALTNAU to ?OBELI

• Gt. Thurgau, dated

'''' Sept. 25, 1856.
- i,- t. k :1 tvla .;i9 ' - - 4 Pips „ 'm ,

;; ;c•t' . , ' • k !: .2, , ,
ent to Justice

-4 ' __.„,,,.........- : ...„, •

...14,- : . . , ,t 1 , q l'i-ttr-
S

, . ,e..., s .4; „ , , ' : -, Ir -:;Imal
4;' 4' 

1 - , eil - '"";11

[

f the Peace with no

- - :'.....°;-...-:;*1
, 44_ i ,, . . , _, ,,„i. , 1 . o

, sn ni Ft AVE} "•• *, '

4
,.- ••

 ' - -

stamp tut postage paid
4 marks "franco l and red

. ',. .„, --,/ , ,,,, .'' .tY.,;v :: diagonal lines. Transit

, i
. ,

.,,,, —. „ marks Frauenfeld Sept*

ek. 440e/.//,::i%.14 ,, ,1(7, ° i ::p:!d2::nchweilen
0 ,,

g

. I

; .- // e
.,:46.e...--°'-"Iet, ..:-..'.'. ::.,-,...-... r , , 

. •.•'; J.P. at Tobel
. -

. .., . .- . ,:,. ! ,, . refused it and wrote
,s i,, , ; .,. 	.

d t.p.m...A4w.ft. Z4 ."'.. .: :..7S,'",... lt‘.: , along lower edges

.1rne;r4411"."4"-*.?e-- 41 . , 7 ,- wWith postage to PLY

- --- --. ----- --- not acceptable**
Returned to Altnau

via Muncbweilen Sept. 27 and trauenfeld Sept * 270 Back at Altnau, stamp

(Bern printing) placed on letter for resealing. Sent by mistake via Zürich

Sept. 27 to Toles'. Ct. Ulrich, a smell village with no Justice of the Peace.

Redirected Via Frauenfeld Sept. 29 and Munchweilen Sept. 30 to proper

destination* Total time taken 6 day*.

10o. oostage for 2nd rayon letter going 6-30 miles,
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Our Superb Approval Service

Now comprises about 150 booklets, filled with material to suit all collectors,

and some 6,000 sheets of individual rarities and choice 'morsels' to delight a--

the most demanding palate. This service, which enables collectors to

choose materials at leisure in their own homes and with their own collections

at hand for comparison, is now available to clients in all parts of the world.

We particularly recommend the scrutinising of issues up to 1910

of which several copies of each stamp are mounted, priced according E

to condition and permitting collectors to choose copies in conforn-ity

with their own standards.

There is choice of the following sections:

Cantonals Telegraph Stamps Tito-Bich* Pairs
Rayons Hotel Post Stamps Se-Tenant Pairs
Strubelis 1554/62 Railway Stamps. Mint Gutter Strips

Railway Stenos. Used Language Strips

Postmarks 1843/82 Fiscal (Revenue) Stamps flocks of Four. Used

Postmark Oddities Federal Issues ———
Cantonal Issues
Municipal Issues Military Stamps. 1914115

Military Stamps. 1939/45
Sitting Helretias. Mint Postage Dues. Mint Military Stamp Min. Sheets
Sitting Heltetiss. Used Postage Dues. Used Military Stamp Tête-B4ches

Numerals. Mint '• T" Dues Military Stamp Proofs
Numerals. Used
Standing Helvetia,. Mint Postage 1907-1933. Mint
Standing H•lvetia*. Used postage 193340 da te haat Officials ———

Societe des Nations
U.P.U. 1900 Landscapes 191449 ' Mint International 1...utsour Bureau

Air Mails. Mint & Used
Other International Offsets

U.P.U. 1900. Varieties
Varieties & Errors to 1914 Juvenhttes. Mint Coven 1850-1908

Varieties & Errors (modem) Juventutes. Used Modern Covers

Proofs & Essays Pro Petrie:. Mint Flight Covers

Unusual Items & Rarities Pro Pastries. Used First Day Covers

SELECTIONS CAN BE FORWARDED at 2. 4. 6 or 11 week intervals to suit your

requirements. Budget Credit facilities are available to regular clients.

All items are fully insured in transit both ways in the United Kingdom and

overseas; also while in clients' possession (U.K. only).

Please ask for enrolment form

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.O. Box 242, Highgate, LONDON, N6 4LW
wog.*

.000.

.00*

.10.0

AMP.

0.1000
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS
-
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• 41, •I * 4 fit

Inscription: Kehrfarbiger Stichtiefdruck -
Specimen 1966

Designer: ?
Printing: Recess/photogravurs combined

(multicolour recess)

Printing machine: SSR III
Papers , Ordinary
Sheet size: 50 (5 horizontal rows z

10 vertical rows
Plate numbers: Nos. 1 6 2 have been seen

*.s.e&,'_VDMR - 434 * Gi.

Recess PA9Vtialvigl 
Blum Violet and very pale blue background 4.1.66

TYD4 I, : Blue mountain peaks, areas on mountains and dome on
tower

ivno_lp Deep blue mountain peaks, areas on mountains a
nd done

an tower. Therm are numerous in
termediate

printings.

UNIMILDUNMSLAta.

SPECIMEN f966

*

go. olr
ir .

Violet colour only, on
plain paper

SRO MEN 1966 -

AM* ar
lir gay

1111
. —

Blue screen and violet
colour on phosphor-
coated paper

" , •

tootx..A.-1;07141e
014.";xiL

; .4*
• '

Blue only, without blue
screen and violet colour
on ordinary paper.

>411101,,

Cir
, pew

CAD

2

r•n••••••••••nn•n

1104LAgi saps

Inscriptions SPECINEN 00

Designers
Printings Recess/photogravure

combined (multicolour

recess)

Printing machines 33R III

Papers Phosphor (violet fibres)

Sheet sizes 25 (5 horizontal row
s z

5 vertical rows)

Plate ambers: l to 4 have been seen

' * Rtt * 01_ * _ t *5 - ' ' 1

Iscoos Photooravure 

Black Pink and green 2340475

YARIXTINMs Misplaced black roc's* printing, showing trees at the top

going into the white border.
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11121_21IALEALIVIL — continued

WERTZEICHENDRUCKERE I PTT
1930-1980

I MPRIMERIE
DES TIMBRES•POSTE DES PTT

1930-1980

P • • U -4- PI iL

414,* :& Y, C * • E

Designer: Ursula Huber-Bavier
Engraver: Karl Bickel
Printings Recess/photogravure
Printing Machine: SSA /II -
Paper: Thick white, shiny
Sheet sue: 120 am x 90 mm
Plate Numbers: None

combined (multicolour recess)

z Pz */ : th_o it; /Ill_ !, #11,

Anna rgotograwure 

Green Yellow and blue Autumn 1980

(To be continued.)

COMPETITION RESULTS
There was a most satisfactory number of entries in this year's Competition,

showing a very high standard and diversity of subjects. After much deliberation
by the 4 teams of members under the system of Popular Vote, the results were
announced as follows:
SILVER OUP - GENERAL. Winner: 4A. p.m. S E with a fine entry on the

'Develo pment of the Standing Helvetia Issues'
Runner-up : MR. V.J. MITCHEAJ, with a study of the

Issue'. He was awarded a stock-book.

MOORE BOWL - POSt4L HISTORT. Winners MRS. E.J. RAWE,ILEZ. with 'Swiss Transit
Marks 1818-1851'.

Runner-u,: For the fi-st time there was a tie for second place
between MR. kr. 3UIATIKS4 with 'Post Offices of the Hotel Poste'
and BLA,203. with 'Postmarks of Lucerne I Surrounding District'.
Mr. Bulatrode, who had previously been awarded a stock book,
waived his claim in favour of Mr. Payne.

Other entries included: For the Cup - 'Swies Shooting Festivals':
'Sitting Helvetia 1862-61'1, Postage Dues; 'The Everlasting Alliance' and 'Fiscals

I Colour Proofs'. For the P.R. Bowls Entry Marks into Switzerland; Postal
Markings of Ct. Glarus; 'Hetourzettiel' and Mobile Poet Offices.

After the judging there was a discussion on subjects for the next programme,
to be arranged by Mr. Hubbard.
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POlicity 
Ballenberg Museum 20c. 13,238,000
Tear of Disabled 40e. 30,178,000
Albert Anker 70c. 9,068,000
Surveyors' Congress 80c. 7,083,000
50 Tears Swissair 110c. 7,578,000

Euroep
Dancers 40c. 33,792,000
Stone- throwers 80c. 9,088,000

Pro PeArkt
Post house signs 20+10c. 5,078,000

40+20c. 9,194,000
70+30c. 3,159,000
80+40c, 3,238,000

PubAcitx I; 
'Technorama' 20c. 12,145,000
Crossbow symbol 40c. 16,210,000
Swiss Youth Assoc. 70c. 8,515,000
St. Pierre, Geneva
p2tet of Stan. 

80c. 6,055,000

Fribourg seal 40c. 16,461,000
Solothurn seal 40c. 17,816,000
Old town hall, Stens 80c. 10,212,000

Pro Juventuto, 

Municipal arse_ _ 204'106._ 11,558,000
40+20c. 19,964,000
70+30c. 3,704,000
8040c. 4,063,000

SPECIAL CANC4LATI04S 

1. This year's Ulrich annual festival
known as 'Secheellutens, which is

held to mark the end of winter (a doubt-
ful prediction for 1983!) was held on
17/18 March, when the commemorative
cachet shown was used.

• //4
7
 ZnRCHER" 'v  SECHSE -0 • LAUTEN

1983
1933- 1983 ZUNFT ST N1KLAU8

2. Ot. ._ -re :-.. s .' U.'•
Aric4. This will "zp,

be marked on 28/29 April e0/,,,---00,,
by the use of a special 
cancellation showing ig 4,1 ._......__ c8,

the main University Vii4g1-1
building \0,--..._ l';',.7, s

-

3. LissaggiALZULALt will
be held in Delemont and

marked by a special cancel
depicting an AC4 plane,
to be used on 30 April.

•DID YOU KNOW
that Na2 Bertsch of Zumsteies is

to be the 8th Swiss to eign the 'Boll
of Distinguished Philatelists' in Oc
October this year, an extremely rare
honour for a professional dealer, but
his research, publishing and jury work
is also exceptional.

.... that it now looks certain that on
1st March 1984 the PT? will have to
increase the internal letter rate (for
250 gr.) from 40 to 50c, but not as bad
as the last rise on 1 Jan, 1976. As
the central govt. want at least
SFr.150m. from the posts every year,
politicians are saying the postage rise
is just an indirect tax. We will see.

that a 1981 press report has been
confirmed that mechanised sorting and
coding of internal sail will be accom-
plished by 1990, in that next year
Genova and Basel will get new equipment
for line coding with 10 desks each, In
1985 the existing '2 out of 5' bars per

:digit desks in Bern will be replaced,
and in 1987 Lausanne will be mechanised,
also 10 desks each. In 1990 only will
Zurich receive 27 desks.
.... that all this means that about 50
sub-offices will no longer have their
own Cancelling machines, as it is expect-

: ed that all cancelling will be done
! centrally. Thereby this number of
, smaller POe will get machines for the

first time.
.... that another famous stamp designer
has passed away, Niklaus Stoecklin.
Designer of 41 Swiss stamps he is best

! remembered for the 16 PJ insects of the
years 1950,52,54, 56, including the
highest priced 'bee'. The background of
each picture shows the favourite food
of that insect.
.... that I thank all those Members who
have sent nicely cancelled stamps on
their letters to me, by piecing them
70 am from the righthand edge of the
envelope.
.... that the increasing interest in
postal history is met by the new Michel
'Oanseachen Latalog, Europa West 1983'
in which 40 out of 600 pages are
devoted to Switzerland.
.... that this year it is hoped the 7th
edition of Zumsteis's 'Ganzsachen
Schweiz' will appear (the 6th Id. was
in 1975) having been prepared with the
co-operation of the Swiss Ganzsachen-
verein.
.... that the answer to Question No.126
is the pair of 1927 PJ stamp., 20 6 30c,
showing Johann Heinrich Pestalossi, the
first nameable person on Swiss *tamps.

that Question No. 127 is: Which
Swiss stomps show designers' errors?

M. NUTHRIOPPIN'T

The PT? have released the figures for,
stamps iasued in 1981s



Swiss auction prices reflect

the value of good Swiss ktems, so if

you still have any ompty spaces among

yourotampoi now is the tins to fill

the
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An important historical *vent was

commeporated in Porrentruy (Pruntrut in

German), on 20th April to mark the 700th

anniversary of the granting of a Charter

of Freedom to the City by Rudolf of

lOpsburg in 1283. Many items on cover are becoming

more elusive and consequently dearer.

So why not send me your Monts

Lists or, ask for Material en Approval?

The two Jubileo cancels shown, for

Porrentruy 1 & 2 will be in use fro,

20th April to 31st Dooember 1983.
,

PAT 

N, Group - No meeting.

koppos Gawps The last aeeting of
this current season will

be on WEDINSDAY, 11th May,

It rill be our popular 'ODDS & SIDS'

night, so bring along items or queries.

jailuiagaimainuazim

It is to be hoped that some

embers are responding t
o my pleas,

otherwise we shall be
 in difficulties.

This Ism:th i
s Competition shows

that some are doing re
search work on

various subjects, so wh
y not share it

with others.

Long or short art idea 
are espec-

ially welcoms, but shor
ter notes are

equally useful to fill 
smaller spaces.

Do a** what ma can do.
1#.1.1.0

Mint or used stamp*.

MC or commomorative covers

Aerophilatelic material

Postal history

Tete-bechs, so-tenant etc.

11.1111S1111111111
485, Marine load, 110RSCAXBI

LIMOS. LA4 60.

Ymis 9? MAC 'IA 1MA WO',

We are very sorry to learn that

Kiss Tools. Doainico of A.C. Ltd., who is

well known to many of
 us, is at present

incapacitated by a 
doubly broken ankle.

We wish her a *rea
dy recovery.

Mr. Butherfoord is
 waking some

progress but is s
till out of ac

tion for

at least the rest 
of this month.

Rio postmark artist
s will be resumed

as soon as possible.

At ths beginning of September 1982 the following appeared'

P
UTAIN 

li/IPtorAlV
011

414.94M1RamP 1901p Ott With

All. CEPT countries a
s well as the Gers

on Domogratic Republic

and jugoelavia. Up to and including Lux
embourg in the new

photo composition, remaining Gauntries still in metallic typo

mixed with photo composition. 1216 paps, all differently

illustrated stamps are pictured.

4 1 . 01/41 Master Ruroppo_Supulement 1401, ?he lantern Nuropeen Cataloguo will

not appear this year. In its pls.** will be a supplement giving details of the

price chimp's bringing last year's Rasters Nuropoan Catalogue up-to-data.

411,14 n . ., p ,4 n
in colour. German/French-

Prices for Blocks of Pour and PDC - Catalogue Numbers . Important varieties .

Comparison guide for the catalogue numbers Zuskstsin.Michel-Stanl
ey Gibbs.. -

Scott - Tvert. Prio*s for cards and envelopes for "bay of the Poe tags Stamp".

Per further eaquiriea content your specialised shop or our Gonors1

Ropresootative in Ragland:
Norris Publitatiems Ltd., 42, Maiden Lams, London 111C2R 7LS.

Prop, Bertsch 6 Cis, P0. Boa 2585.

, ZUMS7EIN +CIE •01.4001 URN, Switserland.
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PHILATELIC EXHIBITION AT THE SWISS NATIONAL MUSEUM

By K. Rutherfoord

From the 3rd of May until 4th September 1983 a unique show will be

presented in the Swiss National Museum in Ulrich, to mark the first day of the

new 'Europa' stamps, and in particular the 40c. value which shows the Celestial
•

Globe by Jost Burgi, as this amazing object now belongs to the Museum, following

a donation when this globe changed hands for SFr. 2m., a few years ago.

TE4-1-;;„
u/iA

4"'
- Sp

\

Pig. 1
Pig. 2

Pig. 1 shows the PD cancel used on 5.3.83 of the matching stamp, and

there are 2 postcards available, from the time in 1981 when this globe was first

put on show in the Museum. The diameter of the sphere la only 142 ma, but shows

1008 stars - ALL gold-plated. Pig. 2 is the new 'IC cancel (No.266b) of

Lichtensteig, birthplace of Jost Burgi, reproducing the only known likeness,

engraved in copper and 38 am. tn diameter.  An enlargement of this picture is to

be found in all Sviss toles of logarithms, as Burgi was one of the main discoverers

of this method of mathematics, having made very accurate sine tables.

The exhibition consists of almost all the objects swan on Seise stamps

are in the possession of the Museum, toeetner with the stamps and acme of the art

work. The stamps, end objects, are as followat

The original carvings from which tne high value stamps of 1961, Matthew,

Mark, Luke and Jonn were drawn.

The 6 coins shown on the Pro Petrie stamps of 1962 and 1964.

Six of the objects of great archaeological interest depicted on the Pro Patria

stamps during the years of 1972 till 1975.

The frescoes used by Ferdinand Eodler for his two verriore on 1941 definitive.,

Not mentioned in the handout are the stained glass shown on the 50c. P.P. stamp

of 1,979 and the coin anown on the 20c. Publicity 11 also of 1979.

There are a number of postcards mvailable of these objects for thoeo who like

to make up Mazicards. Only the 1962 coin stamps are no longer valid, but there

ni tham anYV5Y1
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

These popular and elusive stamps will now be listed, starting with the
1936 issues, in the next edition of our Catalogue. The 1984 edition of
our Catalogue is in the process of being-COMPLETELY RESET. Its size
will be slightly larger to accommodate larger and very much improved
illustrations. It will be, by far, the finest edition of the
Amateur Collector Catalgoue! Publication date hopefully late October,
but possibly not till mid November. Order forms will be sent out in
the Autumn to all Clients on our mailing list.

Coming back to Coil stamps............

We list below an extract from our fine stocks giving Helvetia and
Tell members the opportunity to buy them before the general public will
rifle our stock after publication of our Catalogue.

1936/48 SINGLE STAMPS WITH
CONTROL NUMBER

Ditto, pairs. One stamp with
and one without control number:

202yRC 5c E 2.50 298aRCP 5c 12.50 12.50
203AyRC 10c 32.50 2.75 299aRCP 10c
207yRC 30c 14.00 301AcRCP 20c
215yRC 20c 2.50 2.25 302bRCP 25c 27.50 27.50
242yRC 10c 40.00 4.25 303cRCP 30c 35.00 35.00
257RC 10c MO 2.25 305dRCP 40c 40.00 40.00
285RC Sc 3.00
286RC 10c 5.50 7.50 Ditto, in complete strip of 5,
287RC 20c 12.50 16.00 one sta • with control number
285RC 30c 27.50

1949/50 (small control numbers)
SINGLE STAMP WITH CONTROL NUMBER:

298aRC Sc
299aRC 10c
301AcRC 20c
302bRC 25c
303cRC 30c
305dRC 40c

3.75 3.75

4.25 2.50
10.50 10.50
20.00 20.00
15.00 15.00

298aRCX 5c
299aRCX 10c
301AcRCX 20c
302bRCX 25c
303cRCX 30c
305dRCX 40c

25.00 25.00

50.00 50.00
60.00 60.00
80.00 80.00

1960 onwards: Please see listing
in our 1983 Catalogue, prices
still apply.

NOTE: As Control Numbers are printed on top of the gum, used washed
copies usually show only part of the number. Our prices are for such
copies. Stamps with complete Control Numbers are double the used
prices listed above. Prices not shown in the above listing indicate
"presently out of stock".

Inland Clients please add 15% V.A.T. to all prices.
,

V ' VoT-INtri H. L. KATCHER PO BOX 242
4. N -4,, q The Amateur Collector Ltd HIGHGATE

LONDON N6 aim
The Swiss Specialists

,,, P sl,-.1t!-,.....,. Telephone' _
1Our Great Strength Lies 01-348 0296

-In Being Able To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot . , •
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS
By D. N. Slate Part IT
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Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet size:
Plate Numbers:
Picture sizes

Photogravure
Chalky ordinary
50 (5 horizontal rows z 10 vertical rows

None
26 ma z 20i ma.

*h *	""' .* '"" t

Blue Carmine
Violet Green

1936

Bed Green.blue
monismawom*roOlso

KIDIUM S
'111 -

No illustration available

Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet size:
Plate Numbers:
Picture size:

Photogravure

25
None
37 ma z 20 ma.

1.7....191..L.21.111L-_:. Photo- *

Violet
Red

194?

Green-blue 
Continued overleaf -

- R . •
- -

Can anyone help with the following Trial Prints - for exchange?  If

you are not sure of the papers, I will classify the for you.

Cross A Ball - Scarlet 1950, horizontal lined paper

Fish Desigh . light green, phosphor coated paper

David - small size - Gress D. SLATS



Designer:
Printings
Paper:
Sheet size:
Sheet size:

1144100 numbers;
Picture size;

Photogravure
Chalky granite

(coloured threads)
Rolls of 60 (5 rows
vertical z

None
44: x 25: mm.

•

•
•

•

4

Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet also:

Plate numbers:
Picture size:

to
Photogravure
C1-a l ky ordinary
25 (5 vertical
rows x 5 hori-
zontal rows)

None
45 UM x 25! Ma.

„cor- Various tones

Wide and narrow
Background 

*veins 
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SWISS TRIAI PRINTS - Continued

ItARiE SIZE _0;44A11 tqc, 

Not true to size - should be 44: x 25: Milt

Aw: mm ...t .y - C. % ii eh

Blue
Green 1958
Brown )

L44
ag 4W;SS AWS STC. 

Not true to size - should be 45 x 25! am.

' mm 1 3 Photoat, e r4 ' 0 -z e -T',

Blue
Violet 1958
Green )

Brown (light and dark colours)

(To be concluded)

•
- . „

am....44.00.1180

• • • -
" • •

= _ Vii T

1. *oat Packets will have completed their circuits by the end of June. If you

are likely to be away from home sloes* ),et

2* Some people still address advice note envelopes to "Helvetia Philatelic
Society". PLEASE DO =DO THIS. (Nor to any Officers of the Society).

3. One *amber repeatedly underpaid the postage on Packets. On one parcel this

resulted in a postage this of 841 Please check the amount necessary.

4. low is the time te prepare booklets for neat season.  Kodern first Day

covers do not sell very well, so should be excluded wherever possible.

5. Booklets will be welcome during July and September, but NOT in August.
D. N. SLATE
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ERRORS ON SWISS STAMPS
By X. Rutherfoord

So far only 7 errors of desig
n have been found on Swias sta

mps, as far

as I can find out; there mig
ht well be more hidden in some

 obscure detail.

Pig. la Pig. lb
Pig. le

The first was the result of t
he public row caused when the

 first "Tell

Boy" stamps were issued in 19
07, see Fig. la (Z.No. 117-

9) for 2, 3 and Sc, In

great haste the PIT had this 
"ghastly" stamp redrawn, whic

h came out in early 1909,

also in three values of 2, 3 and Sc., as shown on Pig. lb (Z.No
. 123-5, but with

the incredible error - for a 
very cross-bow conscious publ

ic - of the cord in the

wrong place. The corrected version 
came out in 1910, Type II, wi

th Type III

being of minor interest in th
is context.. beery collector of Swiss stom

ps knows

the three types of these stamps, as shown on Pig. lc. 
All the above Tell B

oy

stamps, in all colours and val
ues and overprints, were vali

d until the end of 19
42.

Thirty years later t
he Gottfried Keller 'Pro

Juventute Sc. stamp, commemor
ating 50 year, since

his death (be was probabl
y the greatest Swiss

author) attracted an error, i
n that 1818 was given

incorrectly as the date o
f his birth. As onl

y

eme a small n
umber of these stamps had bee

n distributed

to various worthies prior 
to issue (one of whom

discovered the error, it was decided by the PTT

that a new printing had to. be made, even though

not all the gift stamp
s had been returned. In

time the new stamps were 
issued an 50.1440, and

no-one knew of the error 
until, years later, som

e

of the non-returned stamps 
came onto the market.

See Fig. 2, giving 1819 
as correct date.

(Z,No. P.J. 93).

Twenty years after tha
t the 1960 definitive.

produced an unprecedented cro
p of errors, for

---- ft* 

Fig. .3a

The 10e. messenger of

Schwyz (Z.No. 356) was fo
und L

years later to be about te
lose his trousers; I
mentioned this and the next
2 in the 'Helvetia News Letter' about 10 years ago, not that I found them myself,

unfortunately, See Pig. 3a, and in Pig. 3b you should be able to ems that the

tongue of his belt buckle in on the wrong side. This one has been 'found' by the



	, In the third
Ir() error the PTT made at

- Y* correction, in a
t pr..71 :- fashion. Fig, 5*

!",1 1111 ;Pr= shows the 70c. value
„,,„. 1 of the Collegiate

‘'' Church in Bellitsona
(Z.No. 365) of St.
Peter, Paul & Steven,
with the rear boll

Fi 5a tower on the wrong
Pig.g. 5b side, to accommodate

In 1963 the SFr.2080 stamp appeared, without the tower at all,
is protically not to he seen from the street (71g. 5b

Fig. 4
the vell)e noir+.
which, in any case,
Z.No. 394),

200 1,1
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house poet of 'Stamp Collecting', Jack is Roche, on 17th March '83.

In Fig. 4 is shown the 40c. Cathedral of St. Peter in Geneva, where
Calvin proclaimed the Reformation in 1536, No other similar edifice in Switser.
lanu contains so many different styles, this may be the reason why the two outer
towers were transposed by the artist (Z.No. 362).

In 1980 the Gotthard road tunnel was
opened, and commemorated by a special stamp, 80c.
(Z.No. 644), which seems to indicate that the rule
of the road has been modified to *drive on the
left". Fig. 6.

And now in 1983 the

Aletsch Glacier on the new
SFr.20. definitive is shown
the wrong way round.
Comments in the press have Yig. 6

been sore humorous than
politically motivated. In the BBZ it is suggested that
better the glacier shown going tne wrong way, than the
girl showing her hack: In the SVP monthly it was noted
that on April 1st all 4 'X' cancels which show this
glasier would be modified to line up with the stamp:

Fig, 7
To err is human, as has been said a thousand times,

so 7 little efforts are not too bad in 140 years. Thank
gasdnes I al* nefer sake a aisstake.
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1. A new type of /While Post Office cancel was used for the first time in
connection with the Two Day Walk' at Bern on 13.15 May.  Mail also
received a supplementary cachet.

2. s TEMBAL' - the first of the special cancels for the Thematic Exhibition in
Basle will be in use from 21-29 May and *holes the tropical plant 'Betibinte,
named after the famous doctors & naturalists Johann & Caspar Rauhin of Beale.

3. Another 'TEMBAL 1 cancel - 'Tag der Regio' which depicts the 'Regio
Baseli•nsie and shows the River Rhine, a Black ?crest HOW*, Strasbourg
Cathedral and the Spalentor in Basle.

4. Prologue to the 'Tour de Suisse' 1983 (cyclists).  This event will be
held in Seuzach on 14 June. The special cancel shows 4 cyclists and
reads '8472 SEUZACR - Tour de Suisse Prolog - 14 Juni 1983'.

5. 200 years of Air Balloons will be celebrated in Marren by a week of balloon
flights. The cancel shown will be used on June 18th.

MD7.i.7P":7, \,,,,,,
'..,....' -c,,,
) 11-ii3-12 -0‘..0

I)
-' :- ---"ft

''...• ' ' 1 lir ,

• t.1.-.474,4_,

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.
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2. iienejinenLenteate - international 
C. tx4rIt've-

1-41V-Lat
Destinies

Desigaser:
Priti 

Alit= 29 I

20 lip. Protection of shores
and river banks

40 lip. 200 years of air
flights

50 lip. World Commuaications
Tear

80 lip. Humanitarian Aid

All mu dlticoloure
H. P. Gaselier, Vaduz
Roto-beliogravare by

Courvoisier S.A.
29 mm. in aheeta of 20

Maximum cards will be available,

also speoial covers and F.D. cancel.
---____

An intereetiag item supplied by our

member Kr. P. Bobbe of Bath, culled from

'The London Gazette' äo.3467 published by

Authority from Monday January 30th to

Thursday February 2 1698s

.... that the SVP "Machine Cancellations

Handbook" in French & German, with all

slogans illustrated, and all dies of all

towns shown, is now ready for printing,

and the negotiations for the subsidy

from the Fund for Furthering Philately

have started. Stand by for further

details.
that a listing of all R labels

(Regietratioa) used in Switzerland has

died at birth. The Swiss Ganzsachene

verein does not have the members who

could or would tackle this immense tasks

Pity, I would have thought that a start

could have been made with Exhibition

and then MPG labels at least.

Designers;

Alas 26 x

L4CATERSTEIN NEW IS3114 DID YOU KNOW
' Two seta of stamps will be iseued

on 6th Jun*. Detaals ares

1. 1=W...um& - by
Anton Ender

Valeee 0, 40 lip. Sena= -. On the

Designks Zollstrasse
50 lip. Balsers - Gutenberg

Castle
200 lip. Stag - by Lake Stan

All multicoloured
',Designers R. P. Gassner, Vaduz
Printings Roto-heliogravure by

Courvoisier S.A.

Ala= 29 z 29 mm. in sheets of 20

that on 20th April an Marino has

issued 2 stamps honouring the Swiss

explorer Auguste Piccard. As the PTT

! issued a stamp in 1978 (Z.M00 620) it

is doubtful if the centenary of his

birth in 1984 will be noted by another

stamp.

• . „that 200 years of manned balloons

will also not be celebrated in Switzer-

land by a special stamp in 1983, only

: by a special ode in Kerren on 18th Jane,

i during the annual balloon meeting.

..a, that a rather unusual - for Switzer-

land - collection is to be seen in the

Postal Museum in Bern from 19.4.83 to

26.6.83, i.e. 'China and Mongolia on

Letters" by Peter Holcombe of Luzern.

In the April SBZ some of the interesting

covers are shown.

.... that the Phil. Bureau in Bern now

distributes "business reply" envelopes

NIENNA Jan 24 - The Prince of Lichtanstoi* to all customers in Switzerland, so that

haS lately bought of the Count of Hoban- orders VAL ne sent in free. Nice idea.

heis t for the Sum of 115,000 norms, the

Lordship of Schellenberg in Suabia. .... that the SBZ financial guru Alfred

situate on the borders of Switzerland ' and Itel (es PhiIargus) tips the overprinted

is treating with him for the County of 70c. tt . ng Helvetia cf 1915 (Z.No.135)

Vaduz, the possession of which will
which the right-hand '8' (of 80) has

entitle him to sit and vote in the College a broken line. Mint/used price is now

of Princes at the imperial Diet.°
HSFr.375/650, wad he saye print was of

only 3000 such damaged overprints, and

I that many were lost, but still turn up

14.)1 	21-1.--11--SLWA Isomewhere. I note that the mint price

Two stamps scaeduled for 6 Jane
of the original 7Qc. stamp is higher at

op SiPn.400/10, even though the number

the theme of Commerce & Development. iprinted  was 6 times greater.

Valyee 6
D9sig,Pk:

M. RUTBERFOORD

During our recess don't forget

to try to do something to help build

up our bank of articles for the 'Neve

Letter'. E.J.R.

An elaborate FD cancel will be used
_

80 lip. Wheels and coins;
representing industry and
finance.

110 lip, Container with flags
on one side and the UNO
emblem on the other.

80 lip. D. Braklow - German
Federal Republic

110 lip. W. Brykosynski, Poland

Offset by Carl Ueberreuter
Druck & Verlag M. Sulzer AG,

Austria
36 mm. imay 1,400,000 each

.... that the answer to Question No.127

is 7 - pemseparate answer on p.

.... that Question No. 128 is: Which

Swiss stamp shows the same subject as

the new 80c. 'Europe'

http://70c.tt.ng
http://70c.tt.ng
http://70c.tt.ng
http://70c.tt.ng


2036 , C0RK0NDRECHE 16 May X.902

6383 DALLENWIL Wirzweli - 16 May R.903
Wiesenberg

1261 3T.CEORGE - Jura 26 May E.904
Vaudois

4442 DIEPFLINGEN - Republik 26 " K.905
20-29 Kai 1833

5413 BIRMENSTORF (AG) - 26 " K.906
Weinbaudorf an der Aare

7311 VITTIS Natar-Drzeit- 26 " K.907
Museum

7554 4ENT - Giodain nos 30
sulai

" •*4.256a

1291 COMMUGNY - en terry 30
saint*

" X.908

3638 BLUMENSTEIN Erholung 30 " E.909
Wandergebiet

1

1

8413 NEPTENBACH Orts und
ivinbaumuaeum

5712 BEINWIL AM SEE

4 Jun.E.910

6 * X.911
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IRQUEL1' 414c)44
Holidays say come and ge, but

your stamp collection remains as a
permanent source of pride and pleasure.

Spare a little time to look
thr ugh it and take steps to fill any
gaps you may find.

My stock of material is avail-
able to help you ....

STAi
..
.1-S, mint and used --

?DCs and Commemorative covers -

TETle-BECHE, Se-tenant and Gutter
paire -

AIRMAILS and covers -

POSTAL HISTORY and Stationery

together with much other materiel an
other aspects of Swiss philately.

Prompt attention to WANTS LISTS.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORLVAMNR,

Lance LA4 6AP.

W.Cdr. R. P. Bulatrode,
Chairman of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society (London), who has known Herr Max Hertach for a third of a century, has
written to him, on behalf of hi-oelf and alsu the Society, congratulating him ot

becoming a signatory to the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists - as well as being
a competent pilot.

In his reply 
:
orr Hartnett says:

"I thank you very such for your kindnees and your very touching letter you

wrote me on the occasion of my election to sign the R.D.P. If I as not the best

philatelist to sign this Roll it is well possible that I am the first private

pilot to do so! Anyhow, thanks again and hoping to see you soon in your holidays.

Tours sincerely ...

We is all our Member, very enjoyable holidays and look forward to
our rot:aims in the autuma.

At the beginning of September 1962 the following appeared:

ZUMOTE
T
A aeoteue o _ d6tr. iditipA. With

all CPT countries as well as the German Democratic Republic

and Jugealavia. Up to and including Luxembourg in the new Zan,
photo composition, remaining countries still in metallic eene
mixed with photo composition. 1216 pages, all differently
illuetrated stamps: are pictured. 1111111.

•

%%STEIN s eeo 'tte, eooit o;.; • The Eastern European Catalogue will

not appear this year. In its place will be a Supplement giving details of the

price changes bringing Last yeur's 'Lantern European Catalogue up-to-date.

ZUMoTEiN SwitAerland/Liechtensteip,Cptalagy
e 1W,'3 in colour. German/French -

Prices for 
-
Blocks

,
 of Pour and PDC atalogue Numbers - Important varieties -

Comparison guide for t.o catalogue number* Lumetein-Michel-Stanley Gibbons -

Scott - rvert. Prices for cards and envelopes for 'Day of the Footage Stamp'.

For further enquiries contact your specialised shop or our General

kereeentative in England.
Harris Publications Ltd., 42, Maiden Lane, London litC2E 71.W.

MASTEN 4' 
CIE Propr Henson Cie, P.O.Box 2585,

CR-3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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SWISS ICE HOCKEY POSTAL RATES

By Brian lennhoe Part I.

The popularity of thenatic collecting, as shown by the holding of the

recent 'TIMBAL ezhibitios in Basle, has prompted them commute, for trYioi to

amain*, a keen interest in Ice Hockey with an attempt to build up a collection of

stamps, covers, cards and cancellations on the sport has not proved easy. It soon

became evident that asking most dealers if they had anything to offer was also.*

guaranteed to evoke an immediate answer in the negetive, sometime elaherathd 147,

comments that no.one collects that (which, with on* exception, is probably true:),

or that no such material exist* (which i.e certainly not true), or by polite

sugpsetions that I would be far better off collecting unmounted mint O.R. ommem-

°retires. Bowever, a few dealers, including at least one of our 'Sews Letter's'

regular advertisers, have risen nobly to the challenge. My delving through box

after box of covere has yielded unexpected treasures, and although savoy enquiries

have diaappea d into the far reaches of the American and Zuropean continents

never to return, occasional succese has arrived through the post, so that about

three hundred items bow represent some thirty yearn of endeavour, this being the

tally from countries where the gam is played, so not including the so-called

iaauee from the ice hockey mad (?) nations of the Arabiao Gulf, tropical Attica

and South America.

rug.
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The Swiss it •form an integral part of the eollectiot, eith a post-
card used in St. Merits in 1907 (Pig, 1) being seeeed only to a Canadian card of
1995 as the oldest item so far disoovered.  The card bears tne legend 'Bandy on
the $t. Morita Lake', 'Bandy' being a variation of ice eeeceey, arld so relevant
to the them* in any case, but the shape of the players sticks ;led the use of what
looses more like the disc eehaped puck a i hockey than the ball of bandy makes

the warding a little suspect.
Nothing hao come to light yet eu connection with Switzerland's hosting of

many of the early international competitIons, which included the fret Beropean
Championships at Les Avants in 1910, subeeeuent Nuropeae Championships at St.Horits
(1922) and Davos (i926) and the second Winter Olympic Games at St. !Write in 1928*
Indeed, a 1929 Hungarian publicity cancellation eeems to be the first official
postal item of an ice-hockey event,  However * the ale chamelonenipe held in
Seitserland between 1935 end 1971 have produced much of intereet.

1935. W* e *e 12weee. Publicity cancellations) were
used at Basel 2, Be rh I and

Jenewa 1, the first two ia German, the latter in French. These showed a play::
it: action, with appropriate wording, jig. 2),

,

C WELTAtt011ajtk'

leMe
;3-te

' ON,4190,0004.wr

939 e4
Atlip tiory v

*ma ittle.rii*
\ e est. . ARe451A

_

Fig. 2 Pig, 3

1939. f - Ceaf e- , t t This time there
there were punlieity

cancellations at Basel 2 and Zürich 1; also, I think, at Basel 1, though this one
has eluded me so fare These again showed a laver in action. this teme surrounded
by * atare (711s 5)(4.

**bile post offices operated at both venues, with *11 at Virich and '2' at
Basel. Cachets in red. and black respectively, were also applied to wail posted at
these offiees, (Pig, 4 - from a publicity folder).

4,
1

1 l q4

HMV-

Weit-Elenockey NM-

Meisterschaft A-4 i

BASEL
7L,,„

wt. -1 OW
3.— t2 

F eo. 1-939 :1140
21.1

nee 4 Pig. 5 Fige 6

1948. _ # G' 4,9111A. At long last, tee world'e first
ice. ancmay stamp, ea the Swiss aet

of four comeemoratives included a 20+10 vaius showihr a net-miuder whose equip-
ment contraats markedly with that of the present day, especially as regards his
criceet -nee peaked cap, now replaced oy the futuriatio-lookig helmet* ancl
seeks seen on current V. reports, This stamp is notable not anly for eta
being tee :'.rat to depict the sport, but also became* of it marked flaw on Ott'

stamp, where the '0' of 'NORIT'a l appears ae reverzed "V (Fig, 5),

1953, W • e a' B,kbe ilwre were aree

motile Nat 4.f.'-'1,ces
at each venue, thee. being '2' at lerece aud at easel, each having apprc',Iriate
cachete showiag three players_ with slices aloft * (Fig. 6).

(To be coatenaed)

.., 'OBJekeeePO' "1;i2`

A Philatelic Exhibition coihcice wIth tlie 'Tete Anniversary of

the founding of the Circolo Piletelieo di Be;elasizona will be hele f'rom to

*0 December. Various souvenir ite• Will be available. More details in July.
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS
By D. t. Slate Conclusion

/
....• I. ,

4

4

Innen in Black, Blue and Red - probably designed

by Karl Bickel.

This superbly recessed print shows the capabilities

of a printlz.4- Nac:hine.

L 
U. HUDEPI-IAVt111.

ink Very similar to the Die Proof.

ik_1111.1*AEL

* .4 0 •

There appear to be only threo non-postal prints produced by Courvolmier.

They are not easy to acquire. I asked Courvoisier about trial prints, onclosing

photocopieo and only received a sot of 'Fro Petrie' *tamps and a compliments slip

The first (known) consists of a vertical strip of 3 'stamps' 38 x 25 am.

The top and bottom are on a dull sold background (which will not reproduce esti* -

factoriIy), it the sane deaigh on each  left words 'COURVOIS or 'Courvoisierl

and letter 'C' in various sixes, top in white and blact, bottom yellow and black.

On right a finely outlined portrait of a man's head ( I? itettstein Z0 281). Centre

'stamp' , has border of fine coloured lines and vertical strips of small blocks in

various colours, plus on* large red square. 1 , 7
1

aLt

16.1,, 1

Lalik ini....—"..taa.V.L.'11 10.4V3 	..; ..,,... .., .. ,, r,,,„„,,, . . .....

_...1

•4 *

. f. ! t • :tit V 
.
/L ••• - .I, "' , . *

' ..- ' 
t
e ""

Various shades of Blue.
;

......1........MAN

.....j

'h *
COVIVOIAW 3A—ditt

400 "-

,1441*

(11.111SfeVOt-Styt

100A NS

,
w „. " Itxt

Gold and varioue $hades of green on a blue background.
••nn•••W*V

See bottom of page 44 for an enendmiont and additiona

4., this article.
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W

tram P SCRICHTE VLELAG, eana a. Schwax eeh, Limmatquai "2*
1-3001 mica

The well-knowe stamp dea:ier, auctioneer and publisher, ti ne R. Schwarseebach

bas now ubarked 011 a new enterprise: the peblication of small reprint booklete

8 A 5"- in size, on aspects of early postal lietory which '
nEffe been long out of

print and not readily available even te tne speciaist eollector.

The first two booklets, new outainable are:

1. tillattELITalE f 71er Fasten Aer Stadt uvc  Republik ere, 21 i'Y'44,y 1749

erneuert k7A77 116E----- ---------

(Regulaticne A Teri?: of ,Lee eoate of Jie. ',7,leee depublic of Bern

21 May 1749, renewed I May 1761)

Beautifully pritted in Gothic type it givee ofielal details of the ratea to

be charged for the delivery of lettere, sampled, money etc., in Batsen aid Lreuzer

together with other relevant ieformation. d peeee at SFr, 6.80

2. Ue d-
- Augulst 1853

(Schedule of tilt 'ete:$eeger lioutes of the I. Federal Postal Region
Q' ur - August 1853)

This lists in tabular form the ecnedules of 'be ee
,atal routes in Ct. Graubendee

carried cut by foot messengers and will oe a valuat.i.e aid to checeing the routes

by which mail was carried in the mid-letn century.

foetus: Europe r.1.-, Overeeas eFe.e.- -

If sufficient demand i6 forthcoming it i

WU 4
.
awww 4.4,umm*

. ,

pages at ;;;Fr.
fru- ov Address.

proposed to publish ferther booklet,*

- held over dtla to 1-4VICof

At a well attended meetin,g Kr. F. Picard enowed his STAT::6Ni:ta.

• Those with 1i.teknowleego on. this subject must taYe gore hoaae well rewarded.

Cares were diaplayed from 1870 and followed • a 'lateral erogression which cesline-

ated le Bundesfeier cards, Maximum cards, Day of the tam . carhs fihally

Cumakercial atatioeery.

it aea e4;:deihed. bow tee r.st. cards Were intended unly for inand

hence 5 i reastamp. Iu 1b75 tz:e ip troduction of ite,i:Iy-pe:id

cares '4.ri 1900 cards were act ..ta ly aoccrl:lit to the printir.

the i ,, ::6t3d etir4p wee t .;:.s saws as the definitive atIn
1
:: of the

period- T-Te 
.!f irst ano etilieTflEi rah for about 34) years, thus rule7J147 their

relitility arid accept :pdoiio at largo.

Mrs. ;ctoley the!: fu.Llowtd t shuwin.g marvelluus 4W;SPAAR

WRAPPERS. Commencine with the first • issss, mint and ,, :es .dp and with both sloths

also re•reeented, while many wrappera tiore postage 3tar.,“5 to cover extra •

postage.

The earioue types 'raper wen!, Cal ;L- a.,Y1 as well as Qnanges it; tomtit and

.overpriets. finally se.Ulhe: prise of some of tte later i.lsu4 s. ofter, to

be foued Just below tae 'impres tiJ1 i.e. U. c. porrchas price juat

below the 10 cr.. postea impre on.

Kr. Buistroqe offered a vote of 1: ZA.4 and hoped others were as pleased as

he was to see material. so 41fficolt to aeeumulate.

0144 TA1A r41471 (Cont. fr oe 4,

ilease note the followlee amendment and two items uf aAditional ttf mi

NEWS LETTliii of February 1955 - pacIt 10

Small Flag deeigut Add - '.,;neet size 50 (10 . erizoutal x 5 vertical rows)

Centre of page: Delete Typorapay c: halky graaite paper

Insert: Recess pteer orowuish gum

4ya...:xmR, March 1983 - pee.* is
Large David: Aad Sheet alas 25 aorieontal A 5 vertical roes)

Add to colors ,eveen/yeIlow et.e11.54

&ea --



Red ink

Meaning? .

- Money?
. Weight?
• 'itElere

applied?
- 14 or 191

•

4/t

,444,

10
or NI

-

00*/'// . •

?rano() von
Schaffhausen

Winkler 3501

- Meaning of
5?

- Currency ?

JUNE 1483 HELVITIA NSW'S L Ti ?ago 45

RETURN OF PUZZLE CORNER

Have we any foetal history uCents who would be interested in trying to

unrevel the meaning of the many tarifa on this intriguing cover? As our American

m 471mber, Lt.Col. C. J. LaBlonde - who OWDA it - says: 'Postal history sirens to be

a process of asking qUestions and every answer brings new questions!'

The cover in question was sett from COPPRT (Ct, Vaud) to STEM in Austria

and is dated 3 September 1819,

Why hapdatruck 'Coppet" ? It

had s postmark in 1819.

/4/

/7 )

Red numbers
(pencil)

Meaning?

- Currency?
- Why two

parts?

ellr I\4.4'

Poo (Prainco) -
Paid to where?

, .., 4, ? CV
,

FR I.T a COVa

3.gots of old
letters seen
addressed
to Steyer.
•hat was CO
important
there in 1800e

Black ink - Meaning?

Red ink - It V. RE lack ink -

Moaning?
Keening?

Two different seals - Why?

Why routing via Schaffhausen to go to Austria? 4iiroa end of lake:

p,r
smaleifttS or izipired guesses welcome ... to Rditor



22Aa £220.00 075.00
24Aa £140.00 £600.00
26Aa 1 40.00 £100.00

Second Munich Print

22A E 15.00 E 25.00
22Ac E 42.50
22Ad £140.00
23A £ 7.50 E 20.00
23Ad E 12.50 E 25.00
24A E 65.00 E 70.00
24Ab E 25.010 £120.00
26A £50.00 i 70.00
26Ac E 90.00 £225.00

Berne Print "8"

228 E 15.00 i 27.50
22Bc E 22.50 E 40,00
238 E 30.00 i 32.50
23Bb E 15.00 E 35.00
245 £27.50 £35.00
248c E 37.50 E 45.00
255 E 20.00 £24.00
258c £20.00 E 22.50

Berne Print "C"

22C t 40.00 E 45.00
22Cb E 15.00
23C E 10.00 E 12.50
23Ca E 25.00 £35.00
23Cb E 18.00 E 20.00
23Cd E 20.00 E 25.00
260 E 20.00 E ao m
26Ca E 24.00 E 25.00
27C E 60.00 £135.00
27Cb E 40,00 £150.00

Berne Print "0'

1 ,463 iE1 ilLj Pape 46

GIVE YOUR SWISS COLLECTION SOME BITE

WITH STR BEL
FROM OUR SUPERB STOCK WE OFFER CHOICE OF VERY ATTRACTIVE COPIES, AT VARYING

PRICES AS FOLLOWS: (Considerably cheaper copies are also available of most
Catalogue numbers).
First Munich Print [ 3 reat Strength Lies

In Being Able To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot.

£275.00 £400.00

E 37,50 E 60.00 i 80.00 £250.00

E 25.00 E 30,00 E 60.00
E 50.00
£200.00
£140.00
£110.00

E 50.00 E 90.00 (Pair)

£ 40.00
E 40.00

50,00
t 30.00 E 35.00 E 40.00 E 90.00 E165.00(strip

of 3)

E 20.00 E 22,50
(on piece)

E 35.00 f 40.00
i 50.00

£210.00 £240.00 £260.00

220 E 15.00 25.00 E 40.00 (pair)
220a E 15.00 E 20.00 35.00
240 E 15.00
24Db E, 27.50
270 E 36.00 E 40.00 E 55.00 £275,00
27Db E 55.00 £210.00

Thin Paper "E" & "F:

23Eb E 55.00 £115.00
22F E 50.00 050.00 £425.00
22Fa £425.00 (Pf2!)
24F 35.00 E 40.00 E 60.00 E 62.50
24Fa 40.00 £70.00

The Group "G" will form part of a later advert

All are available on approval to clients known to us. New clients can also
see these on approval against the usual references. Inland clients 'lease

esnote: all prices are exclusive of Y.A.T._ temprogr
The Amateur Collector Ltd urr`0""Ki

1:1414::
ipl

The Swiss Specialists"

P.O. Box 242. Highgate. London N6 41..W. England ." "V r
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DID YOU KNOW
JOSWA N'

With deep regret we learn ef the that 1 was overwbelmed by total

• tIesth in Zerloh on 21st May 1903 , in surpriee when i.Car Hulot/bode told me

tie 89th year, or our Member Josue over the phone that I was to receive the

Baler, and from Laurence Moore we have 'Bauch Trophy', Thank you, and I hope

this Appreciation: • the pen will do its job for our Society.

Joe. Maar was one of the World's .... that the 1983 *temp booklets (only

leading peilateliste, and he anted nil ars% 
4m, ) appeared in May with an

• a Juror at acat of the International attractive totally new light blue *ewer.

BObibitions over a long period of years. • Picture on front and basic layout same

•Bot vas an acknowledged expert on the as before, except for the Zumetein advert

Classic* of Switserland and he seemed to. is aow, unfortunately, inside the

to blow the precise whereabouts of alo • front cover. Only 5 different stamp

the great rarities, Be Mild high office subjects , all as*, but text only German.

in the Swiss "Yerband", ea for many that the new rates in 1984 will
years be was Secretary and Bulletin •
nditor of the Schweiz Spesialeameler

	certainly mean new booklet stamps, sad
• thet for only 2 years have the 'Darrell

Y•rein (Societe Nartophile &awl), S. ewe° waved*, arose** been OD sale.

wrote many eonograpes on various aspects See Pig. 7 of ay article in June 1982
•

of Swiss Philately, some of which 1 'News Lotter'.
translated for British periodicals. SA

was always reaey to give sound advice that with only 12,000 ticket* *old

and was a great personal friend. We • the 'TEMBAL' in Novel did not reach the

corresponded often sae we Met on many expected 20,000 visitors from the region

philatelic occasions -- in London or in • of southern Germany A *astern Prance

Switserland. (see 'Bogle ode on pore of May HBL, but

. it was a well-organised superb show for

Another great friend of his was JeAb hens c re an sone st ti beginne d iali ts alike.

Winkler, auttor of 'Les Narques With 40 postal administrations taking

Postale* de la Suisee s and the three of part too, a lot of information could be

us enjoyed meeting over a "teal in picked up. Kxcell•nt catalogue - in

Zürich, endeavouring to uncover some of lierary,
the mysteries of Seise Postal History.

.... that the Swedish stand were selling

Prau Antoinette Behler-Petterknecht, a very niceni sari-card, their new SKr 3 .

who still collects G.E. (used, but only stamp of a horse, canoe/led with teatr

when cleanly cancelled!) travelled wide- • 'Tembal . special cds, but the maim

4 
wi th her husband to geeeeeteone oto.. footure Is the 20c PP stamp of 1965 *how.

• all over the World. At the Bournemouth is o the Three Kings, On his horee•
g che Q.

Congress in 1964, wben he signed the • taxer froa the Zollia church ceiling.

Roll of Distinguisbed Philatelists, he

gave a long lecture/display, and aosoo ..,. toot a unique book was issued by

ODO asked her if *be ever became tired toe MY (Sw iss Motive soc iety) in time

of all this stamp travel. I well for oneir i Teabel' show. No. 20 in their

remeaber her reply: *Wenn main Kann booklet series, A59 in German only, it

*sin Marken suestellt, dann bon ich -lescribes on 390 pages the content of

(when ey husband is shaelne. his each and •+leery 3wIss atamp, also poetcards

stamps, then I as never tired). etc. The compiler, Dr. Sehlunegger, drove

•on the services of 24 Society spec1alist*

Throughout his last few years of for information from their study areas.

severe illness, she has supported oim Title is Itotivbandbuch So-beets' and a
won

der
full

y , and now WO sympathise with copy is in the library.

her in her grievous loss -- a loss
which is shared by the whole world of that from tee excellent Post.'

ehilate .
geschichts' (H, achwerseneach) house have

•• come the first 2 facsimile booklets on

, the old posts of Bern 1 .849 and of the

DIp 40r, (Cent, from Cel. 2/ Gri sons or 1853. Similar ones will be

.... that the answer to Question so. 128 iapubloshed when wortowhile originals are

that the rail locomotive on the lateet tfo °nd. 	HPS eeehers now of sulthini

Buoopa 13O. was designed by NoRiggenbach • euotable?

who is depicted on FOY 5c. of 1942 (Z.101) 1.... that not many collector* noticed
that the new 'K' ads of Sent, issued or

that Question No. 129 LS; 
WhiCh ,30 Play. because of chanse of PLO free

stoops can be aavociated with the latest . /551 to 7554, also had the slogan tent

200 PP stole changed from German to Romaneeho
•

ROTOAFOORD (Cent, in Col. 1)



.1% supp.,4 items from special

field4 f litudy, such as Ticino Ovals,

Route Esiars. Ar Flights, Tfte etc.

i t me know your requirements
or ask for material on Approval.

101001:k

114"t%
111 49, rite Road,

X ORLCLXB 1,

Lancs. LA4 MAP.

Page 46 2.1.VSTLa . : WS ,-,,,:ii. JUN& I9d3

C; 1 0L i

_..:^ w :: ; ; .;' , 80' :. 1 I av
I.

7,.. mm.ny ye4..rs h e been
AAASSIIAIL211

f !Assisti',: ,. 	mbers of 'HelvettO to
At the Delegates Meeting in Luzern .

Ott 16 Jun. the cancellation shown was bu.ild u ,„, -..neir collections.
used*

,,wnetner you have a T,reference
-";6001WtA,N.sx

//'..----1 -'4.
,fi-..'r

.3
)' 1/4".......- 	. ' '''.'.. 

for miLt anuior used 1).1' all

1 Wdt,01
.
01 or are i,!, teresteo, ;-t= ouvers

frcc pre-sta%p to modern ?DO, I nave

itec,e whioh could neap you.

2. Restoration of tte 'Kartause' -
Carthusian Monastery - or_;ttinAen at

,Warth kOt. , Thurgau), After work uncle*. 1

taken over many year5 the project has Ibeen completed and 1. auguration I
be marked by a Polk Yetival oh 25 *
June. A mobile P.O. wi. be in attend. ]
*nee and the cancel o.:%.own will be used- I

A type cancel but without

number will be used on 25th June knot
26th as first announzed) to mark 1100
years of KRADOLF. It *ill be iD laee
un t il 51 December 1963.

!Xe_ci4WSLS 

2525 LE LANDEROX Fete di
la Brocaote 1.7.83 X.541a

8546 ISLACN - Greuterhof 1.7.83 1L912
3931 3TaLDSRRIa Wendt/m*114e

Skigmbiet GSPOK 11.7.C3 K.913

Mr. D. M. 4late will be pleased to reclvt. booklets for lt:e new Packet
cireuits during July and ieptemoer, but not An g t. Booxlete to be mounted on one
side of pages only with prices above the etampb, oirculte depend on you.

At the beginning of September 1462 the follosIne aTTersred.
ElAr91211m ,21111.9.ait-411 11.11.ila, W11'4

ALL ZaT countries as well am the ,;ereat Ztmooratio Republic
and Jugoslavia. Up to and iriuding Lulemboarg iv the new
photo composition, remalLin g co:,ntries still in metal o type
mixed with photo composition. 1216 pages, all difft,reL.tly
111 tratec are ri.:7tureu.

The astern Nurovaz;
not appear trite yar. In its place wl:.1,1 bt m givig ,I, cf taiis of tt;
price . :::hangeu bringinF i t year'6 TO::fra7; op-to-4'Iate.

4ertdair'rvnch
Prices for Blocks of Four and FDC - Catalogue Aumbers - important varieties -
Comparlsoa guide for the catalogue numbers Zr.osteir p-Michel,IStanley 1.ibbcas -
Scott - Yvert. Prlres for cards arid envl/lop6,4 fk2r 'Day of the Posta4r, 3tamp'.

For further enquiries, contact your c iet shop or mr ,;erieral
Representative in 14oglands

HAAR14 Pliiii STIONS LTD., 42, Mal4en Lane, London kC2, 71A.

ZUMSTEIN Cif  IF Proul . , Beltrk; Alc Cie, PC Box 25650
Switzerland.
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No. 7 JUL T 1 983 37TH

AUGUST NEW ISSUES
The second series of Publicity stamps will be issued on 22nd August,

and also two additional values of Service stamps, one for the UPU and one for the
BIT r

‘ International Labour Office). Details are as follows:

L. yUBL/CITY STAMPS - /Series II 1(181 

20 c, 2.1 ur t,TODURUS MARTIGN . Before the Roman era Martigny was the
chief village of the Veragri, a Celtic

tribe. Caesar realised its key position commanding the northern end of the route
over the Grand St. Bernard and ordered it to be taken. The first attempt under
the command of the Legate Golba was a failure. Not until 40 years later, in the
Alpine campaign under Drusua and Tiberius - stepsons of the Emperor Augustus - did
the Romans succeed in corporatitg the Valais - and with it Octodurus - into their
empire.

Under the Emperor Claudius the route over the Pass was improved. The
inhabitants of the valley received the 'us lath' (Latin Law), a preliminary to
obtaining Roman citizenship, and the settlement was raised to the status of a market
town under the new name of 'Forum Clsudii Vallensium'. The town kept its import-
ance into the early Middle Ages - ultimately as tOe seat of an early Christian
bishop - before Sion and St.Maurice developed into new political and cultural
centres of the Valais. For the stamp the artist Paul Ferret chose a detail from
a Gallo-Roman capital from Martiony. Carved in yellowiah Jura limestone, the
34 inch highwork of art measures 26 inches rouna the base.  Three of the four
sides each carry a bust, decorated with acanthus leaves, in different states of
preservation. The capital belongs to the Pro Octodorus Foundation and is on view
in the Archaeological Museum of the Pierre-Gianadia Foundation in Martigny.

40 c. ,NTEHoT OF TR' W • 	'oliNEL CLUB. The Berne based Swiss Kennel Club was
founded on 4 June 1883 in ZUTioh.

To-day it has about 52,000 members, organiaed in 62 special clubs and 159 local
-sections. While the most important task of the special clubs ia the supervision
and control of pedigree dog breeding and advising breeders, local sections concen-
trate on training dogs, with regular exercise and trials for work dogs.

The dog may be described as a domestic animal since nomadic hunters settled
in Switzerland about 10,000 years ago.  But the dog is not merely a faithful friend'
in our daily lives; with proper training it plays a useful part in different ways.,

They do valuable service as guides for the blind, searching for missing or buried
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persons in disaster situations or in their traditional rol
e of guarding home or

farmstead.
The centenary of the Seise Kennel Club provides a welcome opportu

nity

to portray dogs on a Seise stamp for the first time. The graphic artist Eleanore

Schmid has appealingly depicted two typical representations of Swiss 
canine breeds.

a Bernie. Sennenhund (herdsman's dog) - also known as 'DtrrbAchlee
- and the

Schwyser Laufbund (Schwyz hunting dog).

70c. OF TEE C C_IS' & ROTORC_ This Society
under its

present day title, was founded on 30 September 1883 in Bragg, near Biel, under the

name of the 'Union of Velocipedists'. In those days its task was to protect

cyclists against landowners and their dogs, carriages and later, against aotorised

traffic as well. Soon it also began to organise competitive sports event
s. For

decades the Federation has been the organiser of the Tour
 de Suisse and this year

is organising, from 23 August to 4 September, the world cycling track and road

racing chaapionships in Zerich and Altenrhein. But the Federation also looks after

the interests of non-sports cyclists. Asinitiatcr
. of the cycle paths system, it

has already set up more than 50 marked networks, and as organiser of training

courses for every kind of road user the Federation - although now
adays definitely

placing its main emphasis on cyclists - has extended its r
ange.

The stamp designed by graphic artist Waiter Raettenscheeiler brings

together sports and hobby cyclists: in the background is a racing cyclist in

typical posture and in the foreground a girl cycling for recreation, sy
mbolising

cycling as an alternative, energy-saving and non-polluting met
hod of locomotion.

80 c. CCKMUNI ;T
. i j. The United Nat ions General Assembly has pro-

claimed 1983 as 'World Communications Tear'

to emphasise the, .inportance of means of communication for econ
omic, social and

cultural development and also encourage countries to plan and set up the necessary

infrastructures. Its main message is, therefore, 'Better communications - Better

standard of living'. Individual countries are endeavouring to support these efforts

and helping to implement the United Nations resolution.
 The Universnl Postal

Union and the International Telecommunication Union which is co-ordinating the

activities - have also called on the administrations
 of theiriteaber countries to

provide active help. To ensure success, financial re
sources made available by

the are needed, as well as the help and support of the techni
cally

advanced countries for the benefit of the Third World.

The graphic artist Rahs-Jerg Bolzhauser has give
n his own interpretation

of human relationships - the first and foremost way of communicating. The

stylised carrier pigeon may be taken to eyebolts, 
letter-writing, while the colour-

ed arrows draw attention to modern technical facilities.

Value. and, 20 c. Capital Designer: Paul Ferret, Lausanne

Dosilgess 40 c. Dog* Eleonore Schmid, Zürich

70 c. Cyclists Walter Raettenschwoiler, Zug

80 c. Carrier pigeon Rans-J8rg Bolzhauser

Printings Rotogravure

217• 36 x 26 am.

LAPW White, with

B. OFFICIAL STAMP - SPr.1.20 - U.P.U.

The series started in 1976, depicting the
 main activ-

ities of the Universal Postal Union, is continued
. _

addition of another value which symbolises two important

services: a pigeon whose wings consist of an international

reply coupon and an international postal 
money order. Like

the earlier values, it has been designed by th
e Basle

graphic artist Durkhard Waltenaptl.

by Courvoisier $.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

luminous
, substance

BIT

OFF;CIAle vga, - SFr.1.20 - I.L.O.

A new value is added to the series shmdng people at 
work

started in 1975, and features vocation
al training. The

instructor holds a piece of work and a slide gangs and

explains a procedure to an apprentice. Partially visible on

the blackboard in the background is a
 geometrical propos,-

ition showing one of the ways of proving the Pythagoras

theorem. The stamp, like the earlier ones, has been
 design-

ed by the Luzern artist Rams Rrei.

Beth stamps are sise 36 x 26 11116 and are printed in Rotogravure by Coervoisier.

(Cont. foot of page 51)
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By A. S. Mews))

It is only recently that Zumstein decided to catalogue the full range of the

National Festival cards. In all there are 85 different ones covering the period

from 1910 until 1937.

They usually carried a 10c or 20c stamp with the exception of four years

1928-29-30-31 when there were added two values for airmail transmission, 25c

for inland and 40c for foreign flights.

The cards were sold for 50c and 70c respectively and were supposed to be

used for specific flights on August lit of the year. . (There was, however, no

compulsion about it).
And so if we investigate the year 1928 the cards were used on the following

inland routes:
1. Geave Zdrich - GeSöve
2. Basel - Zerich - Basel
3. Genöve - Basel Gera?,

4. Genöve - Lausanne - Claus de Fonds - Loci* - Basel and return

5. Bern - St. Gallen - Zurich - StAallen - Bern
6. Lausanne - Biel - Zdrich and return

All on regular internal flights giving 24 possible routes.

And on the following foreign flights (Swiss lines and foreign lines using

Swiss airports):

1. Genöve - Zdrich - Munich - Vienna - Budapest (Balair)
2. Basel - Zdrich - Munich (Ad Astra)
3. Zdrich - Konstanz - Innsbruck - Salzburg - Vienna (DelsE)
4. Genöve - Zdrich - Stuttgart - Erfurt - Salle - Leipsig - Berlin (Trim)

5. Ulrich - Berlin (Ad Astra -
6. Zdrich - Stuttgart - Frankfurt/1 - Cologne (Trau/DAL)

7. Gen4ve - Basel - Mann's/tin (Ad Astre/Balair)
8. Zdrich - Basel Xruasels Rotterdam - Amsterd

am (BLE)

9. ZArich - Basel - Paris - London (Imp. Air)
10. Geoliöve - Lyon - Paris - London (Aero Lausanne - Imp. Air)

U. Oehöve - Marseilles - Barcelona (DLN)

Giving 28 possible routes - 53 in all.

In 1926 13.15Z National Festival Postca
rds were airmailed on Swiss inland

routes. 8.560 were airmailed to foreign destinstionst lag from Zdrich. Ian

from Basel an:511...iii, from Geneva. This amounts to 21.812 in all. 	(Total issue

La 1928 was ).
Zumatein values them irrespective of place of issue 

or destination. The data

given above could give you an additional guide to the value of individual items.

In the four years about 160,000 were issued and August 1st cancellation increases

the value by varying amounts. On most of the 
item* 1st August cancellation

trebles or quadruples the price.

, As special "plums" of the collection one sh
ould mention the "Turner" 7ic card

of 1920 and the
- already mentioned airmail issues of 1928-1931, but the a

ost

valuable are the 20e postcards of 1920 of w
hich only 8,000 were issued in all.

Over the whole period over 14 million postcards were sold, of which 130,000,

i.e. only 0 were airmail.

Zumstein valuations show a curious relationship to the number issued or flown.

And so the 1931 airmail issue (four different two values) commands SPr.160/225

respectively on an average of 8,000 per kind, whilst the 1929 similar in sake-up

shows Sfr.50/80 on an average of 8,500 per kind.

AUGUST XXV mug; - Continued from page 50

Covers with vignettes will be available:

Per the Publicity issues one for each value and one for the met, with simple
First Day cancellation.

For the Service stamps: One for each with appropriate cancellation including

the emblem of each Service.

Folders and collection sheets as usual.
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THE 'RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD'
Urgent last minute news in June prevented a report on the

 Society's latest

Trophy. Some time ago a Sub-Committee was formed to arrange an 
award to be given

for the beat article or other feature published in the 'News Let
ter

s
 'each year.

Various suggestions were considered, a choice Rade and an ord
er placed with a firm

in the Isle of Man. What then happened has newer been
 explained, for even after

sending several letters, the order was never carried out and we we
re back in square

one. No firm could be found able to supply a suitable item for
 philately - any

other hobby, yes - but not ours.

Meanwhile following the loss of Chria Rauch it was proposed that an award be
made in his memory, so with the opportunity to combine both projects, the quest
began again. Finally our meaber, Xt. A. Payne, cakee across 

a fire which made

trophies; A visit disclosed that at last we had found a supplier with initiative,
who on hearing our problem immediately offered to design something for us.

Nay we have some nicely designed pen stands which carry a pla
te with 'RAUCH

LITERATURE AWARD', with name and year date, to be retained by
 the recipient.

In choosing the first winner for 1982, the Sub-Committee decided that it

should go to MR. X. RUTHERFOORD, who has not only given us many fi
ne articles over

the years, but has loyally contributed his 'Did You Know?' column eac
h month,

culling his news from the zany publications in Switserla
nd and elsewhere. Also

many members, including SONO overseas, have expressed appreciation of this feature,
some even saying it is the first thing they look at: So, coinciding with a visit

to 'TEMBAL', our Chairman, Mr. R. F. Buletrode, took the aw
ard over to Switserland

and passed it on to Mr. Butherfoord.

Now it is up to other members to turn their talents to philatelic writing and

to compete for this Award for 1983 and subsequent years. • J. RAWNSLET

FROM THE cilmtrican ?iirivetia i IlilatEticc*orietu
By Harlan F. Stone

' _N

The typical member of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AIDS) is a

dedicated long-term Swiss collector whose allegiance to Switserland is based on

family ties, a passion for the Swiss way of life
, and/or the high quality of Swiss

stamps. This is the overall finding of a rece
nt poll of the sore than 400 Helvetia

members conducted by "TELL", its monthly journal.  In aore specif
ic terms:

The Helvetia ,saber is generally 40 to 60 years old, has been c
ollecting Swiss

stamps for an average of 19 years, considers him
self advanced, has belonged to

Helvetia an average of 6 years, is a member of at
 least 2 other philatelic organ,

isations, and subscribes to other philatelic publications.

Although reasons for starting a Swiss collection are many, 4 stand out clearly

among members: family ties to the country, the experience of living or visiting
there, the design and printing quality of Swiss stamps, and the country's solid
reputation for a conservative stamp-issuinApoli

cy and hard currency.

To build their collecions, 22% of the members spend more than $1,000 a year,

and another 240 more than 21500. They make 41% of their purchases through mail

order., 34% from auctions and 210 from 1ms/dialers_ and-bourses. -A total of 600 of
their material coaes-froa U.S. A Canadian sources and 30 from overseas. 

Nearly half

the *embers (49%) maintain standing accounts with the Swi
gs PTT for new issues.

The most popular collecting areas are the late 19th cen
tury Federal issues

(Sitting Helvetia, Cross A Numeral and Standing Helvetia), 20th century regular and

commeaorative stamps up to the present, s
emi-postal stamps (Pro Petrie and Pro

Juventute issues) and airmail stamps.
 Close behind in appeal are the early Federal

stamps called 'Strubels' (1854-1863), official stamps for Swi
ss offices and Inter-

national Organisations, postage due and franchise stamo
s. and booklet etamos (tat:-

Nacho, ae-tenant and interspace pairs). Only a fourth of members collect covers

as well as individual stamps.
Ti help members develop their collections, 

Helvetia provide, not only its

journal "TILL", but (in U.S.) mail auctions, sales circuit books, slide program;

and translations of foreign publications. For members
hip information, any

interested collectors 
may write to the Secretary. Richard T. Hall, P.O. Box 2425,

GAITHERSBURG, ED 20679).

4itor i sj2 ,01  s I wonder how a Weiler poll in this country would fare B.J.R.
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SWISS ICE HOCKEY POSTAL ITEMS
By Briaa Bensham (Conclusion)

Continuing the list of events held in Switserlands

194a. . , _ -, A4 This event
was

commemorated by Switserlend's second ice-hockey stamp, the 20c value of the
year's publicity set _ showing a stick and a puck. Similar designs were on
the cancellations used, in German at Basel 2, Dern 1 and Ulrich 1, and in
Preach at Geneve 1 and Lausanne 2. (Fig. 7).
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There were also special handstamps on
various souvenir carde to mark the openiag and final
games of these shampionships. Fig. S Show. the
latter, the other being identical ***opt for the
wording 

thLTCH D'OUTBITURB 2.3.61 e , as well as the
commemorative stamp.
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By this tine so many nations were taking part
that it became necessary to divide them into two * 	Fig.
or sometime, three groups, with those in the top
division competing for the titles and others for promotion to higher divisions.

Than were publicity cancellations for Group A from Ztrich 1 and
Bern 1 * and I understand that these &leo exist from Basel 2 9 Fribourg 2,
Geneve 1 and Geneve 3* ler Group B they were from Biel/Bienne 1 and Lys*,
with La Chaux-de.Jonds 1 and Neuchatel 2 the possible * but elusive others.
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The design showed the games emblem of a puck with lines of latitude and longitude

and a Swiss cross., (Fig. 9).

Aldo proving elusive is a red meter cancellation used by the Organising
Committee, showing a Ztrioh 27 cds with 'EISHOCKET-WELTMEISTERSCHAFT /

 WM 1971'

grouped round the same emblem. Incidentally, something similar is re
puted to

exist for the 1961 championships - the search continues!

Bern 1 had a special hand cancel for the opening day of the Group A

tournament, again showing the games emblem, (Fig. 10).

Still in the international field, but at a lower level, two furthe
r

competitions have been publicisedt

1974. E.10* !p_Ai C machine cancell-

again shoving a player in action, marked this event.
ation at Horisau 1, A

(Fig. 11).

amps.
MTERitifIrt
JUils.;44UPPE

:IPPLI11.1

2-31 DEZEMBER
(A, ,

SPENGL ER
CUP

1, too

Pig. 11 Fig. 12

1973. The Spengler Cup Competitinn. Devoe,. This is a competition for club
sides from various countries. It

began in 1923, so the machine cancellation at Davos Plate 1 and Davos
 3 proclaim-

ed the anniversary. The net-minder on this design wears equipment ve
ry different

from that on the 1948 stamp. (Fig. 12). I also have a part strike of this arts

from Davos Plats 1 dated 1977, but have yet to discover why this was u
sed.

Finally, there is an illustration of an ice-hockey game in progress at
Montala-Vermala on one of the 1943 10c postal stationery cards. (Fi

g . 13).

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE CARTOLINA POSTALE

1
Fig. 13

Switzerland's own success in international ice-hockey competition 
has

been relatively modest, being conZined to bronze medals in the 1932 and 1948
Olympics, a second and five thirds in various World Championships bet

ween 1928

and 1951, and two wise (1926 and 1935), both on home ice) and a numbe
r of second

and third places in European Championships between 1922 and 1953.  
Those days

the country competes in the lower groups and the game is controlled by an Ice

Hockey Federation in Ztrich, one of whose features, unfortunately, seems to be a

complete failure to reply to correspondence. But, as 1 
said at the outset, this

theme isn't easy, though I enjoy trying! Can any 
kind members tell me more?

---,00o---- •

K4t9r's note: By error the last word of the title in the June issue was given

as 'Swiss Hockey Postal lalee instead of 7Itempr, and is
corrected in this concluding instalment.

NEW 'K' CANCELS AUTUMN PROGRAMMES 

5620 ZUFKMON Bineiedelei Erni - The full programme for

1.8,83 1.914 London & Northern Groupe will bet

4654 FULMNBACH 1.8.83- 1,915 published next month.
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DID TON KINN? (Cont. from Col. 1)

dos they were allowed to have 2 lions,

which are shown on the following P.J.
steeps: 1926 5c. 1928 10c., the family
castle itself being shown on the PP 200
of 1976.

that Question No. 130 is that the

latest 40e 'Europa' stamp shows a .
marvellous clock ehion, by the way, still
works. Nhich other Swiss stamps shoe
clocks or time? ISTREAMSD

NATIC
W

 1J? cqc
Due for issue on let August these

will be as follows*
1. Celehrapions at41.uslutigaz

i :t 7;4 \:1
4

;
4:
 
.1

This year's cancel C
depicts the ram emerg

e l7 I ' 4/.,' 1
N. ,ing froa a tower which -'"--,:,

appears On the canton. --___--

al shield of Schaff-
hausen and haa been in use aince 1372.

2. headegaaraLtimultit - the two .
towns which will use special cancels

*rel. I
(a) Delemont (Deleberg) which shows the

town hall and the Virgin's Fountain.

(b) Solothurn which del:dote the patriot
Nicolas Wengi, mayor of the town, I

facing a canon. By this act of bravery

he prevented a civil war between Catholic
s

and Protestants in the town in 1535. Be

is ahown on the 5c. P.J. of 1949.
.............n••

The centenary of . ......-- ,
71.4 AJ'' i

the line Zegional / 1683rife3T'r7 
46..

.7 I
Val de Travers - ITT : -it-47! I

will be narked by 
a

F
I
E

.
70

,
4
4

i
. fi liA%

*
,FiSRVr 1

special MK and .
supplementary cancel depicting an early

***gine and will be used at Fleurier on
27/28 August.
.--..., ...

-. .„] C.. E 0 :1. I " 40.,...,:_ : •

Earlier this year a pictorial slogan

appeared from Allechwil, Ct. Basel, which

showed typical houses froa 'Dan Sundgauer

Dorf: An enquiry to our personal news

hound, Mr. Rutherfoord, elicited the_ ...._. ALLscam 1
fitt

DAS aNDGAUER DOE. .

information that this is an area between

Nullhouse, Basel and Belfort. Allsohwil

evidently considers itself as part of this
French (Burgundy) region. In 1648 it was

pillaged by the Confederate*.
-

MINDER: SEND NO PACKET BOOKLETS IN AUG.

DID YOU KNOW fen)

•... that an interesting series of A5
booklets is being produced privately by
P. Meier & T. Diggelaann, on plate flaws
and retouches; the first covers the
photogravure (i.e, Courvoisier) Swiss
stamps during the period 194061950. In
German only, 72 pages, many illustrations,
details description of the printing
process and its difficulties.
.... that there •eeas to be an increase
in rumours that the PT? intend to reedesme
the recent SFr.2.- steep showing the

glacier in mirror image. So perhaps

stock up on sheets, or at least some

nicely used ones, before the right ones

see*.
.... that in the March Bulletin of the
SVP, the editor Dr. J. Btter showed one
of the four 'K" cancels showing the
Aletsch glacier, with the glacier drawn
mirror image, as the stamp, saying that
the 'K' cancels were all being changed
over in sympathy with the stamp. In his
illustration he inserted the date 1.4.83.
SOSO members sent in cover, for the new
cancellation and then complained to the
PTT that they had been given the old
'wrong' ones' A very successful lee-pull.

.... that, as known, Josue Maar has
died at the age of 89, one of the most
important men in Swiss philately. Be put
the collecting of covers into postal
history, which 50 goers ago, was not easy,
so weal]. have to thank him for ,a great
deal.

that during a recent tour of the
main Ulrich post office, the Sihlpost, I
learnt that in 1985 the complete parcel
handling side will be in the new centre
at Ntillingen (a pert of Schlieren) just
to the west of ZUrich city limit. Bore
will be concentrate

d automatic parcel
sorting for the whole eastern part of
Switzerland. After renovation of the 35
year old Sihlpost the new 27 desk NW
will be installed to handle all letters
of the region in about 1990.
•... that an extensive show of covers
and documents on 200 years of ballooning
started in the PT? Nuseum on 27.6.83 and
runs to 4.9.85.
.... that an important event is going to
be the 'REGIOPHIL XVI' in Chur from 8-11
Sept. 1983. A lot of new ideas are being
tried out, especially to help juniors
and new-comers. The first of a series of
books on the cancellations of Graubdnden,
aumewly that for Chur, will be issued for
the event, loose-leaf style. Further
detail's, cost etc. awaited.
.... that the =aver to Question No. 129
is that the latest PP 20c stamp shows the
old arms of the House of Kyburg, with one
lies only. When they achieved wee free.

(Coat. in Col. 1)
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ADDITIONS TO THE L;BRART 

1. 75 TEARS SRP DATA qqAcmgo 140-1981 

Published by the PTT. Ger./Pr.

Brief accounts of the growth of service,

year by year, with some interesting old

photographs of early coaches.

2. Ca/aloe:4p of 'REGIOPHW 13-17 Oct. '82

Mainly details of exhibits but also
two short articles on 'Standing Helvetia'
and a most comprehensive listing of all
cancellations used in Sion. Ger./Pr.

3. gatalosue of 'EXPRILA 83' at Renens
13-15 May '83. In French

Details of exhibits, history of growth
of Renews from a village, and cancels from
1868.

3. Cstalogue of 'TEMB4L '§3', Basle May.
Exhibition details and a few short

articles on aspects of ehamatic collecting.
Variously Ger./Yr./Eng.

Weight, (excluding packing)

1. 259 grms. 2, 100 grow. 3. 300 gra

4. M - - by Dr. Ernst
Schlunegger et al. Published by

the Schweiserischen Motivsammler

Verein.

This 392 page volume gives the back-
ground .information on designa of all Swiss
stamps from 1843 - spring of 1963. In the
case of portraits brief biographies are

included. Text in German only. &levy

weight, i.e.. 600 grma plus packing.

Despite inflation Swiss
stamps more than hold their own on
the philatelic market.

Further they provide such
scope for the collector who likes to

know about his or her stamps.

Early issues are always well

worthy of study, new facts can
still be found.

Airmail stamps and flown covers
are full of interest. -

Those who like tete-beche, P

se-tenant and booklet stamps can
build Up a good collection.

Postal history is always
popular; pre-stamp covers are full
of surprises and their scope endless.

Postal stationery in now

receiving sore attention., so now is
the time to acquire material.

If you have special interests
let me know and ask for material
on Approval.

Are you entering at B.P.E.?
What do you still need for your entry?

Write now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
495, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE, Lancs. LA4 6LP.

PRELIMINART ANNOUNCEMENT 

A: IL, • _ C ' • • NE :41 T

To be published on let September.
The WESTERN EUROPEAN Catalogues will be in a new format and in 3 volumes, while

EASTERN EUROPE will be in 1 volume as before

Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE - Scandinavia, Benelux Countries, Great Britain (with
European possessions)

" 2 MIDDLE EUROPE - Switzerland, Liechtenstein, U.N., all German-speaking

and all French-speaking territories (with colonies)
" 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE - Iberia, Italy (with colonies), Adriatic and Aegean

Countries
" 4 EASTERN EUROPE - As previously

?RICE; Switserland: poet free; Overseas: As shown:

Vol. 1
" 2
0 3

" 4

N. Europe
Kid-"
s.
I. "

" 25.- 5.-)
" 25.- 5.-)
" 50.- (7.50)

BULTIPACK:
Vol.. 1-3
MULTIPACI:
Vols. 1-4

S7r.67.50 (10.-)

" 110.- (17.50)

=STEIN SCHWEIZ/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE 1964 - in colour, with all additions

and revised prices, plus prices for single stamps on cover

PH;CES:
With spiral binding:

SPr.10.- (54,-)
" 12.50 (5.0.)

Propr. Bertsch I Cie,
P.O. Box 2585,
394 4 5 5 5*

switsoriaad.
ZUMSTEIN 4' CIE
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THE 'CROSS AND FIGURE' ISSUES 1882- 1906

MY LAMES ROOM CIA, 7.1.11
.6.1.0

A paper presented with a diaplar to th
e 11. Group of

the Society in February 1972
tro...rureperepirerm,

1. Imam'

Although part of the same issue, the Ty
pogreph

$J,,_ L . -7---,:„
jii.,.._' wit - L-Nr-,:.--

(Letterpress) low value* with the 'Cross and Figure' desigs 7.4(- - . 	'LlFP1-;,_...., ..,

have never attracted the an attention 
from philatelist*

z , ' 
1 . .

1 ! '' ' ;''' 4 13.-,

as the Line-engraved 'Standing Helvetia
' of the higher

values. This is probably partly due to the philat
elic

, . ..
r

. .

snob value of any issue - of any country - but also twosome . 1.,,,. , _ 11,,,A1

to any collector with the slightest kno
wledge of printing i; h_..._, ', - 460'..1........a•

processes, the quite ordinary but reliable typography did
not leave behind a long trail of cracked or worn plate
flaws with the consequeot need for retouches etc., all of which offer greater

scope to the specialist collector.
 There are, however. just a few items

 in the

'Cross and Figure' series which are in the World rarity class.  For instance. the

15 Centimes on granite paper printed in
 the rare yelloe

.oran
ge shads (Zumstein

63 Ad) and, of course, the (very foe) tite-bOche pairs. .

Not surprisingly, there is little lite
rature on this issue, except for

,

odd articles in various philatelic aagasihes. However, in 1966 was published a

most valuable monograph, 'Die Buchdruckausgahe 1882 in Ziffermuster a by R. Schio

(Zumetein et Cie, Berne) which in addition to giving the full details of the

technicalities of production, also tolls the 'hack ...etas*" story of the troubles
...A .1.1.1".. UmfevAm .nr4ritinm coald commence, together

Before and during his
time as President of our
Society Mr. toore has
written many articles on
Seise philately.

Some of these he hes
very kindly given to us for
use in the 'Sews Letter'.

This, the first, on
the 'Cross k Figure' issues
is on a subject not dealt
with for a very long time
and we hope it will be of
interest, particularly to
never members. •J•1.

with an account of the various **says and proofs,
the resultant stamp* with their various uses and
occasional misuses.

Towards the end of the 'Sitting Helvetia pert.'
period, with the great development of communications
brought about by the extension of the railways, and
particularly by the opening of the St.Gotthard
tunnel, the Swiss postal authorities realised that
stamps would be required in much greater quantities
than before. The 'Sitting Helvetia' embossed
stamps, which had to be gummed before printing, were
slow to producsand quits costly. Cheaper methods
with more rapid production were sought, and although
the idea of a new issue was considered as early as
1879, owing to difficulties and delay, to which so
shall refer, the stamps were not issued until
April 1662.
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2. *SIGN 
Professor Carl &wort of Stuttgart was, invited to submit designs, and

according to N. Schio, he sent seven drawings for postage stamps and also for

Telegraph stamps in November 1879. With whet result we do not know; but in May

1880, Hasert sent ten more drawings which were handed to the printers StAmpfli

of Berne for their opinion. They recommended the design we know as 'Cross and
Figure' or *The lumens's- 9 , but it took another year before the authorities gave

the printers the 'Go Ahead'.

Little is known of the other drawings submitted by Basert, but one is

illustrated in the work by A, Schio. This i.e a very elaborate affair with the

centrally placed Federal Crow carrying a 'Head of Libertas' at a rakish angle

and around all this is a circle with the Arms of the 22 Cantons. (Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1.
Obviously this design was

turned down because when reduced
to the size of a stamp, the fine
detail would be lost in the
typographic process of the time.

By June 1.880 colours and
figares of value were agreed for all
the eleven newly adopted postage rates;
but it was, thought a little too confusing
to have the saae design for so many

sifferent values.

It was it this stage when KAllhatiPt U. Mao of Ber
ne were invited to

quote for the engraving and the printing of all values from 20 Centimes upwards,

but in another &dim, that which we know as *Standing Helvetia'.

3. PREPARATION OF THE DIES AND 'PLATEgin 

It yew; the policy of the Government of the Day tha
t all printing of

stamps or other postal material should be done at the Federal Mint. So, from the

beginning, two Government Departments (Mint and Posts) were concerned in the

matter, as weli as the Bundesrat, so that communications between these three, and

to the outside contractors for paper, printing etc., would tend to become

entangled in ,ed tape. When the Postal Administration gave the estimated numbers

of stamps of the new issue which would be requir
ed, the Mint admitted that their

out-dated eentipment could not attain the necess
ary rate of production; but they

retained their interest in every possible way. A contract - for the 
printing

only - was rade with StAmpfli et Cie, the ol
d established printing firm in Berne,

who had just installed new rapid-action presses. These, incidentally, continued

to give goed fienviee - tight -iip to the end of World War I. The Mint, however,

reserved. tam right to undertake all the preparat
ory and finishing work.  They

would pro
, ide the original die and would make up the print

ing 'plates'.

After printing. Stimpfli were to return to the Mi
nt all the sheets of

stamps f
f n. cutting, gumming and perforating. 

The Mint engaged the engraver

Burger et Berne to make the original die from Ha
eert's drawing in the exact size

Of the Atamp. The die was steel in 
raised relief and naturally in reverse

image • mirrorwise; but it showed no figure 
of value. Proofs exist in this

stage for details see section on 'proofs'.) F
rom this original steel die the

Mint rade a matrix in steel, the design this time sunken but the right way round.

From his they made eleven patriots, also in steel, in raised relief, mirror-

wise naturally still without figures of value. This was in October 1880 and the

fact that so many different values were out on the blank shields, suggests that

at .his date the intention s
till was to have the same design throughout. Proof

s

are known of the 20c, and 
- 25c. in the 'Cross and Figure' design, so the decision

to print the higher values in kine-engraving with the 'Standing Helvetia' design
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ZilUailakiliare.Nahtli k, (Continued

presumably wee not yet taken, It was prob
ably during this period that th

e

proofs of the 2 c. value %chit:: yovq paper with the narrow were takes.

(See 'Proofs/.

From each of these steel dies, complete with value figures, a mat
rix

in steel was made, and again from ea
ch of these a sufficient number o

f printing

blocks were made, in brass, and of course
 in raised relief.

4. PPMTING

The Mint made up the 
printing 'plates' by bindi

ng together in an iron

frame 100 separate brass printing
 blocks. As the paper was in s

heets to take

four panes each of 100 stamps in 
ten rows of ten, the formes of 10

0 examples had

to be put through the press four times.  This was not too bad in the case of the

lesser-used values of 12 c. and 15 c; but would have been very laborious for the

more frequently used values, whic
h were made up into double formes of 200, thus

mewling to go through the machine
 only twice.  When the Mint

 prepared the formes,

they made extra brass blocks, so they were able to retain 20 as spares for the

2 e t 5 c. and 10 c., and 10 spare bloc
ks for the values which 

were anticipated to

be in rather less demand.

Incidentally, some of the first not
ed 'varieties' arose from the too

loosely bound formes. During the printing of the 2, 5, 10 and 12 c. in the early

runs it happened exceptionally in
 a small edition only, that the i

ron bare

forming the frame were raised, so
 that they received colour together with the .

plate and produced a coloured lin
e outside the normal frame lines 

of the sheet.

The individual clichies were packed together by card pack
ing and when this became

raised, the edges picked up the c
olour which was deposited in thin

 line. to one

side or another of the stamps.

StAmpfli mode good progress and 
by the end of October 1861, they 

had

delivered to the Mint etamps of 
the 2c, 5 c, 10 c, 12 c and 15 c

., to a total

of 34 million and a face value of TWO and a Half Million Francs.
 In the course

of the year 1882, stamps of a total face v
alue of ei Million Francs were distrib-

uted to the Post Offices. So such fo
r calling them 'low value

s':

5 kCTIPA. 775 
It will be noted that there is yet no mention of a 3 c. stamp, but before

we examine the reasons for its m
ission, let us look at 

the lower end of the

postage rates of this period. Mere 
are given the WWI eervices, although it is

agreed that stampe could be used 
to make up amounts and for a few unusual

purposes:-

2 c. Inland printed setter.
5 d. Inland postcards, letters within local rayons, printed matter

above 50 grammes, samples to 2
50 gr., foreign printed matter.

10 c. Inland letters; registration fee (after 1584); Neohnishho (C.O.D
.)

receipts; foreign postcards; lig
ht letters to Germany and to

Austria within the 'Rayon Limitro
phe' (Limited Border Zone).

12 c. 'Machnahme' (C.O.D.) up to 10 Francs as printed matter;

Registered printed matter (from 1
884).

15 c.
IMachnahme postcards up to 10 Fr

ancs; . .Nachnahme' lette
rs to

10 Francs in district rayons (Or
tsrayon); Registered postcards

(from 1854); Charge letters in district rayons (from 1554)1

packets to 500 gr; certain Library out and return *endings;

Mandates; Letters to France with
in the 'Rayon Limitrophe (from

1594).
It will be seen that at the time 

of the issue of the first stamps 
in

April 1852, there was only a limited use for the 12 c, and the 15 c., and there

was no service for which a sing
le 3 c. stamp would be a complete

 franking. The

first (*Sitting Helvetia' 1862) 3 0. stamp was issued for a specific purpose - for

the franking of newspapers etc., to Italy and to end the need for the famous

'Strobe].' bisect, As the use of this value diminished it was not printed after

1576 and it never appeared on
 the granite paper. Indeed 

at one time it was

-being withd rawn from the post of until it was realised that it had a limited

use in making up the 2 c. value to the 5 c, rate, so it was put back on sale to

the public. (To be continued)



Our Great Strength Lies
In Being Able To Supply
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OUR

We have commissioned a specialist printing firm to produce the finest
edition yet of this long established little Handbook. Not quite as
"little" as hitherto - completely new and superbly executed larger 
illustrations ( some laser - scanned for sharpness, the latest in printing
techniques) necessitated a slightly larger page size. Illustrations
remain in black and white. We believe collectors prefer information to
colour pictures, which, let us be sensible, they will find better executed
on their album pages! Information can not be found in albums and we have
put even more of it into the 1984 edition.,

It is two years since we issued a full catalogue and as a result there are
now thousands! of price changes. Among these are reflected the changed
markif756aitions and quite some surprises are in store for the collector:
while about 80% of the changes are upwards (the Swiss market is solidly
strong) the reductions often fall into the least expected quarters!

The completely new type-setting by computor allowed the use of modern easy-
to-read types. We believe collectors will be delighted with the result,.
particularly as we have kept the price at £4.95 post Tree, the same as
two years ago!

When can you have the Catalogue? Publication date is October 17th. If
you are on our mailing list please wait until you receive an order form.
Otherwise order any time, enclosing your remittance.

4

The Amateur Collector Ltd
"The Swiss Specialists"

P.O. Box 242, Highgate. London N6 4LW. England
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A SHORT-LIVED ISSUE
Tucked away as the last item in the 

Seise sectioa of the

Zunstsin Specialised Catalogue, a mod
est 2i pages deals with a now

little known short-lived issue dev
oted to the stamps of Canpion

e

• d'Italia, a tiny Italian enclave on 
the shore of Lek, Lugano.

. ,
; entirely surrounded by Swiss te

rritory, but where the population

clings vigorously to Italian custom*.
 Administration

, is largely

autonomous eo that privileges are enj
oyed which are not granted to

either of its neighbours. Once a squalid fis
hing village the 

erection of a

casino changed it into a prosperous c
ommunity which, like Monte Carlo, 

is virtually

, •elf
.
supportine, requiring no income tax.

 Attiee casino stakes are high,

• ,baccarat and roulette are permitted 
and it is more popular than the casin

o at

Lugano where stakes are limited by t
he Goverment and such /SOSs of chance are

forbidden, being replaced by less har
mful games.

Cimpions'S slain to fame in the philat
elic world came about during World

War AL, when the tideturne4 in 1944 and Switse
rland closed her frontiers against

Mussolini and the Monis who were holding Northern 
Italy. The inhabit

ants of

Campion*, then numbering about 850, found themselves completel
y isolsted and it is

said promptly declared war on Switzer
land in the hope of being annexed.

 Little

notice was taken of that, on the con
trary Switserland assisted the peopl

e in many

ways, even philatelically. Italian stamps wer
e normally used, but with the

sealing of the frontier no further su
pplies were available, act the 

Government

decreed that the PT? should supply sp
ecial stamps to cover this emergency.

Such stamps were to be used locally 
within the COMMAS and for Poota49

to Switzerland, but as they could no
t be recognised by the U

PO, mail from Campione

to other countries had to go through
 Lugano where Swiss stamps would be 

affixed

before lettere continued their travels.

Zither because the emergency was exp
ected to be of short duration or

because the Jamas of pictorial stamp* was contemplated from the beginning, only

a small printing of the first stamps
 was deemed sufficient t

o last for several

months. The first issue appeared on 20 May 1944.
 The name of the designer

is not given, but the deafen is Ita
lian in concept and consists of the 

cost-of-

arms of Campion*, flanked by two sma
ller shields with the arm

s of Savoy (for

Italy), and with the inscription ' LB. POSTS ITALIANS'
 at the top and 'COM=

DI CaMPIOW below the main shield. 
The stamps were printed by Orell

of Ulrich (the firs which produced t
he famous Ulrich '4' SI '6° in 1843) On chalky

paper in sheets of 25, pee'. 11-i. Values 
and quantities were:

5 c. green .. 10,000 20 c. red .. 40,000 1 Pr. violet . 5,000

10 C. brown .. 46,000 30 c. blue .. 5,000

The stamps were issued on 20th May b
ut the plates etc., were destroyed

on April 20th, i.e. before the issue of the
 stamps themselves. 

Interest in

the Stamps, however, was so intense that 
the supply was quickly exhausted and

 a

new printing became necessary. An 'official reprint' wa
s made of the same design,

colours and values, but now frost new
 plates and pert. 11. These were lamed on

23 June 1944 as follows,

5 c. 75,000 20 c. 75,000 1 Ft. ... 40,000

10 0. ... 75,000 30,0, ... 40,000

The second issue is distinguishable from the first, not only by the

difference in perforation, but also by reason of its less finished look, thinner

characters and stronger colours. 
A number of varieties and retouche

s *courted

in both issues and are listed.
With regard to cancellations a wimple double circle obliterator wee

used at first. Although the stam
ps were officially on sale on 20 B

ey, so great

was the demand that only a few were actually cancelled - by special favour - on

this date, and cancelled correeponde
nce

' ess not sent out until 23 June, just

prior to the issue of the second printing, with the use of a larger cancellation

bearing in the centre the outline of the church at Campion,. Stamps of the first

issue can be found with the second cancellation, especially the 10 è 20 c. of

which there were a greater number th
an of the other values.

Meanwhile designs had been prepared 
for a very attractive 7 value

pictorial issue, depicting not only views of Campion., but also the Basilica at

Bergamo, the Cathedral et Modena and the Scala tomb at Verona.  The °entreat for

the printing of these new stamps was given to the firm of Courvoisier S.A.., of
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34°11T-41TP AMP 4.4SW (continued)

La Chau-de-Fends and the stamps were produced in photogravure, on chalky paper
with red and blue fibres, in sheets of 20, pert. 14. Values and quantities were:

5 c. green ... 198,300 20 c. carmine ... 200,300 60 c. lilac ... 137,300
10 c. d.brn ... 199.300 30 0. blue ... 171,300 1 Fr. slate ... 117,300

40 c. violet ... 138,300
The stamps were issued on Septenber 7 and remained valid for postage until 31 May
1952.

Mail for Italy now uses Italian stanps, as well as for inter-Comm*
delivery, postmarked in Canpione. Mail for other countries uses either Italian or
Swiss stamps. In the latter case the mail is forwarded unfranked to Lugano where
it is cancelled by the normal Swiss posteark. The regulations are strictly
observed and attempts to post in Canpions covers bearing Swiss stamps results only
in the Campione cancellation being affixed to the left of the cover, while the
stanpa themselves bear Lugano cancels.

Although by reason of their limited use these stamps must be regarded as
a sad ...local issue, they did fulfil a definite postal requirement until the
re-establishment of official contact with Italy at the end of the War and are,
therefore, definitely collectable items.

E. J. RAWNSLII

1983-1984 PROGRAMS
LONDON GROUP 1 IULLMLL.LIUULZ

Oct. 12 SITTING HELVETIA PER?. .
The Presidents MRS. A. LEI

NOV. 9 ANNUAL GENERAL =Trim and
AUCTION

Dec. 14 POSTAGE DUES -

Mr. G. V. Hubbard

Jane 11 POSTAL HISTORY - All Members

Feb. 8 CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
All Kosberg

Ker. 14 ASROPHILATELY - Mr. A.S.

Apr. 11 ANIMAL COMPETITION

May 9 ODDS As ENDS - All Kosberg

12/12
UP. 17 CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS ê LANUS

(Discussion Ldr: Sr. I. Tines_

Oct. 1 Visit frost MRS. A. LEN
President of the Society

Nov. 5 CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

Dec. 3 CINDERELLAS Discussion
Leaders Mrs. V. Davis

Jan. 7 ISSUES OP GENEVA IN? RATIONAL
OFFICES - Discussion Ldrs

Mr. I. Gilchrist

Feb. 4 MEMBERS COMPETITION
Mar. 3 OUT ABOUT IN SWITZERLAND

Discussion Ldrs Mr. D. Arthur

.11041111*1101114•
n
• 016.1.

Meetings are held on the issailladneadal
of each month from: October to May in the
ALLEM ROOK, ?:r VICTORY' SERVICES CLUB,

Seymour Street, LONDON W2.

Assembly from 6.00 p.a., Meetings
commence at 6.30 p.m.

Please remember to sign the Attendance
Sheet at the Porter's desk.

IORTEGOKING EVENTS 

The BRITISH PHILATELIC INHIBITION
with "APEX 1983"

from Thursday, 27th October
to Sunday, 30th October

at the CUNARD INTERNATIONAL ROTEL,
Shortlands, Nemmeremith, W.6.

SUPER MOW 1984

from Tuesday, 6th March
to Sunday, 11th March

Apr. 7 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

May 26 IPA CONVENTION AT HULL

ornwts fOR 1981/4 
Chairmant MISS 2. N. SOIL!
Vice-Chairmans MR. G. D. WILSON
Chairman Elects

MR. J.A. MASTWOODTreasurer:
SICRITARIs

ROILS
Librarians

KR, R.A.

TPA Delegates KR. D. ARTHUR

Meetings are held in the Lawrence Oates
Middle School, Stainbeck Lane, Leeds

at 2.00 p.m.

MEW CANCELS 

6231 SCHLISREACK - Rochuskapelle -
Wanders Aber des Suhrental

16 Aug. X.916
5454 =LUZON 22 Aug. 1.917
8203 SCHAFFHAUSEN - Buchtalen

3 Sept. N.ctim
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Two imams. will be sad* on 5th
September. Details ores
1. Perieitivse,
Valties Pr 2,50 Portrait of Princess

Gina
Pr. 3.00 Portrait of Prince

Joseph 11
issiassi Walter Wacher,

Photeerpaters Schema
Printier lot o-heliogravure by

Csarvoisier S.A.
UAW 25.7 s 37.7 1116 in sheets of 20
2. /21siaLetian
,Valsj SO RP*

2WEEMS/
Photomranhers

7rintier loto-heliogravere by
Courvoisier S.A.

Ater 39.2 x 28.6 en. in sheets of 8
Maximum cards will be available. Also
special covers with vignettes. The PD
cancel for both shows St. Peter's, Rome,
in the centre h readmit 0

9490 VADUZ /
LIECETERSTEINER / mums JAHR /
PARR? 1011 / AUPGASETAG 5 SEPTEMBER 1983.

44111 c002115
1. To mark 400 years of the Parish Churct

at Gordian* a pictorial cancel showing
the church will be used in Cerduno from
1 Sept. . 31 Dec. 1983. No 'X' cancel,
2. The 700th anniversary of the granting

of a Charter by Rudolf of Rapsburg to
the city of Laren will be comeemorated by
a pictorial cancel readinel
'5000 AARAU 3 KAMA= - 700 jahru
Stadtrecht% Mc °X' No.

SPECI4 CANCELS 

1. Per the 150 Tear Jubilee of the
Astablishment of Canton Basel Land -

schen (Basel Country), a special cancell-
ation will be used at Muttons on August
27th. This will depict the crosier
emblem of the Canton.

2. The Rood Cycling Championships to be
held at Altenrhein from 31 August -

4 September. A Mobile P.O. will be in
attendance and a special pictorial cancel
will be used.

See mote re Exchange Packet. on page 64.

pip rott - Coat. from Col. 2
ales little collection can be made.

that Question Mo. 131 was asked by
Dr. Genet Which Cantons do not drain any
of their rain into the Rhein?

M. RUTREEPOOED

S  LETTER Page 63 

DID YOU KNOW
.... that Swiss philately, and Basel
in particular, has lost a stalwart in
the recent death of WALTER d'AUJOURD'RU1
just after his 79th birthday. Every
exhibition held in Basal during decades
has profited from his help, and his
latest book on the re-classifying of the
'Strubeli s is a milestone in Swiss
philatelic research.

.... that 1 learnt a lot from Mr. D. M.
Slate's excellent article on 'Trial
Prints', my 'collection' of such items
upw has even more holes than before.
These 'stamps' fetch large suss from
unsuspecting collectors in Germany,
especially when they have been 'expertw
ised'S This has wade the PTT somewhat
reluctant to give out quantities lately,
but that should not stop them giving
out information on them. However, our
type of detailed question probably poses
problems which their sketchy records
could never cover, therefore their
reluctance.

• that most juniors in Swiss clubs
learn how to mount mint steeps by using
such prints, as Hawid pockets etc. are
not encouraged at that level yet,

• that the August issue of "Switzer-
lend', the 4-language monthly of the
Swiss National Tourist Office, has
Altdorf, and Tell country generally, as
motif. A lot of interesting photos
and background information, also on
postal coach routes. The July issue
covered the Gt. St. Bernard, with a
photo of the original of the 20c stamp
of 22 August, in the wonderful museum
in Martigny.

.... that the "Fund' has agreed to
support the SVP 'Handbook on Swiss
Machine Cancellations". More details
later,
.... that in the Sept. '83 issue of the
BSZ Max Hertsch announces the discovery
of another inverted background to a
1933 PJ stamp, this time to the Sc.
girl from Vaud. The 20c. inverted was
found 10 Years W. Who will find the
10e. girl from Bern with the beige back-
ground inverted - remember there are
100 stamps per sheet? This was the
first printing by Courvoisier when they
used a sheet fed press, which allowed
such errors to occur, and they were
still learning.

.... that the answer to Question No. 130
is that time is shown on 6 Swiss stamps:
PJ 1923 20s (PJ 27), 1960 60c B ern (364)
and a detail in 1980, Pr.s.50 (613), in
1967 the 20c (450), 1973 the clock museum
15c (545), 6 1976 the Europe 80c (577).
With some of the many slogans quite a

(Cont. in (ol. 1)

aglX XV411 X9A, 
Portrait of Pope.

John Paul 11
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Do you require assistance

with your entry for the forthcoming

British Philatelic Exhibition?

If so, let me help by

supplying those items which you

still need to enhance your entry.

I can supply material

against your Wants Lists or on

Approval.

Stamps, mint and used of

all periods; commemorative and

First Day covers; airmail stamps

and flown covers; TP0s; Route

marks; etc. etc.

All these and more

write now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
495, Marine Road,

M ORECAMB E,

Lance LA4 60.

Vol, 1 NORTHERN EUROPE

Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE

Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE

Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE

PN4C,E;s- Switzerland: as shown:

MULTIPACKI
Vols. 1-3
MULTIPACK:
Vols. 1-4

SFr. 67.50 (10,-)

- 110.- (17.50)

OiT4ST

With deep regret we learn from the

September issue of the 'Berner Brief-

marken Zsitung l of the death of

WALTER d'AUJOURD1HUI

of Basel, only a few days after celebrat-

ing his 87th birthday at 'Tombal l in that

city.
Renowned in Swiss philatelic circles,

he served as President of the Organising

Committees -for 'NABA '71 and .'INTERAABA

'76 as well as many other events, j

*L.
As part of the celebrations for the

centenary of the Swiss Philatelic
Association of Basal, of which he was

President, he produced his book on the

"New Classification of the Strubel Issuesi

1854-1862".

His-passing is a sad loss to

Philately.

EXCHANGE PACKETS 

The Pkt. Secretary will be pleased

to receive further booklets as from 1st

September and the first packets will

start circulation early in that month.

Booklets should not be larger than

5 t 8, with stamps mounted on one side
of the pages only, and prices Above the

stamps.
Members on the circulation list and

who are likely to be away during Sept.,

please be sure to advise Mr. Slate so

as to avoid risk of Packets going astray.

-----
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT

"T ' N U'2 - — 00UE5 6 m EDITION

To be published on 1st September.

The WESTERN EUROPEAN Catalogues will be in a new format and in 3 volumes, smile

EASTERN EUROPE will be in 1 volume as before.

- Scandinavia, Benelux Countries, Great Britain (with
European possessions)

- Switzerland, Liechtenstein, U
.N., all German-speaking

and all French-speaking territori
es (with colonies)

- Iberia, Italy (with colonies) Adr
iatic and Aegean

Countries

- As previously

post free; Overseas:

Vol. 1 N. Europe

" 2 Kid-
" 3 S.

" 4 S.

ZUMSTEIN SCHWET: LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOGUE l. - in colour, with all additions

and revised prices, plus prices for single stamps on cover

P4ICESt
With spiral bindings " 12.50 (5.-)

ZUMSTEIN+CIE Propr.. Bertsch 6 Cie,
F O. Box 2585.

3001 BE 

SPr.25.-

" 250- (5.--)
" 25.- (5.-)

50.- (7.50)
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Veailid /4%0' ge good 1141 1194
In this era of fast travel the idea of crossing the high Passes in a

diligence seems to belong almost to the Middle Ages!  Yet the use of the familiar
yellow coaches lingered on into the early part of this century, certainly on one
route from Fluelen to Camerlata until 1920. The coaches varied in size to carry
from four to ten passengers, depending on the demand, and also mail. The most
important routes were over the St.Gotthard, Simplon, Splügen, Maloja, Bernina and
Septimer Passes. Pesomernemmv.. milo+ VI0vm

been hardy to have undertaken,
for example, the long journey
over the St.Gotthard to Milan
in 1844, with departures
from Altdorf daily at 8.30 a.m.
(until the advent of winter
when yellow post sleighs were
used).

There were 14 stops on
the journey to Milan to
provide for fresh relays of
horses - between three and
five being required - and
refreshments for passengers
at many famous coaching inns,
such as the 'Stern & Post' at
Amsteg - which also ran the
post office there until 1963.

e1M1.Veiture extra
 

Lausonnposte
i
 Donssalessoha.

1810 18 4#8 (PTT —Museum)

The coach did not reach
Milan until 12.30 p.m. on the following day.  The total fare at-that time was
Fr.23.15. The last coach journey over this route was in December 1881, and over
the Simplon in 1906.

In the early part of this century Swiss diligences ran regularly over the
Maloja and Splügen Passes to Chiavenna and over the Bernina to Tirano. After the
outbreak of World War I in 1914 the Swiss vehicles were interned at Chiavenna, but
so highly regarded were they by the Italian populace that protests were made and
after diplomatic exchanges between Bern and Rome they were returned to Switzerland.

Examples of these vehicles may be seen to-day in the Postal Museum in

Bern - as shown - and in the Transport Museum in Lucerne.
E.J.R.



Our Great Strength Lies
In Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

(27 th Edition)

IS AT THE PRINTERS!
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OUR

We have commissioned a specialist printing firm to produce the finest

edition yet of this long established little Handbook. Not quite as

"little" as hitherto - completely new and superbly executed larger

illustrations (some laser - scanned for sharpness, the latest in

techniques) necessitated a slightly larger page size. Illustrations

remain in black and white. We believe collectors prefer information to

colour pictures, which, let us be sensible, they will find better executed

on their albumpages! Information can not be found in albums and we have

put even more of it into the 1984 edition.

It is two years since we issued a full catalogue and as a result there are

now thousands! of price changes. Among these are reflected the changed

market conditions and quite some surprises are in store for the collector:

while about 80% of the changes are upwards (the Swiss market is solidly

strong) the reductions often fall into the least expected quarters.!

The completely new type-setting by computor allowed the use of modern easy-

to-read types. We believe collectors will be delighted with the result,

particularly as we have kept the price at £4.95 post free, the same as

two years ago!

When can you have the Catalogue? Publication date is October 17th. If

you are on our mailing list please wait until you receive an order form.

Otherwise order any time, enclosing your remittance.

The Amateur Collector Ltd
"The Swiss Specialists"

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London N6 4LW. England
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THE 'CROSS AND FIGURE' ISSUES 1882 - 1906
By LAURENCE MOORE M.B.E., F.R.P.S.L.

5. POSTAGE RATES (Cont.)
Part II

When the first batch of the 'Cross & Figure' were being printed,

although the brass printing forme had been prepared, the Postal Authorities asked

Stampfli not to complete any of the 3c. value because stocks of the 'Sitting
Helvetia' were still adequate and they were not invalidated until 1st October 1883.

There is no record of the date of printing of the first 3c. stamps; but it is

thought that the first delivery by Stampfli to the Mint was in December 1882, and

on granite paper only. The anticipated low demand for this value can be deter-

mined by the smallness of the whole of the first issue which was under 3 million
compared with more than 200 million of the 2c., and more than 400 million of the

5c. and 10c. Even the 12c. and the 15c., each of which had restricted uses at
the time of the first issue, were printed in greater numbers - 20 million of the

120., and nearly 18 million of the 15c. It will be seen from the list that
additional services at later dates helped to further their use. Most of the

surviving used examples of the 3c. have been used internally by the Post Office
(as Postage Dues) or by the Customs Authorities - often in large multiples.

6. PAPER

The paper throughout was supplied from the Sihl works in Zarich. As in

the case of the paper supplied for the previous issue ('Sitting Helvetia' perf.),

the finished sheets were impressed by the Control mark, which until 1894 took the

form of a cross forming almost perfect squares (a 'Greek cross'), surrounded by a

double oval. From 1894 the shape of the cross was altered to be more correct
heraldically, with rather longer and thinner arms, and the oval slightly narrower.

In most reference catalogues (Zumstein etc.), these are referred to as and

!Kz.W. ' Ks' • 9Controllzeichen'. (Figs. 2 & 3).

Fig. 2 +1

reduced
about 30
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1,7
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Wide form Narrow form

A special plate for Impressing the Control mark was supplied by

Benziger & Co. of Einsiedeln. This plate bore 400 of the signs, spaced out into

four panes of 100 so that each stamp should receive one mark. At the same time

as the impression of the control marks, the printing sheets were marked with a

cross of lines, separating the four panes for correct registering when cutting.

This control mark had been considered adequate security for the previous

issue, but for the 'Cross & Figure' it had long been decided that in addition,
printing should be on 'Safety Paper' in which had been mixed tiny red and blue

threads. This is known to us as granite paper. The first delivery of the new

granite paper was made to the Mint in 1880.  It was intended for the .new 'Cross &

Figure) issue, but owing to the delays which we have examined, some was used for

the short-lived 'Sitting Helvetia perf.' on granite paper.

The last delivery of the granite paper with the broad oval Control mark

was in 1893, and the last with the narrow oval in April 1905. After this it was
decided to use a true watermark of Swiss crosses, and the first paper bearing this

mark was sent to Berne in November 1905. (Fig. 4).

The Watermark
'Large Crosses'

This consisted of a simple

1111111111

Swiss cross repeated over
the sheet, but rarely
centred on the stamps.

(Note smaller cross on left.)

Fig. 4



N. GROUP: SATURDAY, Sept. 17

LONDON : WEDNESDAY, Oct. 12
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7. THE MYSTERY OF THE WHITE PAPER 

The 'Cross & Figure' stamps are found on both white wove and on granite
paper; but no official records exist to explain this.  Consequently, the various
researchers have had to hang their conjectures on to the few known facts.

Dr. Strauss, in the 'Helvetia News Letter' of June 1963, says: ".... At
the same time (as the plain wove paper on 1st April 1881), and in order to assess
the comparative merits of the 'safety paper', the set was issued on granite paper".
Records, however, do show that the granite paper had been ordered specially for
the new ('Cross & Figure') stamps, as being most suitable for letterpress printing
(Typography), and it was never intended for the 'Sitting Helvetia perf.'.

M. Schio suggests that when the Mint delivered the granite paper to
Stampfli, they might have included a small balance of the white paper, which the
printers used up first. The proofs and essays mostly are on white paper.

Another theory, which seems to the present writer as being more likely,
is that StRmpfli had printed the Postage Due stamps from 1878 on white paper, and
not until January 1882 did they use the granite for the Dues. M. Schio quotes
the StAmpfli records as showing that they delivered Postage Due stamps in March
1881 (500 Rp.) and in October of the same year they delivered their last printing
on the white paper (5 Rp. Blue). Their first delivery of the 'Cross & Figure' was
in June 1881 and as we have seen, by the end of October that year they had supplied
the Mint with adequate stocks of all values - except the 3c.!  So, during this
period they were using the white paper for the Dues, and possibly just used the
same paper for the 'Cross & Figure' for convenience. Supporting this theory is
the fact that the 3c. was never printed on white paper.  Zumstein mentions this
value as being on white paper with the true watermark, but it may have been the
later granite paper which had a very uneven distribution of the red and blue
threads. Stamps are known with one colour or the other missing, and it could
happen that a stamp was printed in a small area completely without the threads.
The 5c. was not ready for issue until December 1882, and it would appear that
delivery of stamps on white paper had been completed by October 1881.

Another related point is that the 12c. and the 15c. on white paper can
be found used with date stamps of several years later.  Notwithstanding the
smallness of the numbers delivered to the Mint, only 650,000 of the 12c. were sold
during 1882, and only 1 million of the 15c. Were delivered to the post offices,
and if sales remained at this low level, stocks of the 12c. would last for about
four years and those of the 15c. for at least two years.  The 2c., 5c., and 10c.,
on white paper found used, usually bear postmark dates of 1882 or at latest
early 1883, while the 12c. is in the writer's collection on a 'Nachnahme t card
of 1887. These are the few known facts, but the mystery remains largely
unsolved:

8. PRINTING ERRORS 

In the Zumstein 'Spezial Katalog' are listed several 'Plattenfehler'
(Plate Flaws); but actually there were no 'plates' with fixed positions for all
the stamps. As we have seen, the printing formes were made up either of 100 or
200 separate brass blocks. If and when any of these showed any damage or wear,
the faulty blocks were replaced by spares and the whole forme re-assembled.in any
accidental order, so the position of any individual clichee varied from time to
time. All this work, of course, was done at the Mint. Very rarely, a defect
in the steel matrix was reflected in the re-impression of certain brass blocks,
but it is believed that as an insurance against this eventuality, several
matrices were made as spares for each value.  Apart from the frame errors on
sheet margins or individual stamp margins, most of the varieties are colour voids
or colour where it should not be. These are, of course, with other errors,
listed in Zumstein, but they mostly are of a minor nature.  The one really
major error is worthy of special mention.

(To be continued)

START OF THE AUTUMN SEASON 

Both the Northern and London Groups look forward to an enthusiastic
gathering of Members at our opening meetings:

CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS & LABELS - Discussion
Leader - Mr. I. Tillen

SITTING HELVETIA PEEP. -
The President: MRS. A. LEE



By
M. RUTHERFOORD

BUSINESS 

REPLY SERVICE 

In 1983
PTT have
allowed a mid-
ification of
layout to give
more space to
adverts.

Upper
example is of
the old type,
the lower shows
new layout.
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SWISS RAILWAY ENTHUSIASTS 

We know we have many members who are keenly interested in TPO cancels
and Swiss railways, but how many know that there is a SWISS RAILWAY ENTHUSIASTS

SOCIETY in this country, which publishes an excellent quarterly journal entitled
"Swiss Railway News" (A4 size), covering every aspect of technical data on the
various lines, including superb diagrams and maps of all kinds, information for
railway model makers and members' experiences on the railways etc. etc.

Details of Membership are available from the Secretary: A. Ramage,
58, Kenneth Road, Thundersley, Benfleet, Essex SS? 3A7i.

Railway philately has not so far been covered, which is how contact
with this Society came about. The Editor: A. J. Smith, 'Dormans i , Burtons Lane,
Chalfont St.Giles, Bucks HP8 4BA, would be very happy to receive for publication
any articles with a railway/philatelic connection that anyone would like to
contribute on a free basis. E.J.R.
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Mgn siRS Catoisers
Our member, Mr. P. Hobbs, has come across a curious item in an old journal.

He says:

"Reading a copy of the "Stamp Chronicle & Circular" of 1893 it referred

to the semi-official postcard which Zumstein lists in the 'Postal Stationery

Catalogue", Section B, as No. 1 and Higgins & Gage in their catalogue as No. 40.

It reads:

"Switzerland: the Confederation intend issuing a special postcard to

commemorate the fiftieth year of stamps in Switzerland, value 5c., colour mauve."

"In the next issue it was reported: The ZUrich Jubilee cards: This issue

as was expected, has proved to be an unmitigated humbug and, of course, nothing

less than a rank money-making speculation. Mr. Madöry of Basle informs us that

although at first the 'brokers' of these cards realised about 20 francs each, they

fell in price and can now readily be obtained for 10 francs or less - at least

half of the entire issue was kept back for the various Swiss philatelic societies.

This H & G 30, listed at 2.50 dollars and fetching stupid prices with postcard

collectors."

Sounds like a good idea that went wrong.  Very old journals often yield

interesting titbits of news.

Mr. Hobbs also has two queries and would be grateful for any information.

1. A cover bearing a 3-line purple rubber stamp reading 'PRIVAT COMITTEE / far

International Briefverkehr / 36, r. Petit Chene, LAUSANNE" at the top left of

the envelope, postmarked "Lausanne 1915" and with a number across the corner
by hand. Does anyone know anything about this 'Comittee'??

2. A cover marked "Amtlich" (Official) from the 'Gemeinderat Kyburg' to

Zürich. Where a stamp would normally be affixed there is an oblong label

28 x 16 mm., in bright pinkish-mauve which has the cds of Kyburg (Ct.Zörich)

dated 18.111.40. At the top of the cover, in English (altho purchased at

'Tembal') is "R.Rj. War Emergency Auxiliary Vignette instead of Franco

label'. The pinkish label does not appear to have any printing.

Has anyone any idea when or why such a label was used??

30 Another item is from a member who seeks information on a pre-stamp cover

dated 'GENEVE / 9 7bre 1831' (two-line) addressed to Brechin, Scotland.  It

has the 3-line framed 'SUISSE/PAR/FERNET' and unframed A.E./J.F., also one of

the mysterious 'fraction' marks now under study - ' 5/6'. On the back is an

indecipherable postmark in a dotted circle, probably French.

The two puzzles, however are:

PiA framed vertical oblong mark - which the owner believes liPi/ v,---h---... - 1
border tax between England and 2. , Scotland?? And, on - Tz5- 1.4 5
the back the mark shown, with the , _ date of 5 Sept., which \<:, /
is 2 days before the letter was actually written on 7 Sept., and _ o5 y__. 
4 days before being franked by the Post Office::  - -

'BELLES PO'
As previously stated the philatelic exhibition 'BELLESPO' will be held in

BELLINZONA from 2nd - 4th December 1983.

During the period of the exhibition - which will also mark this year's 'DAT

OF THE STAMP' - there will be several philatelic items available:

1. ' Day of the Stamp' card/cover (usually) SFr01.50

2. Maximum card with 70c. Buildings stamp
of Bellinzona Collegiate Church " 5.00

3. Airmail covers:

a) Bellinzona - Locarno/Magadino
b) Locarno/Magadino - Locarno ... per pairw 6.00

franked with SFr.1010 Swissair
stamps

Our member Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio has very kindly offered to handle orders for
any of the above-mentioned items. His address is 'Tesin', 66, Greenways, Esher,
Surrey -.010 OQJ.
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SWISS LAKE & RIVER BOATS 

By M. Rutherfoord

A recent issue of the 'Journal de
Navigation Suisse' listing the services

available in the various regions, gives

total of 159 boats in use, steam and

diesel, with 63,500 seats.

How many of these boats use cachets

' mail posted on board I do not know,
, Fig. 1 shows a recent one from the

Lake of ZUrich.

Zurichsee
None that I
have seen before
h1 8. JUL112-83 had date r

eels,

but
 
they are

Schiff-Mdentwir still not to be
used to cancel
stamps as this

Fig. 1 is still to be
be done by the

after handing in at the base P.O.,
rbably only once a day. Any comments by

*embers?

Fig. 2 shows an Italian cancellation

used on a boat on Lake Maggiore from
Locarno to Arona, dated 17 Sept. 23.

(7' <, fr

Fig. 2

I note this route is still plied 4 times

a day in both directions.

This cancel belongs in every Swiss
collection of lake marks, also for
Ticino thematics etc. Does anyone know

if 'Arona-Locarno' still exists, and

also if there are numbers other than '2'?

Make a good start for the new season:

Send in your Booklets now - our Packet
Secretary is raring to go!

DID YOU KNOW* - Cont. from Col. 2

.... that the answer to Question No. 131

is: only the Canton of Geneva does not
send some of its rain water into the Rhine

and that was difficult to prove, but
detailed maps showed it clearly. This

might be of interest to 'Rhine' thematic
collectors.

.... that Question No. 132 is: the new

20c. stamp shows an object now on show in
Martigny. What other Swiss stamps show

another famous object found there?

M. RUTHERFOORD

D/D You '<Now ?
.... that the great hubs started in the
USA last year about cancellation of UPU

stamps on cover for everyman has petered

out without any official statement from

the PTT.

.... that the number of stamps printed

has risen by 0 in 1982, against all pre-
dictions, 308 m. from Courvoisier, 517 m.

by the PTT in their printing works. In

1982 the number of Frama machines for

automatic' stamps rose from 380 to 450,

and the private franking machines from

19,519 to 20,153. New issue customers
rose to 193,100, but the PTT still
refuses to say how much cash they extract

from philatelists:

.... that the exhibition in the PTT
Museum is now devoted to Forests & Fores-

try, part of a 1000 sheet collection.
: Appropriate because of acid rain damage
in all forests, in Switzerland too, but

also because the surcharge on this year's
;PP stamps went largely towards forests

and their upkeep.

that Max Bertsch of Zumstein is,
after becoming a RDP, to receive a
similar honour from France, the Academie

de Philatelie.

.... that the Swiss Parliament has again
spent time discussing sport stamps with

surcharge. The PJ & PP organisations
feel they will get even less support,
and the PTT is against it. It is poss-
ible that perhaps at odd times a single

stamp will be Cfered with a surcharge,

as for the Pro Aero.

1.... that followers of the ATM, i.e.

automatic' stamps from Frama machines:
will be interested to hear that the PTT
in future will not exchange value reels
when small differences in size and shape

are noticed under the microscope.
'Volketswil' is the buzz word:

.... that for the first time a MPO
(No.5 Trailer) was set up for the first

day of a 'K' cancellation i.e. for

Cormondreche on 16.5.83. Pity the
picture is not very exciting.

.... that the illustrated slogan "900
Johr Dalbenloch" used in Basel 2 during

August is a nice example of Swiss-German,

and in typical Basel version too.

4.2:211
p 900 JOHR

Ilk '
ye. CUIBEL0014b

2:4 SEPTEMBER 1983

Dalbe means St.Alban, loch being the low
ground near the Rhine where this monas-

tery was started 900 years ago. "Spalen-

tor" is also difficult to translate, it
means St.Paul's gate, and is shown on the

old 50c stamp, which we will soon be

able to use again for normal postage:

(Cont. in Col.



AUTUMN is in the air and

our philatelic activities will be

resuming with renewed vigour.

I wish all Helvetia members an

enjoyable and busy time ahead and

would remird them that I am at

K.919

K.920

K.921
K.922

K.923
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NEW 'K' CANCELS 

6125 MENZBERG - Im Napfgebiet -
19 Sept.

1675 RUE - Cite historique -
26 Sept.

3208 GURBMI - Bauertmuseum
Jerisberghof 26 Sept

8547 GACHNANG - 1 Oct.
1304 COSSONAY-VILLE -

Site historique 8

LAKE STEAMERS 

Further to Mr. Rutherfoord's

comments on lake steamer cancels,
shortly there will be 2 further items

depicting such vessels:

1. A slogan postmark which will read:
"BENUTZEN SIE DIE AUTOFABRE ROMANS-

HORN-FRIEDRICHSHAFEN" to be put in use

from 1 October at Romanshorn.

their service for

STAMPS - Mint or used; COVERS -

FDC or Commemoratives; AIRMAILS -

Stamps, First Flights and general

flown items; POSTAL HISTORY - all

aspects; APPROVAL BOOKS - for

2. An auxiliary cancel to be used by
special studies ... etc. etc.

the Mobile P.O. service to publicis- Let me know what you require.

the 'Briefmarken Ausstellung Zürich-

Land 14-16 Okt. 1983 - THALWIL AM eT ARMSTRONG'
ZeRICHSEE1.

.

Apologies for 2 recent errors: 495, Marine Road,

1. July p.51. In the article on MORECAMBE Lanes LA4 6AP

Bundesfeier cards there was &mis-

take in the MS in which the valuable 2000 TEARS OF OCTODURUS 

cards were given as 19.20 with an issue
8000; this should have been 1922 with Special cancel to be

a total issue of 8999. used from 30 Sept. to 9 '•) _

2. August p. 64. In the Obituary to
Oct. at Martigny. Depicts Fo t ;Z•

M. Walter d'Aujourd'hui his age was
 the head shown on the

inadvertently given as 87 instead of
recently issued 20 c. AkREVD-

, 79*
publicity stamp.

7..umstein Catailocques 1924
•

Zumstein Europa. Cotallue 1824. 47 Edihon ttA
NEW: Europe in Cour volumes zurstein

inirops
ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes: 1111111Dig3
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE - Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain

" 2 MIDDLE EUROPE - Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France
and Monaco

" 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE - Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries

PRICES: L 9.00 per volume or all three volumes (Western Europe) ...
24.30

Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE - All Socialist Countries ... L 18.00

EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes 40.50 

ZJOIStbi)- Schtlea-Ltechtenstem Cotilope l J 67441/CM/r

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued;

Important varieties; Prices for 'Day of the Stamp' cards and covers.

New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at E 4.00 

Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Propr. Bertsch + Cie, P.O. Box 2585,

Zums 
• 

n t 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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ACCOUNTANCY MARKS OF THE BUREAUX D'ECHANGE

By Christopher Rauch

Reprinted with permission from the Journal of the France 84 Colonies Society

Before getting into this article I should clarify my interests in relation

to my study of the Markings on the letters going to and from France across her

Eastern border in the post-Napoleonic period. My main collection is Switzerland
and some years ago I started to get together a collection of letters from

Switzerland addressed to France. I had also a small collection of Belgium (a soft
spot as I had lived 10 years in Brussels) and there was no correlation in the

markings used by the two countries, so I looked around to see what happened to the

letters from,France's other Western neighbours.

In spite of what I have said above, when I got more involved with this

study, an interesting pattern developed and it showed, amongst other things, that

the Swiss markings were the exception to the rule.  The reason for the markings of

the type "LPB4R", "CP3R" etc., is an accountancy one. These are based on a number

of handover points, known as "Bureaux d'Echange" (offices of exchange literally

translated) and each French office of exchange had on the opposite side of the

frontier its corresponding office of exchange for mails going in the reverse

direction. In most cases these offices on either side of the frontier were located

in quite Small villages which have lost all significance today, but others were

situated in larger towns further away from the frontier.

The postal agreements provided for the sending country to mark each letter

with a measure of the distance it had travelled in that country up to the frontier

point. One must remember that in the period under review (1815 to 1850) there was

nowhere near the standardisation of units of distance we have today. Therefore,

the basis of the measure of distance to be shown was that each country should

establish the distance from its various towns to the office of exchange and group

them in steps or areas and identify on the letter from which area or step the letter

came, 1R being for the towns nearest to the office of exchange, 28 being for towns

in the next step and so on. Generally each country was divided into four or five

areas in relation to a particular office of exchange.

'R' stood for 'Rayon' = radius, area. I presume that each office of

exchange had tables to identify the appropriate rayon a letter came from to stamp

it accordingly. The letters were then handed over to the opposite French office

where the French entry mark would be applied e.g. "PRUSSE/PAR/FORBACH" - Forbach

being the French entry office opposite Saarbrucken for mail from Prussia. According

to the number of 'Rayons' each letter had travelled, the amount due by the French

to the sending country could be calculated and because a 'Rayon' in say Belgium is

much shorter than in Prussia, different monetary values must have been put to the

different sending countries 'Rayons'. It was the responsibility of the French
entry offices to establish precisely the sums due to the sending country and to
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stamp the appropriate figure (from 1 to 13 inclusive) in 'decimes' in
 the upper left

hand corner of each letter as per the French Director General of Post
s' instruction

of 2 April, 1829.

When the letters reached their final destination in France it was an 
easy

matter to calculate the postage to be paid by the recipient, which wa
s made up of

the French postage from the entry point to the final destination plus
 foreign post-

age as stamped on the upper left hand corner of each letter as mentio
ned above.

The rate arrived at was then adjusted for weight. Thus a letter s
tamped TTR4 i.e.

Thurn & Taxis, 4th Rayon would be stamped 9 in the upper left hand
 corner by the

French entry office at Forbach and if addressed to say Macon, where 
the rate

Forbach - Macon is 7 decimes, the total postage would be 16 decime
s. If the same

letter weighed over 7- grammes it would be taxed 24 decimes a
nd so on.

The simplest way to look at what happened in detail is to work down f
rom

north to south along France's eastern frontier. One important asp
ect to remember

is that from an administrative point of view France's neighbours have
 changed over

the years and even during the period under review, as the history of 
central Europe

unfolded itself.

THE NETHERLANDS

After the Napoleonic period the Netherlands and Belgium were formed i
nto

one state (The Eight articles - June 1814) and the union was to be "i
ntimate and

complete." The new Netherlands was divided into 5 Rayons giving rise to markings
LPB 1R to LPB 5R for "Lettre Pays Bas" 1 to 5 Rayons. Examples in my

 possession

include a letter from Amsterdam to Paris with "LPB 5R", a French entr
y mark "PAYS

BAS VALnes " (Valenciennes), and a rate mark of 13 decimes for the total journey.

As Belgium was, at the time, part of the Netherlands, a letter from A
nrwerp

collected the accountancy mark LPB 2R and a letter from Brussels to P
aris also got

the mark LPB 2R, both towns being in the same Rayon.

Wit U

• r to,
LA./ A•.:Fi

. la
ei A'1 2,

A CC4 EU /1

244. .,

t 4

BELGIUM 
Belgium became independent from the Netherlands in 1830 but the

renegotiation of the_postal agreement with France was uot a first priority and the

use of the Netherlands marks continued at least up to 1834. What is of
 interest

is that the Belgian town marks (of despatch) e.g. cds, had all been c
hanged very

quickly from Dutch to French and a study of the postal history of Bel
gium

necessitates a knowledge of both the French and Dutch names of every 
town, regard-

less of whether they are in a French or Dutch (Flemish) speaking area
 of the

country. Thus ANTWERPEN has become ANVERS though ANTWERP is in a Dutch spea
king

area of the country.

By the middle of the decade the Belgian authorities had renegotiated 
the

postal agreement with France and the new accountancy marks in the for
m of "B1R" to

"B4R" for "BELGIQUE 4 Rayons" appeared. An example is a letter dated 1836 from

Brussels to Paris with "B3R" and a letter from Antwerp of 1840 with "
B4R" and

French entry mark now reading "BELG/VALNES".

GERMANY 

Germany as we know it today then consisted of a number of independent
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states, and the posts over a large part of these territories were operated by the

Thurn & Taxis organisation, so this has given rise to a large variety of markings
.

Thurn & Taxis 

An example to fit into the pattern of things is a letter of 1819 from

Bremen to Bordeaux with accountancy mark "TT R4" (Thurn & Taxis Rayon 4" and Fren
ch

entry mark "ALLEMAGNE/PAR/GIVET" and a manuscript "29". In some cases
 the

accountancy mark was incorporated into the despatch mark and an example is
"TTR4 HAMBOURG" on a

teatrti:rwfium Hambourg to
again, the

French entry mark ofEL] nALLF.MAGNE/PAR/GIVET".

P.

H4 .t.jalio nuaG P21--a214.•
t/Ps—V T i s A

"BADE Rl" for 'Baden Rayon 1" is an example of the

figure 2
7TR4
1826 Hamburg to Paris

• ,Z;

. •

2 K---

,."7
i ..;z.t).....:7-

1
..:..k. . 6 .., j.

-,---#............-

Letters Irom rrussia
had accountancy marks of
the pattern "CPR4" as on
a letter from Berlin
('Correspondence Prusse
Rayon 4') or "CPR2" on
a letter from Cologns
(spelt COELN at the
time) with entry marks
of Givet and Forbach
respectively.

Baden 

Letters from
Karlsruhe, Baden to
Bordeaux with boxed

accountancy marks used.

'

Bavaria 

A typical mark is in the form of "CBR4" for 'Correspondence Bavaroise

Rayon 4' as on a letter of 1843 from Munich to Attichy (Oise).

SWITZERLAND 

The main stumbling block to any postal agreement with Switzerland

whole in the immediate post-Napoleonic period was that there was no central

authority to negotiate with. Switzerland was a large Confederation with a

virtually non-existent central administration, leaving all the authority in

hands of the Cantons. It was only after the new Constitution of 1848 that

Central Postal Administration was set up in 1849.

(To be continued)

R.D.PA

The Philatelic Congress of Great

Britain has been taking place in Bath

and once again we send our heartiest
congratulations to HERR MAX BERTSCH on

becoming a Signatory of the Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists, the eighth

Swiss to be so honoured.

Our Chairman, Mr. Bulstrode, has let

us into a little secret: he first met

Herr Hertsch in 1950 at, of all places,

Northolt Aerodrome where he had just

landed in a de Haviland aeroplane.

Instead of devoting themselves to

technical subjects, as intended, they

found themselves discussing philately ...

and have been firm friends ever since.

AUTUMN 1STAMPEX" 

See page 80.

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS ETC.

1. To mark the 150th anniversary of the

Swiss Officers' Association (SOG),

a special Jubilee cancellation will be
used in Fribourg on 21 & 22 October.

The design features St.George slaying

the dragon and reads: 1700 FRIBOURG -

SOG • SSO • SSU 1833 - 1983 -
21-22.10.1983.

2. A World Telecommunications Exhibition

"TELECOM 83" will be held in Geneva

from 26 October to 1 November. The

special cancel to be used has a symbolic

design and 1200 GENEVE - 4 Exposition

Mondiale des Telecommunications 26.10 -

1,11.83.

3. To publicise 'BELLESPO' a special

slogan cancel will be issued on 17

October in Bellinzona. It shows small
coats-of-arms of Ticino and Bellinzona

and also marks the 'Giornata del

Francobollo'.
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H. L. KATCHER
74f-

Uhtateur Cothator ttd
The Swiss Specialists

Telephone: PO BOX 242
01-3480296 HiGHGATE
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THE 'CROSS AND FIGURE' ISSUES 1882 - 1906
Part IIIBy LAURENCE MOORE M.B.E., F.R.P.S.L.

9. TETE -BECBE 

The most important and the rarest printing errors of the whole series are

the tgte-bache pairs of the 5c. and the 15c., which apparently were caused by the
replacement upside-down of a single brass block when re-assembling the formes at

the Mint. Although several pairs were known to exist, it was thought at one time

that they were faked. Some years ago, the findings of Herr Hertsch who, with the
aid of modern testing apparatus, had most carefully examined the three examples in
the Bern Postmuseum (one each of the 5c. and 15e., unused and a used pair of the
5c.), and he came to the conclusion that they were genuine.  A used pair of the
5c. and an unused pair of the 15c. are reported to be in private collections.

While this article was being written (in December 1971), a pair, which
looks like still a further example of the 15c. yellow unused t

gte-beche, changed
hands at a well-known German Auction for the equivalent of a Thousand Pounds
(Fig. 5).

The pair was described as "1882, granite paper,
15c. yellow, no gum, lower outer corners rounded." Of
this error, caused by the re-assembling of the cliches
after cleaning, only three or four examples are known, two
of which are in the P.T.T. Museum. (Z. No. 63A9).

10. COLOURS

Printing inks of the period were mostly
nixed by hand and there was no consistency of

Most of the shades are listed in Zumstein, but quite
not quite fit the description. These are believed
to light, as some colours were rather fugitive.

There were, of course, some deliberate changes of colour, and one of the
most interesting is the 150. from yellow to violet in 1889. It is recorded that
in 1887 some workers in the Mint engaged on the perforation of the stamps were taken
ill. The Federal Health Department came into the picture and instituted an enquiry.
By analysis it was found that the yellow (chrome) ink contained a form of lead oxide
and was poisonous. Stampfli explained that as it was most difficult to get a clear
printing of the paler yellow, his suppliers had sent him several different mixtures.
In due course he experimented with the 15c. in green, violet and other colours.
The violet was found to be non-toxic so it was used for the rest of the series and
and this value remained in the violet shades for more than 40 years.

The change of the 50. in 1899 from violet-brown to green was to conform
with the U.P.U. requirements.

11. GUM

As already mentioned, perforation and gumming was done at the Mint. Until
about 1896, the gum was applied by hand and the unevenness can be seen on the stamps.
The gum was a mixture of Gum Arabic and Dextrin; the brown sugar which was used in
the gum of the 'Sitting Helvetia pert.' was no longer added.

12. PERFORATION 

According to the Zumatein 'Handbuch' of 1924, the perforation gaufe was
lli; but in modern editions of the 'Spezia]. Katalog' it is described as llt. In
almost all the issues some holes are larger than others.  The few perforating
machines at the Mint were unable to keep pace with the flow of sheets of stamps
from the printers and hurriedly they had to instal more machines. Eventually they
had a throughput of 4,000 sheets (400,000 stamps) per day.

13. PROOFS AND ESSAYS 

The first proofs from the original die without figure of value were in
black and imperf. They were followed by colour trials still without value and in
both green and red. (Fig. 6).

The first essay of the 2c. in 1880 was perforated and printed in two or
three shades of brown and rose. Actually it was a trial of the perforating machine,
and it will be noted that in most examples of this essay the perforations penetrate
the design or at least the frame line, leaving little or no white space between the
frame line and perforation holes. It is presumed that the Mint could not match

shade in any two deliveries.
often one is found which does
to be the result of exposure
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this design size with the setting of their perforating machines, so they made

another die of a modified design, with a larger figure '2
1 and a more definite

frame line so that the design was about 005mm narrower than the essay. (Fig. 7

shows the essay with the narrow '2' and Fig. 8 shoes the adopted stamp for

comparison). ...pwnweremm rmy.w..r.aggswp

The 20c. appeared
perforated in rose and the 25c. n

crimson was done both perf and j 4
imperf. (Fig. 9). Later there
were several colour trials of the
2c. in the adopted design and
both pee. and imperf, Other Fig. 6

imperf, trials were the 5c. violet-
brown, the 10c. rose and the 120. light blue and the 15c, yellow - almost the

adopted colours. All these were on paper without control mark,

n A but they were followed by another series on control mark paper.

On white paper with control mark were trials of the

2c. again in various shades, and the first appearance of the 30.

in grey, then the 5c. violet-brown, the 10c. rose and the 12c.

in various shades of blue, rose and yellow, then the 15c., still

in yellow. On granite paper are imperf. trials of the 2c. rose,

the 3c. grey, the 50. brown-violet, 10c. rose, the 12c. in light

blue and in rose, while the yellow was in both pee. and imperf.

The 15c. appeared only in yellow at this stage and imperf.

Most of these proofs and trials are extremely rare and it is not known

how many were prepared. Probably the most commonly met essay is the 20. with th
e

narrow 1 2' in yellowish or olive-brown.

14. BOOKLETS 

The 'Cross & Figure' were made into booklets around 1904.  At first

there were two booklets, one made up of 24 stamps of the 50. green, and the other

with a similar number of the 10c. red, both stamps on granite paper with the

Control Mark No. 2 (narrow oval). Apparently the small booklet sheets of 6 stamps

were out from normal large sheets and some show the left-hand border when bound.

There are no tete-bache.
(To be concluded)

WAS THE FRENCH OFFICE IN GENEVA INCORPORATED 

INTO THE DEPT. DU MONT BLANC IN 1798? 

The following item which appeared in an old copy of the Journal of the Societ4

Marcophile Suisse has been brought to our notice and may be of interest. It is

a letter from M. Louis Lemain and reads:

"I have come across a letter bearing the rare 'port paye' mark of Geneva,

No. 22 in the study of "The Postal Markings of the Bureau Francais in Geneva" and

was cancelled in Douvaine on 11 August 1798.  It is the latest date I know for

this mark. The letter is also particularly remarkable in that the 'postierl

(mounted messenger) has added alongside the 
1P.P./GENEVE' a manuscript 'p.84.p.'

P. P. It is certain that the 'postier'

GENEVE eig-4- has taken the trouble to inform the
recipient. I have seen mention of MS
marks of this 'type accompanying French

marks of the 18th century, having been used by certain offices in 1792 which did

not possess the new cancels with 'departement' numbers.

It may be argued that Douvaine is within the Dept. du Mont Blanc No. 84, but

there was no post office in Douvaine at the time, it being situated midway between

those at Thonon and Geneva, and it is logical that the letter was posted at Geneva.

I surmise that the 'postier' also inscribed the tax amount of '12', for the colour

of the ink, a characteristic brown, is the same as the 
t p.84.p' of Geneva.

Dr. Carroll Chase, to whom one always refers concerning the marks of the

'departements conquis' states that Geneva was annexed to France on 26 April 1798

and that the 'Dept. du Leman' was created on 25 August of the same year.  The

cover in question, therefore, falls between the two dates. 	The Dept. du Mont

Blanc No. 84 existed from 1792 and it is possible the French Office in Geneva was

attached to it until the creation of the 'Dept. du Leman' No. 99."
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THE HELVETIA NEWS LETTER

You may have wondered at the late
delivery of the September 'News Letter',
This was due to being advised on Sept. 19
that our printer

DID IOU KNOW? 

.... that your correspondent has moved
from Bassersdorf to Zürich, with chaos:
The new address is Hurdackerstr. 40,
CB-8049 Zürich.

MR. A. F. KILBT

of Havering-atte-Bower, Romford, Essex
had gone to Ipswich to attend his grand-
daughter's wedding but the day after was
taken to hospital having had a stroke and
had died aged 77.

As Editor I wish to express my
appreciation of his faithful service over
a period of about 30 years, during which
he had coped with bits of German and Fren
French in the days of hand-cut stencils
to the modern electronic stencils for
which he had done all the article headings
even after he had given up most of his
work, retaining only a few of his oldest
customers like ourselves.

The draft for September which had
been awaiting his attention, was duly
returned and having recently had some
copying made by a firm in Chichester, I
was able to get it done in 24 hours, so
there should be little delay with future
issues. E. J. RAWNSLET

THE EXCHANGE PACKET 

Will members please note:

a) Anyone likely to be away for more
than 3 days should let me know.

b) If the packet is sent by post the
Insurance Company insists on a

receipt of posting, obtainable FREE at
any Post Office.

d) Don't forget to put your name and
address on the back of the parcel.

e) Booklets are urgently required and
should be sent to me by the end of 

December 1983.

f) By the end of January some booklets
will be returned with many good

items still unsold. These booklets
(if time permits) will be made up into
a shorter list of 'second rounds'. If
you wish to be included on this short
list, please let me know.

g) Many thanks for all your help and
encouragement.

D. M. SLATE

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

3326 KRAUCHTHAL - Ideales
Wandergebiet 15 Oct. 1.924

3325 HETTISWIL b. HINDELBANK
.. 24 Oct. 1.925

NOVEMBER MEETINGS 

N. GROUP - Sat. 5 - CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

LONDON - Wed. 9 - A.G.M. & AUCTION

.... that the new catalogues have appear-
ed on time at the end of August. Expen-
sive items up, cheap down, with except-
ions. The discount per set is now
generally lower. FDCs now listed by
Zumstein, at trmendous prices for old,
virtually unique covers.

.... that Miller has capitulated, and now
uses Zumstein (a Michel) Nos. instead of
his own. His catalogue is now identical
to that issued by the Swiss Dealers
Association, called the "Helvetia".

.... that the rumour that Corinphila had
moved their autumn auction to next spring,
because of a flooded marked, has proved
to be completely unfounded. No dates
could change at such short notice.

.... that the Laufental voters decided on
11 Sept. to stay with Canton Bern, and
not to be integrated into Canton Basel
Country. So postally nothing will change.

.... that in an old, 1969 'Philatelica',
I found a note about yet another error
on a Swiss stamp. If you look carefully
at the 2.20 Liestal (Z.No. 425 of 1964)
you will see that the artist removed 2
strokes of the VIII when only one could
becovered by the narrow minute hand of
the clock face.

.... that the PTT has confirmed that they
will not change the date on their definit-
ives when a reprint is made, which can
happen several times a year, the date
will remain that of the year of original
issue. Good.

that if anyone has a good idea for a
new PJ, PP, or definitive series subject,
then they should send it in now to the
Philatelic Bureau, CH-3030 BERN. Some
recent suggestions have been mushrooms,
specific locomotives, small villages etc.

.... that the show in Chur, Regiophil II,
was a great success, with a very varied
range of collections. The NAHA card 2
was given away free, showing 2 old letters
from Graublinden, with text in Romansch too.

.... that the answer to Question No. 132
is the PP 300. of 1974 (No. 163) showing
the Roman Bull diety, with the middle horn
missing, and his left ear too. One of 6
parts found of an over life-size group of
bull and warrior. In the new Museum all
these and a lot more are excellently
displayed.

that Question No.133 is: the new
special stamps show on the 40c two Swiss
dogs, but are not the first shown on Swiss
stamps. Which are the others?

M. RUTHERFOORD
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N. GROUP: Han.Sec. M. R. A. Hoyle,
8, Rhodesia Avenue, Stafford Road,
HALIFAX, HX3 OPB. (Note new address).

The Northern Group began their
1983/4 session on September 17th with a
display by Mr. I. Tillen of Birmingham,
on 'CUSTOMS LABELS and CANCELLATIONS'.

He began by detailing the various
types of labels, noting the differences
to be found in shade, size and letter-
ing. Many examples were shown both on
cover and in mint strips.

The second part of the display was
devoted to customs cancellations. He
described and illustrated the many
types to be found and showed a large
selection both on stamps and covers.

R.A.H.

"STAMPEX II - ag" 

It has just been announced in the
philatelic press that there will be an
Autumn 'STAMPEX', to be held at the
Royal Horticultural Halls, the usual
venue, from 7 - 11 November, and that
it is proposed to hold an Autumn Show
in October from 1985 onward.

It appears that news of this event
has been delayed due to some controversy
about its proximity to the British
Philatelic Exhibition which takes place
from 27 - 29 October.

It will be interesting to see how
this new Show fares.

_

The new Catalogues are out and
there will be some shocks for many
collectors. Swiss stamps constantly
tend to increase in value.

So while stocks last, hurry to
get those items you still require.

Whether you are a beginner or
a specialist let me help you to find
those wanted items.

My stocks cover all aspects of
Swiss philately:

STAMPS ... mint and used

MATERIAL FOR STUDY ... Standing
Helvetia, U.P.U. Tell, etc.

POSTAL HISTORY ... Pre-stamp
covers; Route marks etc.

AIRMAIL ... stamps and covers

TETE-BECHE SE-TENANT

and many more

Material sent on approval to
Members of Helvetia. Write now to

zr-.6. ARM STRONG
495, Marine Road,

MORECAMB E,

Lance LA4 6LP4

72,':(.1 1115te ir
l Ctilbaklues 161

Zumstein Europa. Cotalope 1824. 67 Etliki
N EW

 : Europe in four volumes
ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:

Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE - Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain

" 2

3

PRICES:

Vol. 4

MIDDLE EUROPE - Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France
and Monaco

SOUTHERN EUROPE - Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries

L MO per volume or all three volumes (Western Europe) •.. E 24.30

EASTERN EUROPE - All Socialist Countries ... 18.00

EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes A 40.50,

Zwastein- Schotiz-beclitens tiw) altdore 11iti,. in CO IOW"

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued;
Important varieties; Prices for 'Day of the Stamp' cards and covers.

New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at 4.00 

Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Zurnstein t Ci Propr. Bertsch + Cie, P.O. Box 2585,e 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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No. 11 NOVEMBER 1 983 37TH TEAR

For the next four years the 'Pro Juventute' stamps - to be issued on 24th

November 1983, will be devoted to the theme of "The Child and its World'. They

will be colourful, depicting toys, fairy stories and bright, cheerful scenes
an ideal world. The child's world is not ideal either. News bulletins leave us
no illusions on that score, but our world is not made up only of important events,
it also includes the little day-to-day happenings as the way we - yesterday's

children - relate to to-day's children, who are to-morrow's adults.  That their
world seems more colourful and brighter than ours may have something to do with the
fact that they take forgranted what we have to re-learn with such difficulty, an
unsophisticated use of our senses. That is what the world of children depicted
on the stamps aims to remind us of.

The German writer and satirist, Erich KAstner, said: "Don't let them take
away the child in you How many people throw away their childhood like an old hat.
They were once children, then they become adults, but what are they now? Only
those who become adults yet remain children are truly human".

Values & 20 + 10c. Kitchen stove, ca 1850, iron with brass utensils (Franz
designs: Carl Weber collection, Zlirich). Even more than a century

ago this was an essential toy for children playing imitative games in
groups.

40 + 20c. RockinR horse, 1824 painted wood with leather trappings.
For centuries a favoured toy for play, blending movement

and imitation.

70 + 30c. Doll, ca 1870, head and arms made of bisque. A toy for
loving identification and imitative play, it reflects the

cultural background of its time more than any other toy.

80 + 40c. Steam locomotive, ca 1900, painted sheet iron and cast
iron (Franz Carl Weber collection, airich). This toy has

always embodied the fascination of technology.
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Designer:

Printing:

Size:

Paper:

Georg Rimensberger, Will, SG

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

33.4 x 28 mm.

White, with luminous substance

The special cover for the set has a vignette of the Rocking Horse,
which is repeated in the cancellation. Folders and collection sheets will be
available. Also the P.J. booklet, costing SFr. 7.80 including 60c. for production.

DEFINITIVE STAMPS - Signs of the Zodiac - Additional value 

On 17th February 1983 three additional values in this series included
the SFr.2.-, 'Virgo' and depicting the Aletsch Glacier and Valais Alps which was

printed in a mirror image. As part of a definitive issue,F
rr

i.i.:. expected to last for a number of years, it has been decided to
, neoli replace the stamp by a new design for which another subject from

Canton Valais has been chosen - the Schwarzsee above Zermatt.
('

-
' ,2t1 This also means that the series will now include a pictorialA\ 'Z:-":

C 071 i 

'-....._ !L______
NIELV

element not previously featured, a mountain lake.

Value & SFr.2.- 'Virgo' and Schwarzsee above Zermatt, with
Design: the chapel 'Maria im Schnee' and the majestic

Obergabelhorn in the background.
Designers: Eugen & Max Lenz, Ztrich

Engraver: Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Cossonay)

Printing: Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern
Paper: White, with luminous substance, without fibres

24 x 29 mm. Form cylinder: 4 sheets (1-4) of 50 stamps each
The special cover will have a vignette of 'Virgo' and a simple FDC.

Sheets & folders also available.  - - - - - - 

With Christmas in mind the PTT will issue two special items:
A. PTT SOUVENIR IV: A six page folder with a selection of 1981/2 special stamps

grouped in themes and with notes on Swiss history, culture,
folklore, industry and transport.  An attractive present for a philatelic
friend - or yourself. PRICE: SFr. 10.-

B. Also a small album containing the mint 1983 issues (excluding officials) with
four language text. A new way of collecting the beautiful, superbly produced
stamps of Switzerland. PRICE: Sfr. 23.-

REPORT ON THE LONDON MEETING HELD ON 12 OCTOBER 1983 
For the opening meeting of the 1983/4 season members were treated to a fourpart display of the 'SITTING HELVETIA PERF.' issues, given by the President,Mrs. A. Lee, F.R.P.S.L.

Part 1. A fine selection of mixed frankings - colour trials - paper trials and
specimen overprints, together with mint stamps of the first issue, nearlyall in blocks of four, also the double and partially doubled embossed items. Used

items, mostly on cover, not only showed the postal rates but also the many shades.
Part 2. The second issue, with new values and colour changes to conform to U.P.U.

regulations. Again the double embossing was shown, together with a fineselection of shades and cancels.  Also the third short-lived issue on granite paper.
Part 3. Consisted of cancellations: black and coloured, straightline, boxed andTicino 'ovals' - of which 83 are officially listed with some 52 actually known -also 'dwarf' and 'thimble' cancels.

Part 4. A continuation of cancellations, with many different 'thimble' strikes, the
Geneva 'bulge' - with and without 'P.D.', and two of the few officialprivate overprints which were allowed for a short time. Finally a very good displayof Station cancels.

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley proposed the vote of thanks, stating that this issue was full
of interest, particularly for the immense range of postmarks to be found.  Thisdisplay, which was so clearly set out, was a joy for all to see ... in short awonderful collection to delight everyone.

G.W.H.
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ACCOUNTANCY MARKS OF THE BUREAUX D'ECHANGE 
-

By Christopher Rauch Part II
SWITZERLAND (Cont.)

With no central postal administration until 1849 the only way was to
negotiate with a number of Swiss Cantons and this led to a series of agreements
with a number of Cantons, generally those having a common frontier with France,
but it also included Zfirich because of its importance.  Below is a list of the
Cantons which made postal agreements with the French showing also the other Swiss
Cantons covered by these agreements. The agreements also made provision for pre-
paid letters which led to the introduction on the French side of the marks 'A.E.D.'
and 'A.E.J.F.' (affranchie l'etranger jusqu'iL destination and affranobie a
l'etranger jusqu'i la frontiere.)

1 Canton Date Other Cantons included in agreement

Bern *

Vaud

Neuchatel

Ztrich

Basle

Bern **

Geneva **

1.5.1828 

9.6.1828 

23.6.1828

21.11.1828

21.11.1828

8.12.1832 

1831/1832

Fribourg, Geneva, Solothurn and Unterwalden

Valais

Grisons, Thurgau, Zug, Schwyz

Schaffhausen, Aargau, Luzern, Uri, Ticino

Solothurn, Unterwalden

Fribourg

* Bern posts were operated by the Fischer organisation till 1832 and used
marks of the format 'FY' & 'FD'. After 1832 the Bern administration
operated its own posts and marks of the format 'BE' appeared.

** Post 1832.

Some of the Cantons were divided into up to 9 Rayons but because of the
complexity of marks this would have produced, the postage due to the Swiss Cantons
was expressed in a uniform currency of Kreutzers. This gave rise to accountancy
marks ranging from 2Kr to 18Kr in 2Kr steps for single sheet letters addressed to
France. These Swiss accountancy marks were generally applied at the Swiss office
of exchange but were also applied in large towns from which a fair amount of mall
emanated, for example Bern. At the French office a single figure mark was applied
translating the Swiss accountancy mark in Kreutzers into decimes due for the
journey up to the French office of exchange, i.e. the figure in decimes included
the cost of transmission from the Swiss office to the French office which was
generally 2 decimes. To arrive at the total rate, the rate for the French journey
from the French entry office to the letter's town of destination was added to the
figure stamped on the letter.

French Declines
Equivalent Table
Swiss Kreutzer

Equivalent to Equivalent charged
Swiss office up to French office

as stamped on letter

2 1 3 *
4 2 4
6 3 5
8 3 5

10 4 6
12 5 7
14 6 8
16 6 8

* Letters emanating from or addressed to a place within the
frontier area would be taxed 1 or 2 declines only.

Continued overleaf to avoid breaking
into table

DECEMBER MEETINGS 
NORTHERN GROUP: Saturday, Dec. 3 'CINDERETJAS', Disc. Leader - MRS. V. DAVIS
LONDON GROUP: Wednesday, " 14 ' POSTAGE DUES', MR. G. W. HUBBARD
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The routing of the
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D'ECHANGE (Cont.)

letters was as follows:
------
' Swiss Identifying French Destination Swiss office French office

Canton Mark of Exchange of Exchange

Vaud LV 49 Northern Departments Orbe Pontarlier

LV 37 Southern Departments Coppet Ferney

Neuchatel LN All Neuchatel Pontarlier

Bern FD Northern Departments Porrentruy Delle

(up to 1832) FF Southern Departments Geneva Ferney

Geneva FF * All Geneva Ferney

(up to 1832) .. ..___

Bern
(after 1832)

BE As above As above As above

Geneva LG All Geneva Ferney

(after 1832) -
.

Basle LB All Basle Huningue **

LZ All Basle
---............

Huningue **Zürich_

* A mark 'GF' (Geneve par Ferney) was used for a short period in 1831.

** But the tax point was Belfort i.e. the stamped figure in decimes covered
transmission up to Belfort and the French internal rate was calculated from
Belfort.

ro°74:74,

. •
• I

•

figure 3 1.V6K 1844 Lausanne to Besanym

In June and July 1845 the treaties were revised to simplify the account-
ancy and speed up the transmission of the mails. At this stage all the accountancy
marks were done away with and a simple series of Transit stamps in the form of
TG (Geneva), TV (Vaud), TB in black (Bern), TB (red for Basle) and TZ (ZUrich) came
into use.

The French post office continued to apply, for a period of time, the
single figure accountancy mark in red or black, to show the postage due to the
sending country. The Swiss offices of exchange were moved to major towns where
the mails were made up and it was in 1847 that the French opened a post office in
Basle to replace Huningue or St. Louis, and it is from this time that the many
French entry cds with Basle as the entry point came into use.

(To be continued)
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THE 'CROSS AND FIGURE' ISSUES 1882 - 1906
ConclusionBy LAURENCE MOORE M.B.E., F.R.P.S.L.

15. PRIVATE PERFORATIONS ('Perfins') 

As early as 1874 commercial firms had begun to puncture their stamps with
their private sign or initials to discourage pilfering. Some did this by hand
but larger firms installed small perforating presses. 'Cross & Figure' are known
with private perforations on the 2c, 5c, 10c, and 15c (yellow), on white paper, and
the 2c, 5c, 10 and 15c (violet) on granite papers. In the case of loose stamps
it might be difficult to guarantee authenticity. Some values on cover are quite
scarce, probably because earlier collectors saw no future in them.

16. PRIVATE STAIIPED STATIONERY 

Towards the end of the printing of the 'Cross & Figure' series, authority
was given for private firms to send their own envelopes, cards or wrappers to the
Post Office for stamps to be printed on them. Shortly afterwards, in 1907, the
'Tell Boy' stamps were issued, but the 'Cross & Figure' remained valid until 1924,
so they are known so used on various kinds of private commercial stationery in all
values - or almost all values, for it is believed that one value was never so
used - the 3c:

17. 'NACHNAHME' - C.O.D. 

As a final item of interest shown below is a 'Nachnahme' book sending
from Chur to Fraubrunnen, dated 3rd March 1894, showing the 15c violet used for its
proper purpose - postage and commission (Postprovision).

1
Mil Bochhall on 3Ati:: 7: !
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18. CONCLUSION 

It is hoped that the reader might now agree that the lowly 'Cross &
Figure' stamps are after all, not quite the poor relation of the 'Standing
Helvetia', but offer quite good scope for study. Apart from the real rarities,
much interest can be found in the collection and study of complete covers franked
by a single stamp and used for their correct purposes, e.g. the 12c on printed
'Nachnahme' card, the 15c yellow on 'Charg4' covers, the 15c violet on Library
labels. If they can be found on white paper, so much the better. And what about
the elusive 3c? The writer has seen it used as a Postage Due to make up a 2c
into the 5c rate, and in large multiples with Customs cancellations. Collectors
know that the 3c of the 'Sitting Helvetia perf.' on complete cover is quite diffi-
cult to find used alone; but we should feel compensated for our work in translation,
adapting and augmenting the present work if we could have news of more examples of
the use of the 3c. 'Cross & Figure':
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Schio "Die Buchdruckausgabe 1882 im Ziffermuster', (Zumstein Berne 1968)
'Handbuch' 1924 (Zumstein Berne), and 'Spezial Katalog' (Zumstein Berne)
'Helvetia News Letters': 1958 'T

gte-be'che Rarity', L. Moore; 'Switzerland 1882-1907
Dr. K. Strauss June 1965; Zumstein Catalogue translation, Mrs. MacMahon &
H. E. Chapman, January 1971

'Philatelic Record' Handbook: 'The Postage Stamps of Switzerland', 1910
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SWITZERLAND
Where can you find PRO JUVENTUTES, PRO PATRIAS, MODERN PICTORIALS and SIMILAR 

COMPARATIVELY COMMON MATERIAL? Practically in every Dealers' stock - even
though in most cases the standard of quality will not be as good as ours.

Where can you find, ALL IN ONE STOCK, the largest selection of RARITIES such as
CANTONALS, ERRORS, the most ELUSIVE ITEMS (and several copies of each stamp to
choose from!!!), all SCARCE MATERIAL from RAYONS (several hundreds to choose from!)
and STRUBELS from average to luxury condition (several hundreds to choose from!)?

Where can you find, ALL IN ONE STOCK, Sitting Helvetias, Standing Helvetias
(including multiples, retouches, double prints); SCARCE MODERN MATERIAL such as
mint HIGH VALUES (always several copies of each item to choose from); Top quality
modern items like INTERSPACE PAIRS, STAMP BOOKLETS, PIONEER AIR MAILS?

Where can you find, ALL IN ONE STOCK, Postage Dues (properly classified!!),
HOTEL POSTS, PROOFS & ESSAYS etc. etc. etc.?

YOU CAN FIND ALL THESE AND MUCH MORE

74ahiateux
Is it not time that you sample

ONLY

AT SP6631‘519 P. O. B 0 X 2 4 2
,ASS HIGHGATE

LONDON • N 6

eütleater pltd TELEPHONE
01-348 0296

&Umbers: P. T. IL A. P. tt.. S. P. A.

Our Superb Approval Service
Now comprises about 150 booklets, filled with material to suit all collectors, and
some 6,000 sheets of individual rarities and choice 'morsels' to delight the most
demanding palate. This service, which enables collectors to choose materials at
leisure in their own homes and with their own collections at hand for comparison, is
now available to clients in all parts of the world.

We particularly recommend the scrutinising of issues up to 1910 of which several
copies of each stamp are mounted, priced according to condition and permitting •
collectors to choose copies in conformity With their own standards.

You will be aston ed at how vastly we can improve your Swiss Collection!
Just complete the enclosed Approval form and we will do the rest.

Our Great Strength Des
In Being Able To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Incidentally. all better class items are attractively displayed on special shee
with careful descriptions and statement of condition. Where necessary a Swiss
Certificate is provided. This avoids the possibility of unwelcome surprises
in the future.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Minutes of the Meeting held on 9th November, 1983

1. Apologies for Absence: Received from Mr. C.P. Mistely, Mr. & Mrs. R.A.G. Lee
and Mr. & Mrs. M. Salmen.

2, Minutes of the A.G.M. held on 10th November 1982. These were read and agreed.

3.. Matters arisinR from the Minutes: Nil.

4, Chairman's Address: Mr. R.F. Bulstrode said a very satisfactory year had been
highlighted by the two displays given by Mrs. A. Lee, the

first being of early issues up to the 'Sitting Helvetia' at the Royal Philatelic
Society on 2nd December, and the second her 'Sitting Helvetia Pee.' display at
the London opening meeting in October. Both were an education in perfection.
Referring to the recent B.P.E., all the entries by members had won good awards,
with the 'Ebby Gerrish Trophy' going to Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley. This was the second
time a Helvetia member had won this award in its short 5 year life. It was
encouraging to see that Juries were learning more about Postal History, as shown
by Mr. Stiles' 'Pre-stamp Covers', while Mr. V.J. Mitchell's 'Postage Dues' were
rewarded and earned the respect of the Chairman's comments, while his on entries
on 19th & 20th century 'Proofs & Essays' and 'Hotel Posts' had also done very well.

5. Hon. Secretary's Report: Mr. G.W. Hubbard was pleased that the past season
had been enjoyed by larger attendances than the

previous year - averaging 22 per meeting, despite rail strikes early in the year.
The total membership, however, is down. Although 12 new members had joined,
unfortunately this did not offset the number of deaths, resignations and deletions
due to non-payment of dues, both home and abroad. Membership currently stands at
348 with 3 enquiries in hand. The Northern Group continues to thrive, despite
some problems, averaging 16 members per meeting, and similarly the Sussex Group is
still holding the occasional get-together. Finally he emphasised the point raised
by the Chairman last year - it is essential to recruit more members, particularly
younger ones.

6. kills,IAllszls Rep : Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley stated that it had been possible
to get through the year with the assistance of

members' contributions - of which more are constantly required.  Some difficulties
had arisen, culminating in the sudden death of the printer. An alternative source
of printing promises to be better and quicker, thanks to ultra-modern equipment.
The Library continues to do very well*

7 * Ron, Treasurer's Report & Statement of Accounts: Mr. L.E. Stiles said that
the figures, as circulated,

show a better position than had been envisaged last year. The large amount of
interest from the Trustee Savings Bank was mainly due to the accrued deposit
between the death of Mr. C. Rauch and the temporary take-over by Mr. E. Lienhard
until the appointment of Mr. D.M. Slate as Packet Secretary. The hire of the
London room will rise in January 1984 to 420.12 per meeting; bank charges are up
as expected, and the increase in stationery expenditure is due to replenishing of
stock. Corporation Tax is still a burden which cannot be avoided since it is
levied on the amount of interest earned. Competition expenses include the
purchase of pen sets for the Rauch Literature Award.

Notification had been received from the Treasurer of the Northern Group that
their room hire is going up to £5.50 per hour (for a 2 hour meeting) which would
mean £88.00 per year and that they would appreciate an increase in the grant given
by the London Group. Sufficient funds are in hand for the remainder of this year
but the new rate will apply from January 1984. After some discussion a vote
showed that the majority of members present were in favour of providing assistance.
Mr. Pickard proposed that authority be given to the Treasurer to negotiate with
Mr. Eastwood. This Was seconded by Mr. Hewson .and passed.

Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. C.W. Elliott, seconded by
Mr. B.L. Hoddinott and passed.

8. Hon. Exchange Packet Secretary's Report: The year had been very time
consuming for Mr. D.M. Slate in his

first full year with each packet taking about 3 hours to prepare. 334 booklete
were submitted, with a total value of £18,314. 34 Packets were circulated and
5 'second rounds' went to some 6 members.  Total sales were £7,148. Insurance
cover was £444.00. Stamps should be in good condition to meet this charge and be
reasonably priced to encourage sales. This season so far 293 booklets had been
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received and 23 packets are in circulation. More booklets are required for the
remainder of the season and should be received not later than mid-DeeaMber.
Finally mistakes still occur: several unsigned cheques have arrived and even some
advice notes with cheques omitted - all making extra work.  It must be stressed
again that the Society's name must not appear on packets or letters at any time.
Any changes at address must be notified immediately.

Adoption of the report was proposed by Mr. Hewson and seconded by Mr. Hine.

9. Election of Officers & Members of the Committee for 1983/84. No new
nominations

having been received it was proposed by Mr. D.
that the present members should be re-elected
is:

Houtris and seconded by Mr. F. Pickard
'en bloc'. The full list, therefore

President: Mrs. A. Lee Hot. Editor Mrs. E.J. EawnsleyChairmant W.Cdr. R.F.Bulstrode " Librarian:
Vice-Chairman: Mr. C.P. Mistely Committee: Mr. J.A. Eastwood )Hon. Secretary:

ft Treasurer:
" G.W. Hubbard
" L.E. Stiles " LA. Hoyle ) N.Grp

Dr. G.G. Ritchie )" Pkt. Secretary: " D.M. Slate
Mrs. M. Elliott - London

10. Any Other Business:

1. Mr. R. F. Bulstrode proposed that members of the Society who became
signatories to the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists should be given

Honorary Membership, i.e. at present: Mr. R.A.G. Lee and Herr Max Hertsche
It was stressed that the honour of becoming an R.D.P. is something which money
cannot buy, but its prestige is enormous. This was seconded by Mr. Houtris and
passed.

2. Following an enquiry from a member Mr. Hubbard put forward the suggest-
ion that 'Helvetia' should join the Middlesex Federation with a view

to widening activities. After discussion it was proposed by Mr. Pickard and
seconded by Mr. Hine that the Society should join for a trial period of a year to
ascertain the benefits to be gained. The Secretary was asked and agreed to write
to the Federation for details and membership fees, believed to be currently £5.00
per Annum. This was agreed.

There being no further business the A.G.M. closed at 7.45 p.m.

Following this an Auction of 62 lots was held which was moderately
successful and realised some i119.00.

G. W. HUBBARD

A CHRISTMAS STOCKING FILLER

Mr. Hubbard strongly recommends the
newly published book by Hunter Davies
entitled

THE JOY OF STAMPS

published by Robson Books at 6.95.

Announced as the world's first
funny book about philately, it has
reminescences, jokes and cartoons.

WANTED 

Has anyone a spare copy of the '10
cancel shown ON COVER?

It is with regret that we have
to announce the deaths of

MR. E. C. BUCHMAN

of Staines, a member since 1972, and

MR. H. DIXON

of Leamington Spa, who had been a
Member since 1964.

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

6274 ESCHENBACH (LU) - Kloster-.

dorf im Seetal 21 Nov.
9242 BICHWIL - Wandergebiet

am Eppenberg 25 Nov.
6196 MARBACH - Bin Ferien

Dorf 6 Dec.

The Christmas Season will soon be
with us again and we take this opportun-
ity of wishing all our Overseas Members

If so Mr. S.R. Mackenzie of
'Caberfeidh', Riverside, Poolewe,

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Nr. Adhnasheen, Rosshire, would like to
hear from you.

AND A VERT HAPPY NEW YEAR
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B PE. SUCC ESS ES Dto You )-(NoW ?
The four members who sent in

competitive entries upheld the honour of
the Society as all received awards as
follows:

W.Cdr. R.F. Bulstrode, our Chairman,
received three SILVER MEDALS for:

a) 19th Century Proofs and Essays.

b) 20th Century Proofs and Essays.
c) Hotel Posts,

Mrs. E.J. Rawnslev, a SILVER MEDAL and
the 'EBBY GERRISH MEMORIAL TROPHY' for

the 'Atting Helvetia Perf. Issues of
1862-1878'.

Mr. V. J. Mitchell, a SILVER-BRONZE
MEDAL for 'Postage Dues of 1910-1936'.

Mr. L.E. Stiles, a SILVER-BRONZE MEDAL
for 'Early (ire-stamp) Covers'showing
the development of postal markings.

Many members visited the Exhibition
particularly on the first day and were
to be found hunting for bargains (?) or
further material for their collections.

The stands were a little more
cramped than at the previous venue, but
the display area for exhibits was very
well laid out and the lighting greatly
improved. Held this year at the Cunard
International Hotel at Hammersmith, it
certainly proved to be easier of access
than Wembley, but it will be interesting
to read of the general reaction to the
change.

clatectAL
cam .?eo 4c.e. / s

All English-speaking Swiss collectors
will want to have the latest edition, the
27th, of this popular Catalogue.

The use of an entirely new, clear
type setting by computer has necessitated
a slightly larger page size, illustrations
which are still in black & white, are also
larger, with greatly increased clarity.

New features continue to be added to
this Handbook-catalogue, i.e. enlarged
drawings of the 1960 coil stamps and the
1977 'cut' booklet. Prices of stamps on
cover from 1861 are listed, together with
'Pro Juventute' stamp booklets, 'Bundes-
feier (National Fete) cards and many of
the lesser-known aspects of Swiss phil-
ately now found in other catalogues.

As there was no full catalogue in
1983, this new edition reflects the
strong Swiss market, with 6563 price
changes - 5323 up and .1240 down.

Despite the costs of producing this
excellent work it is a real achievement
to have maintained the price at 4.95
(post-free U.K.), the same as before.

You will find it invaluable. E.J.R

.... that the long-awaited 'Handbook of
Swiss Machine Cancellations has at last
been issued by the SVP, in 2 A4 loose-leal
volumes in French & German, containing an
astonishing amount of information, with
all cancellations illustrated. Price is
about SFr.50.- + postage. Orders should
be sent to the PTT Philatelic Office at
3030 BERN. A copy will be placed in the
Library soon.

.... that my note in the August HNL on
the Locarno-Arona lake boat cancellation
produced an ilmediate reply from Dr.Ganz,
in which he drew my attention to a 3-part
article in 'TELL', March-May 1979, by
Laurence Moore, on all the markings of
Lago Maggiore, including extensive lists
answering my naive questions.

.... that one of the small compensations
for moving all one's possession, is that
one sees how collectin

g habits have
changed. The discovery of postcards,
covers etc, once discarded, now having
the most interesting cancels. And also
the remains of interesting cancels, des-
troyed when the stamp was washed off! Or
postal stationery with the cancel with
stamp cut out. Also chopped up articles,
of interest then, and now the opposite.
What will one say at the next move?

.... that to celebrate the 2nd centenary
of the death of Leonard Euler (born in
Basel in 1707) the 

-DDR issued ih NOVember
a 20 pf stamp, in view of the 25 years
of his very active life spent in Berlin.
Another nice 'Swiss on a non-Swiss stamp"
for collectors of such things.

.... that the first slogan cancel showing
a cat has appeared, for an exhibition
held in Neuchatel. No Swiss stamp shows
a cat as yet - only lions.

.... that I have not yet found a vending
machine that produces the 1983 blue
SFr.5.- booklets, still the old grey
ones in stock. However the 1983 pink
'booklets' of 5 x 40c postcards have
appeared in Winterthur, instead of the
previous grey ones. This is the first
time that the PTT has a different colour
for the stamp and postcard covers, in
recent times anyway. It seems booklet
sales are slipping below their estimate,
perhaps because of the more versatile
Frama machines?

.... that the answer to Question No. 133
is: the PP 5c of 1948, a Customs dog,
and then the little dog accompanying the
postal messenger of Schwyz, shown on the
10c of 1960.

.... that Question No. 134 is inevitably,
which Swiss stamp shows Leonard Euler,
mentioned above? You should get very
close without the catalogues

M. RUTHERFOORD
H
urdackerstrasse 40, CH-8049 WRICH.
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N. GROUP: Hon. Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, HALIFAX,

HX3 OPB

Northern Group members were privi-
ledged to welcome to their October meet-
ing Mrs. A. Lee who, with Mr. Lee, was
making her first visit to Yorkshire as
President of the Helvetia Society.

A large ittendance enjoyed a most
interesting and informative talk and a
superb display of the 'Imperf. Sitting
Helvetia' issues.

Mrs. Lee began by discussing in
detail the printing of the stamps, the
problems in sorting the various types and
noting in this connection the different
thicknesses of paper to be found, point-
ing out how this could vary with hand
made paper over the sheet. Also dis-
cussed was the question of 'quality' and
how difficult it is, due to the close-
ness of the stamps, to find four margin
copies.

Mrs. Lee began with colour trials
and a ate-bPche essay of the 50. in
blue. Then followed a comprehensive
display of the various types and values,
both on and off cover, together with
plate flaws, a large variety of shades
and concluding with a selection of
'Nachnahme' covers and straight-line
cancellations.

A truly memorable afternoon greatly
appreciated by all members.

R.A.H.

S lAig s s PwiLATELi
can provide the collector with
innumerable aspects, all of great

interest.

POSTAL HISTORY will keep one fascinated

for a lifetime.

STRUBELS, STANDING HELVETIA and the

1900 UPU still give great

scope for study.

The younger collector will find plenty

of interest and enjoyment with

POSTAL STATIONERY, the

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES, TP0s,

SOLDIER STAMPS, AIRMAIL STAMPS

and FLOWN COVERS.

Let me help to enlarge your
Collection. Want Lists welcome or
material supplied on Approval.

S. ARMtSTRONCi.

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lance LA4 6AP.

Zumstein Catakres t92
Zumstein Europa, Cata lope 1924. 47 Ediktort

NEW: Europe in four volumes
ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:
Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE - Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
" 2 MIDDLE EUROPE - Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France

and Monaco
" 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE - Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries

PRICES: E 9.00 per volume or all three volumes (Western Europe) ... 24.30
Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE - All Socialist Countries ..• 18.00
EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes 40.50 

I .Zumstein - Schweiz- Liechtenstein Coto lore im in Colour
German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued;
Important varieties; Prices for 'Day of the Stamp' cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at E 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Zurnston t Ci Propr. Hertsch + Cie, P.O. Box 2585,e 3001 BERN, Switzerland.
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1984 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME 

The proposed programme of new issues in 1984 has been published and the
preliminary details are given below. Full descriptions will be issued 4 - 6 weeks
prior to each new issue, together with any amendments which may become necessary.

21 February PUBLICITY STAMPS (First Series) 3

National Philatelic Exhibition
'NABA MEI 84' 25

1100 Years of St-imier 50
International Olympic Committee,

Lausanne 80 1.55
DEFINITIVES -	Signs of the Zodiac 2

Sagitarius - the Archer 400
Capricorn - the Goat 451 8.50

Postcard 1 50 50

2May EUROPA - CEPT 2

25th Anniversary of CEPT - 50
General motif 80 1. 30

24 May BUNDESFEIER - PRO PATRIA 4

Treasures of the Museums
- Malojica

Swiss National Museum Zürich 35 + 15
Freulerpalast, NAfels 50 + 20
Nur.:6e gruerian, Bulle 70 + 30
Muse Ariano, Geneva

Miniature Sheet 'NABA ZtRI 84' 1

80 + 40, 3.40

4 x 50 Hp. 200 + 100 3.00
11 September PUBLICITY (Second Series) 1

Fire Prevention 50
DEFIN1T1VES - Folklore 3
Chesslete, Solothurn 25
Klausjagen, Ktssnacht a. R. 45
Schnabelgeissen, Ottenbach ZH 60 1.30

(Continued overleaf)
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1984 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME (Continued)

26 November PRO JUVENTUTE - Characters 4

from Children's Books 

Heidi 35 + 15

pinocchio 50 + 20

Pippi Langstrumpf 70 + 30

Max and Moritz 80 + 40 3.40

Total without postcard and sheet 19.95

Postcard 50

Miniature sheet ... 3.00

S.Fr. 23.45
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GOTTHARD MAIL COACH
SEMI-OFFICIAL POST CARD

BY HOFER & BURGER, ZURICH

FOR THE INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE STAMP EXHIBITION

ZÜRICH, 25 JUNE TO 2 JULY 1893
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With regard to the query from Mr. P. Hobbs in the September 
'News Letter'

regarding the semi-official postcard depicting the Gotthard 
mail coach, which was

issued on the occasion of the International Postage Stamp Ex
hibition in Zürich -

held from 25th June to 2nd July 1893, Mr. R. F. Bulstrode ha
s provided the following

information and illustrations.

The cards were designed by Hofer & Burger of Zürich and 36,0
00 were issued.

However, while the exhibition was in progress forgeries of t
he card appeared,

produced by a German and a Swiss. Apparently 480 of these forger
ies were already

prepared by 10th June 1893. The forgers, luckily, were apprehended
 and sent to

prison.
,

r
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Mr. Bulstrode also has in his

possession two artists' original essays for

stamps, also designed by Hofer & Burger of

Zürich, which are shown, and are very nice

items to have.
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ACCOUNTANCY MARKS OF THE BUREAUX D'ECHANGE 

By Christopher Rauch

LETTERS OUT OF FRANCE 

Part III
(Conclusiou)

The agreements France made with its neighbours for the accounting

associated with letters to France applied also to letters sent out of France and

the same pattern of accountancy marks stamped at the office of exchange of the

sending country, in this case France, applied.

For instance, a letter from Lille to Mons, in Belgium, will have a French

accountancy mark LFR1 (Lettre Francaise Rayon 1) applied at the French office of

exchange of Valenciennes and if dated before 1831 have the Netherlands 2 line entry

mark of 'FRANKRIJK OVER BERGEN' , and if dated later have the Belgian boxed entry

mark 'FRANCE PAR MONS'. (Bergen is Dutch for Mons).

-- 4111

•

s'1.61

'01k/44
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•
figure 4 LFR I r.1827 Condiro Brussels

A letter of 1830 from Lyon to Brussels shows the French accountancy mark

'LFR4' applied at Valenciennes (and the corresponding Netherlands entry mark)

because, measuring from Valenciennes, Lyon is 4 Rayons distant.

The pattern of the French accountancy marks varies slightly in relation

to the country of destination, for instance a letter from Nantes to Bad Ems, Prussia

has the French accountancy mark CF4R for 'Correspondence Francaise 4
eme Rayon).

A similar CF4R mark, applied probably at Antibes in line with the Franco-

Sardinian agreement is used on a typical letter from Toulouse to Nice which was part

of Sardinia at that time.

LETTERS TO SWITZERLAND 

We have seen, as far as letters to France are concerned, that the account-

ancy marks on letters from Switzerland take a different pattern. Likewise the

French accountancy marks on letters to Switzerland are of a different pattern, i.e.

instead of being expressed in the form of distance they express the postage due to

France in French money (decimes) e.g. LF6D for 'Lettre Franpaise 6 declines', or

CF6D for 'Correspondence Frangaise 6 decimes' or FR7D for 'France 7 decimes'

depending upon the office of exchange, the number of decimes increasing as the

distance from the office of exchange increases. (See table overleaf).

It becomes interesting to compare a letter from Lyon to Canton Aargau of

Switzerland, with the French accountancy mark LF6D applied at Huningue for onward

transmission via Basle, with another letter from Lyon to Geneva, with the French

accountancy mark LF4D boxed in red applied at Ferney and the earlier mentioned

markings on a letter from Lyon to Brussels with the accountancy mark appropriate

to the agreement with the Netherlands at that time.

As one would expect, there were similar agreements between France and

Sardinia (a large part of which to-day is Savoy and parts of other departments in

the west of the Midi). It is, however, interesting to note that Sardinia made

in turn a postal agreement with Canton Vaud (of Switzerland) using the same

accountancy marks as stipulated in the agreement with France. A typical mark on a

letter from Nice to Switzerland is 'CS3R' for 'Correspondence Sarde 3
eme Rayon'.

a;.---

41/
/11.
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ACCOUNTANCY MARKS OF THE BUREAUX D'ECHANCE (Cont.)

Agreement with Mark Offices of Exchange Remarks

Canton French

Basle LF Huningue Black till end of
October 1832 and
then in red

Virich LF Huningue

Vaud Boxed LF Pontarlier Red and black

Boxed LP Ferney Mainly in red

Bern

(up to 1832)

Boxed CD Delle Up to 5 decimes in
black. 7 decimes and
over in red

Boxed CF Ferney Red

Neuchatel Boxed LF Pont arlier Black & later red

Bern FR Delle All in red

(Post-1832)

Geneva Boxed CF Ferney Red.

/640

eitry,3‘) 
c 7 4; og, 01,0

•
figure 5 FR 71) 1834 Paris to Swit:erland

These notes, especially the parts not relating to Switzerland, are far

from complete and more information is needed to help add to the story.  In

particular further study is required on letters from say Lille or Calais through

various offices of exchange from North to South to see the changing pattern of

accountancy marks.

Regarding the parts relating to Switzerland I want to acknowledge the

use of information provided by Mr. Louis Vuille of Yverdon who set me off on this

study in the first instance and so provided me with a lot of pleasure and

satisfaction. C. a.

Editor's Note: The untimely death of Christopher Rauch prevented his hopes of

continuing this fascinating but complex study. There are,

however, other members in the Society who are keenly interested in these and other

problems relating to both routes and rates used in the 19th century.  Further

articles will be most welcome. E.J.R.

 - -  o0o  - - 
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Bestmögliche Raumausnützung und Uebersicht im Stapellager
dank Paiettierung

Utilisation integrals de l'espace et mei I leure vue d'ensemble —des
merchandises empilees grace a la palettisation

Miglior struttamento di spazio e maggior ordine nelle mord
accatastate, grazie elle palettizzazione

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE CARTOLINA POSTALE

Schonender Transport von Hans as Haas, Lager oder Werkstatt,
in geschlossenen SBB-6Fossbehaltern

Transport soigné de porta a parte, jusqu'i Pentrepot ou
Patellar, en grands containers CfF fermis

Trasporto mural° da ports a ports, magazzino od nilicina, in
grandl cease mobili chiuse della FFS

Fig. 2
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SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS POSTCARDS 
1954-1972

Advising the arrival of goods transported within Switzerland.
Part I

About a couple of years ago, when looking through a dealer's box, I came
across two Postal Stationery cards which caught my eye, and on looking more closely
at them I saw that they were issued by the Federal Railways. The first had on the
left hand side of the front a picture of a man stacking pallets in a warehouse,
with a descriptive text or slogan underneath in German, French and Italian-. The

remainder of
the space
was for the
use of the
recipient's
address, and
a 10c stamp
was imprinted
in the right
hand top
corner.

The second
card was
similar,
except that
the illus-
tration on
the front was
different and
showed an
elevated
goods wagon
being dis-
charged dir-

Fig. 1 ect onto a
truck. The

reverse of the card informed the recipient that his goods as specified had arrived
at the railway station and that they should be collected within 24 hours after a
period of 4 hours after the time of posting. This text was printed in three columns
also in German, French and Italian.  A space below was provided for details of the

goods that
had arrived.
A boxed space
at the bottom
right hand
corner prov-
ided for the
'Bahnhof-
stempel' of
the issuing
station. Also
in small print
at the bottom
of the card
was an
imprint number
to which I
paid little
attention at
this time, but
which later
proved to be
very signifi-
cant. (See
Fig. 2).

During the
next few months I obtained a few more of these cards, all of which had different
illustrations on the front and at the same time I saw that the imprint numbers were
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different from those which I had originally obtained. I also managed to acqure
several other cards at the Bourse held in conjunction with the 'Gottardo 82'
exhibition in Luzern in June 1982.

I realized now that I must research these cards in order to gain as much
information as possible. Naturally my first thought was to consult the Postal
Stationery Catalogue but it was with difficulty that I found the appropriate section.
The information shown was in no way complete as I had in my possession cards whose
imprint did not appear in the catalogue, so I realised that to a certain extent I
would be 'treading in the dark'. In general it transpires that since 1912 the
Swiss Federal Railways have been issuing special postcards with an imprinted stamp
to their customers, which informs them of the arrival of their goods.  As mentioned
earlier the goods will only be handed over to the customer upon presentation of the
advice card, and this is thought to be the reason why these cards are so little
known. Theoretically used cards should be non-existent as they should have been
destroyed after the goods were handed over, but no doubt many were given back to
the customer or kept by the counter staff with the result that they remained in
existence.

Between 1912 and 1954 these cards were printed by the PTT or by private
printers, but from 1954 onwards were printed by the Printing Works of the Swiss
Federal Railways. In 1954 the lay-out of the card was altered and it is with this
issue and subsequent issues that this article is concerned.  As mentioned at the
beginning, the text on the reverse was printed in the German, French and Italian
languages, whilst the front showed advertising pictures with slogans which were
also printed in the three languages.

The new 1954 card was printed in three series: the first comprised 18
different pictures, the second series, issued in 1957, had 16 different pictures,
whilst the third, in 1960, had 12 pictures.  These particular cards do not appear
to be common and so far I have only been able to obtain one of them.

In 1961 the subjects of the pictorial fronts were changed.  The first
series of 12 cards was issued in May 1961 and the second series in August 1963.
These were of the type shown in Figs. 1 & 2. The entire card, picture and all
lettering, is in a dark green on buff card. Between December 1961 and April 1968
numerous editions of Fig. 2 were issued, but with additional information printed
at the bottom left hand corner giving the hours during which the "counter" was open
for the goods to be collected. Also given is the name of the official Forwarding
or Clearing Agent should the customer not be able to collect the goods himself.
In place of the boxed space at the bottom right hand corner the name of the issuing
station is printed. Some cards, especially those issued by Luzern Station, do not
give the "counter" hours but only the name of the Forwarding or Clearing Agent,
whilst ZUrich and Biel/Bienne give both.  A further variant is that Virich issued
cards in January 1963 on which the notice on the reverse is in German only and
reading straight across the top of the card thus leaving more space for a detailed
description of the goods.

(To be continued)

SUBSCRIPTIONS 1984 

Members are reminded that subscript-
ions become due on 1st January 1984. IF
a subscription is due from you a renewal
slip is enclosed, and prompt payment will
be much appreciated as, in the long run, it
keeps to a minimum the amount of work
required of your Officers.

Please return the slip, duly completed;
with your remittance for 1984.

cii(bee

+ 1.00 if payment is by
cheque in dollars, or 50p. if
payment is in dollar bills.

L. E. STILES

(Hon. Treasurer)
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LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES 

Two sets of stamps were issued on
5th December:

1. SPECIAL STAMPS - CHRISTMAS 1983 

Values & 20 Bp. - The search for an inn
Designs: 50 Rp. - The Christ Child

80 Rp. - The Three Kings

Designer: H. P. Gassner, Vaduz

Printing: Roto-heliogravure by
Courvoisier S.A.

Size: 36 x 25.7 mm. in sheets of 20

2. SPECIAL STAMPS - WINTER OLTMPICS lia
Values & 40 Rp. - White snowflake
Desians: 80 Hp. - Coloured

180 Hp. - Silver

Desianer: Herbert Leupin, Basel

Printing: by Helio Courvoisier

gjav 28 x 36 mm0 in sheots of 20
Maximum cards will be available for

both series, as will commemorative covers,
one for each series. The same special
FD cancel, depicting a shooting star, will
be used for both.

NEW 'AMATEUR COLLECTOR' CATALOGUE 

By the way - many apologies - the
many special features in the new edition
are, of course, NOT to be found in other
catalogues!

WARNING

The Secretary has received a strong
complaint from a member that he is being
swamped with unsolicited mail - philatelic
catalogues, price lists etc. Since he
deals personally and anonymously with
dealers, he concluded that his address
was being given out without his consent.

He has been given an assurance that
this is not the case. It may be occurring
thru the Packet lists and if anyone who
receives these and has contacts with such
firms, the practice must stop immediately.
In these days it is essential to be more
security conscious.

BETHLEHEM b. Bern 1q87-

This year's special cancel has a
stylized drawing of the Holy Family in
search of an inn. 

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont.) from Col. 1)

.... that the answer to Question No. 134
is that Euler, well-known to all students
of engineering the world over, is also
shown on the PJ 5c. of 1957.

.... that Question No. 135 is: When was
the 25c. stamp mentioned above first issued

M. RUTHERFOORD

fDID YOU KNOW?
.... that according to the latest BBZ
someone is forging the 40c definitive!
The colour is well matched, but the off-
set printing and line perforation is an
immediate give-away to a philatelist,
also the very white non-phosphor paper.
Who would do such a thing? The BBZ
suggests, perhaps, a manufacturer of
postally used 'unique' items for philat-
elists with more money than sense.
Watch out.

.... that the last such known forgery
case was in 1919, of the 25c. The miss-
ing blue and red fibres, and the water-
mark, helped the PTT discover the forged
stamps.

.... that the new SVP Handbook of Swiss
Machine Cancellations, includes the
slogans used in Liechtenstein and UN
Geneva, in all over 20,000 combinations
of slogans and town die are given. The
slogans and town dies are all illustrated.
The former according to the PTT number,
the latter alphabetically, up to the end
of 1982.

.... that because the Fund for Furthering
'Philately has subsidised this Handbook,
all 142 Philatelic Clubs in Switzerland,
if in the Association, get a free copy
for their Library.

that Alfred Itel, of Basel, has
died, aged 65, well-known author of the
monthly commentary on the philatelic
market in the SBZ, for decades under the
nom-de-plume of Philargus, more recently
under his correct name. He helped the
SVP for years in various capacities.

.... that an attentive philatelist has
discovered yet another error on a Swiss
stamp. The 80c value of the 1974
Internaba block shows the same belt buckle
error as the 10c. postal messenger,
according to the BBZ, also Canton Schwyz
funnily enough.

.... that the Swiss National Tourist
Office has produced a new 1:500,000 map
of Switzerland, showing all roads, rail-
ways and towns etc. This map is
virtually free and is essential for every
collector of Swiss stamps. Of the
various language combinations available,
German/English is likely to be the most
popular.

.... that my source of 'T' cancelled
stamps has now dried up, as Winterthur

main PO has intro-

s01W1NTERTHUR1-FCHER duced, about the
middle of July, a

090 I T franking machine
(old Hasler) in their
'Box' delivery
department. As

illustration, it is in red.
(Cont. C 01.2)



sends GREETINGS to all for

the FESTIVE SEASON

and the

NEW TEAR

When the holidays are

over I will be at your
service for the supply of
your requirements of all
SWISS STAMPS.

Zumstein Catalogues 1984
Zumstein Europa Catalogue 1984; 67 Edition New:
Europe in four volumes
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N. GROUP: Hon. Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Aye, Staf ford Rd, HALIFAX, J.S.ARMSTRONG

Yorks, H13 OPB

At the meeting of Northern Group
members held in Leeds on November 5th,
the Chairman, Miss Solly, presented a mos
colourful display of the 'PRO JUVENTUTE'
issues. This included a large select-
ion of covers, postcards, 'Day of the
Stamp' cards, booklets and maximum cards,
and was most beautifully presented and
written up with much interesting inform-
ation about the stamps.

Also shown was her study of the
church at Zillis, which was again most
attractively illustrated with postcards,
maximum cards and included information
about the church and its magnificent
ceiling. R.A.H.

---o0o---
FROM THE SECRETARY 

I would like to hear from members
living in country districts who would be 485, Marine Road,
interested in showing to Societies with- M ORECAMBE
in a 30-40 mile radius of their homes.
The main idea, of course, is to foster Lancs LA4 6AF
the promotion of Swiss Philately to the
unitiated and, hopefully, gain us some
more members. G.W. HUBBARD

JANUARY 1984  MEETINGS 

SATURDAY, 7th - ISSUES OF THE GENEVA INTERNATIONAL OFFICES --Discussion Leader:
Mr. I. Gilchrist

WEDNESDAY, 11th - POSTAL HISTORY - All Members.

013
1:1
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•
1.0146 ,ZUMSTEIN Western Europe Catalogues 1984 in three volumes:

Vol. 1 NORTHERN EUROPE — Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain
Vol. 2 MIDDLE EUROPE — Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany; France and Monaco
Vol. 3 SOUTHERN EUROPE — Iberia, Italy, Adriatic and Aegean Countries
PRICES: £ 9.00 per volume or all three volumes (Western Europe) ...................................................... E 24.30Vol. 4 EASTERN EUROPE — All Socialist Countries ............................................................................  E 18.00EUROPE 1984 COMPLETE ... All four volumes ... 40.50

Zum
stein-Schweiz-Liechtenstein Catalogue 1984 in Colour

German/French; Prices for blocks of four; Prices for FDC; Numbers issued; Important varieties; Prices for «Day
of the Stamp» cards and covers.
New prices for stamps on cover. Despite increases price maintained at £ 4.00
Order Catalogues from your Dealer or from our General Representative in England:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Propr. Hertsch + Cie, P.O. Boxzumsbein+cie 3001 BERN, Switzerland.


